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PREFACE
a)The entry and possession of dangerous goods in the coastal facility, the subsequent handling, the general
safety and protection of the area, the protection of the cargo, the safety of everyone at or near the coastal
facility and the protection of the environment should be controlled.
b) Life safety at sea is also related to the safety and protection of a ship, its cargoes and crew at the coastal
facility, and the precautions taken regarding dangerous cargoes before they are directly loaded/discharged and
during handling.
c)The recommendations in this guide are limited to dangerous goods in the port area as part of the transport
chain. The recommendations in this guide do not apply to dangerous goods that are generally kept in the port
area or used in the port area, but the Administration may want to check whether the said use and storage
procedures comply with the legal national requirements.
d) An important prerequisite for the safe transportation and loading of dangerous goods is the proper
identification, protection, packaging, packaging, securing, marking, labeling, placarding and documentation
of these cargoes. This will apply regardless of whether the transactions take place at the onshore facility or at
facilities remote from the onshore facility.
e)Although land, port and sea elements are included in the general transport chain, it is very important that the
persons responsible for the matters specified in it take all kinds of precautions and that all relevant information
is given to the persons involved in the transport chain, also on the final consignment. Consideration should be
given to the possible different requirements for different modes of transport.
f) The safe transportation and loading of dangerous goods is based on the correct and precise application of
the regulations for the transportation and loading of such cargoes, and is subject to the judgment of everyone
who knows the regulations fully and in detail and is aware of the current risks related to these issues. This can
only be achieved by properly planned and conducted training and retraining of the persons concerned.
g)Laws, regulations and related publications are under constant review and are regularly revised. It is very
important to use only current versions. The contents of these Laws, regulations and related publications are
reproduced in the recommendations in this guide only to the extent necessary.
h)In the preparation of this guide, IMDG CODE, ERG 2012 and IMO 1216 CR. The international documents
and the Regulation on the Transport of Dangerous Goods by Sea, the Dangerous Goods Application
Instruction, the Coastal Facility Dangerous Goods Compliance Certificate and the radiation safety regulation
published by the Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure, were applied and the information was used.

Facility Information Form
General information about the facility is as in the facility information form presented below.

3

Contact information of the facility
operator (address, telephone, fax, email and web page)
Facility name

Turkish Petroleum Off-Shore Technology Center
Joint Stock Company
İçerenköy District Askent Street
Kosifler Auto No: 3/A Inner Door No: 7
Atasehir/İSTANBUL
Filyos Turkish Petroleum Port

4

City where the facility is located

Zonguldak

1
2

Facility operator name/title
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5
6

Contact information of the facility
(address, telephone, fax, e-mail and
web page)
Geographical region of the facility

7

Port Authority and contact details
of the facility

8

Mayor's Office and contact details
of the facility

9

10

Name of the Free Zone or
Organized Industrial Zone where
the facility is located
Validity date of Coastal Facility
Operation
Permit/Temporary
Operation Permit
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Filyos Turkish Petroleum Port
67970 Sazköy/ Çaycuma/Zonguldak
Western Black Sea Region
Zonguldak Port Authority
Yayla Mah. Omerkarahasan Sok. No:3
Center/ZONGULDAK
Filyos Municipality
Hisaronu Mah. Park Cad. No:45
Filyos/Çaycuma/ZONGULDAK
None.

It is in the cleaning phase.
2. Own
Burden and
3rd Party (….)
3rd Party
(….)

Operating status of the facility ( )

Own Charge
(X)

Name and surname of the facility
manager, contact details (phone,
fax, e-mail)
Name and surname, contact details
(phone, fax, e-mail) of the
dangerous goods operations officer
of the facility
Name and surname of the
Dangerous Goods Safety Advisor
of the facility, contact details
(phone, fax, e-mail)

Ozgur Erden
Tel: 0 531 265 87 47 / 0 530 244 04 80
e-mail: oerden@tp-otc.com
OHS-E Unit
Tel: 0 535 931 45 66 / 0530 244 04 80
Email: dfirat@tp-otc.com
filyos.environment@tp-otc.com
Erdem Long
Tel: 0507 763 93 44
e-mail: emreuzun@metatmgd.com

15

Marine coordinates of the facility

41°34'56.1"N 32°03'52.4"E

16

Types of dangerous goods handled
at the facility (MARPOL Annex-I,
IMDG Code, IBC Code, IGC Code,
IMSBC Code, Grain Code, TDC
Code cargoes and packaged,
explosive, liquid bulk, radioactive
cargoes and infectious substances)

Our Dangerous Goods Inventory List is in APPENDIX1.

11

12

13

14

17

Types of ships that can approach the
facility

18

Distance of the facility to the main
road (kilometers)

Drilling Ships, Platform Support Ships, Research
Ships, Pipeline Laying Ships, Dredging Ships,
Personnel Transfer Ships, General Cargo Ships,
Dynamically Positioned Ships, Speedboats, Fuel
Tanker (Only within the scope of Marine Fuel
Integration of Ships), Waste Receiving Ship, Pilot
Boats, Mooring Boats, Tugs
13,5 km D010 Highway Zonguldak Çaycuma Airport
Crossroads
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The distance to the nearest railway is 3 km.
There is currently no rail connection. In the following
period, railway connection is planned by the Ministry
of Transport and Infrastructure.

23

The distance of the facility to the
railway
(kilometers) or railway connection
(Yes/No)
Name of the nearest airport and its
distance
from
the
facility
(kilometers)
Load handling capacity of the
facility
(Ton/Year;
TEU/Year;
Vehicle/Year)
Scrap handling at the facility
not done
Is there a border gate? (Yes No)

24

Is there a bonded area? (Yes No)

No

19

20

21

22

25

26
27
28
29
30

Cargo handling equipment and
capacities

Storage tank capacity (m 3 )
Open storage area (m 2 )
Semi-closed storage area (m 2 )
Closed storage area (m 2 )
Identified fumigation and/or
fumigation-free area (m 2 )

14 km. To Zonguldak Çaycuma Airport

4,000 Tons/Year

No
No
Equipment
forklift
forklift
forklift
forklift
forklift
forklift
Crane
Crane
Crane
Truck
manlift
6m3
5170 m 2
13,000 m 2

Number
3
2nd
one
one
one
one
one
one
one
4
3

Capacity
3 Tons
5 Tons
7 Tons
12 Tons
16 Tons
18 Tons
10 Tons
160 Tons
100 Tons
108 Tons
318 Kg

no
Guidance Service: General Directorate of Coastal
Safety Towing Service: Eren Enerji Elektrik Üretim
A.Ş.

31

Pilotage and tugboat services
provider's name/title contact details

32

Has a Security Plan been created?
(Yes No)

Yeah

33

Waste Reception Facility capacity
(This section will be arranged
separately according to the waste
accepted by the facility)

There is no Waste Acceptance Facility. MARPOL
73/78 Annex-I and Annex-V wastes are sent to
Zonguldak TTK Port Waste Reception Facility
(License No: 53676) by licensed waste transport ship
Environmental Protection1 (License No: 67-AAGL21.01). Licenses are given in Annex 3.
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MARPOL
73/78
ANNEX-I Bilge Water
sludge
Waste oil

TTK GENERAL
DIRECTORATE PORT
AND RAILWAY
MANAGEMENT, Waste
Reception Facility
(License No: 53676)

MARPOL
73/78
ANNEX-V
Plastic
Food Waste
Domestic Waste
Cooking Oil
Incinerator Ashes
Operational Waste
Animal Carcasses
Fishing Tools
Electronic Waste
Load Residues

TTK GENERAL
DIRECTORATE PORT
AND RAILWAY
MANAGEMENT, Waste
Reception Facility
(License No: 53676)

Port Activity Main Status
one 3rd person □ own load and additional 3rd party □

North
Dock
West
2nd
dock
South
3
dock
East
4
dock
one

own load x

Height
(meter)

Width
(meter)

min. water
depth
(metre)

Max. water depth
(metre)

225

26

10

14

26648 DWT

568

26

14

14

26648 DWT

1457

34

13

19

26648 DWT

725

34

13

19

26648 DWT

Number
Length (meter)
(number)
one seabed pipeline no.

one dolfen no.

one float no.

The largest ship tonnage to
berth
(DWT or GRT)

Diameter (inch)

-

-

-

sea
coordinates

Number
(number)

water depth
(metre)

The largest possible
ship (DWT/GRT)

-

-

-

-

sea
coordinates

Number
(number)

water depth
(metre)

The largest possible
ship (DWT/GRT)

-

-

-

-
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Table-1 Dangerous Goods Inventory List
#

ITEM NAME

CLASSIFICATION

UN
NO

CLASS

PACKING
CODE

SHIPMENT NAME
AMINES, LIQUID,
ABRASIVE, BBB OR
POLYAMINES, LIQUID,
ABRASIVE, BBB
SODIUM HYDROXIDE,
SOLID
ENVIRONMENTALLY
HAZARDOUS
SUBSTANCE, SOLID,
BBB

one

ULTRAHIB

CORROSIVE LIQUID

2735

8

III

2nd

CAUSTIC SODA
PEARL

CORROSIVE LIQUID

1823

8

II

3

ZINC OXIDE

ENVIRONMENTALLY
HAZARDOUS
SUBSTANCE

3077

9

III

4

FUEL

FLAMMABLE LIQUID

1202

3

III

5

MAXGUARD
BioCIDE

CORROSIVE LIQUID

3266

8

III

6

INTENSIVE
BLEACH

CORROSIVE LIQUID

1791

8

II

7

JET A-1

FLAMMABLE LIQUID

1863

3

III

8

WASTES (15 01 10)

3509

9

III

9

WASTES (15 02 02)

3082

9

III

10

WASTES (18 01 03)

3291

6.2

II

11th

WASTES (18 01 03)

3082

9

III

12

WASTES (01 05 06)

3082

9

III

FLAMMABLE LIQUID

1044

2nd

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

CHOKEDAMP

1956

2nd

COMPRESSED GAS,
BBB

CHOKEDAMP

1956

2nd

COMPRESSED GAS,
BBB

CHOKEDAMP

1956

2nd

COMPRESSED GAS,
BBB

13

14

15

16

FIRE
EXTINGUISHER
HYDROGEN
SULFIDE (0.0001%
- 0.05%) IN
NITROGEN
0-0.1% CARBON
MONOXIDE IN
NITROGEN
0.02-0.05%
HYDROGEN
SULPHIDE IN
NITROGEN

ENVIRONMENTALLY
HAZARDOUS
SUBSTANCE
ENVIRONMENTALLY
HAZARDOUS
SUBSTANCE
INFECTIOUS
SUBSTANCE
ENVIRONMENTALLY
HAZARDOUS
SUBSTANCE
ENVIRONMENTALLY
HAZARDOUS
SUBSTANCE

DIESEL FUEL
CORROSIVE LIQUID,
BASIC, INORGANIC,
BBB
HYPOCHLORITE
SOLUTION
FUEL, AVIATION,
TURBINE ENGINE
PACKAGING,
SCRATCHED, EMPTY,
UNCLEANED
ENVIRONMENTALLY
HARMFUL SUBSTANCE,
LIQUID, BBB
CLINICAL WASTE,
UNDEFINED BBB
ENVIRONMENTALLY
HARMFUL SUBSTANCE,
LIQUID, BBB
ENVIRONMENTALLY
HARMFUL SUBSTANCE,
LIQUID, BBB

17

COMPRESSED AIR

CHOKEDAMP

1002

2nd

AIR COMPRESSED

18

AEROSOL

FLAMMABLE GAS

1950

2nd

AEROSOLS,
FLAMMABLE

19

CELLULOSE
THINNERS

FLAMMABLE LIQUID

1263

3

PAINT
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#

ITEM NAME

CLASSIFICATION

UN
NO

CLASS

20

MAGNAVIS WCP-2
– AEROSOL.

FLAMMABLE GAS

1950

2nd

21

CLAX HYPO 4AL1

CORROSIVE LIQUID

1719

8

III

22

SUMA BOTTOM
K1

CORROSIVE LIQUID

1719

8

II

23

SUMA GRILL D9

CORROSIVE LIQUID

1824

8

II

24

SUMA NOVA L6

CORROSIVE LIQUID

1824

8

II

CORROSIVE LIQUID

1823

8

II

CORROSIVE LIQUID

2922

8+6.1

II

ABRASIVE SOLID BBB

1759

8

II

ABRASIVE SOLID BBB

CORROSIVE LIQUID

1760

8

II

CORROSIVE LIQUID,
NOS

FLAMMABLE LIQUID

1170

3

II

ETHANOL SOLUTION

CORROSIVE LIQUID

1760

8

III

CORROSIVE LIQUID
BBB

CORROSIVE LIQUID

1760

8

II

CORROSIVE LIQUID
BBB

CORROSIVE LIQUID

1760

8

II

CORROSIVE LIQUID
BBB

CORROSIVE LIQUID

1760

8

II

CORROSIVE LIQUID
BBB

25
26

27

28

29
30

31

32

33

CAUSTIC SODA
PEARL 99%MIN
LIME AND GRAY
REMOVER
HEAVY DIRT, OIL
AND BLOOD
DISSOLVING
AUXILIARY
WASHING AGENT
FOR LAUNDRY
HYGIENIC
CLEANING
PRODUCT WITH
QAC ADDITIVE
ALCOHOL-BASED
HAND
DISINFECTANT
PURINO CREAM
CLEANER
HIGH
PERFORMANCE
DEGREASER FOR
KITCHENS
HIGH
PERFORMANCE
CLEANING
PRODUCT FOR
BURNED OIL
INDUSTRIAL
DISHWASHER
DETERGENT

PACKING
CODE

15/103

SHIPMENT NAME
AEROSOLS,
FLAMMABLE
CAUSTIC ALKALINE
LIQUID, BBB
CAUSTIC ALKALINE
LIQUID, BBB
SODIUM HYDROXIDE
SOLUTION
SODIUM HYDROXIDE
SOLUTION
SODIUM HYDROXIDE,
SOLID
CORROSIVE LIQUID,
TOXIC, NOS

34

OXYGEN

CHOKEDAMP

1072

2nd

OXYGEN, COMPRESSED

35

ARGON

CHOKEDAMP

1006

2nd

ARGON, COMPRESSED

36

PROPANE

FLAMMABLE GAS

1978

2nd

PROPANE

37

NITROGEN

CHOKEDAMP

1066

2nd

NITROGEN,
COMPRESSED

38

PAINT

FLAMMABLE LIQUID

1263

3

39

SPRAY PAINT

FLAMMABLE GAS

1950

2nd

40

BATTERY

LITHIUM BATTERIES

3090

9

41

LOCTITE SF 7649
ACTIVATOR

FLAMMABLE GAS

1950

2nd

III

PAINT
AEROSOLS,
FLAMMABLE
LITHIUM METAL
BATTERIES
AEROSOLS,
FLAMMABLE
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42
43
44

45

46

47

48

ITEM NAME
ELECTRA CLEAN
SPRAY
GLOSS WHITE
SPRAY PAINT
HYCOTE SPRAY
PAINT WHITE
GLOSS
270
THREADLOACKER
HIGH PRESSURE
MODIFIED
THREAD
COMPOUND
HEAVY DUTY
RUSTSHEILD
SPRAY
HEAVY DUTY
RUST
PROHIBITOR
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CLASSIFICATION

UN
NO

CLASS

FLAMMABLE GAS

1950

2nd

FLAMMABLE GAS

1950

2nd

FLAMMABLE GAS

1950

2nd

WATER
CONTAMINANT
SUBSTANCE, LIQUID

3082

9

III

ENVIRONMENTALLY
HARMFUL SUBSTANCE,
LIQUID, BBB

WATER
CONTAMINANT, SOLID

3077

9

III

ENVIRONMENTALLY
HARMFUL SUBSTANCE,

FLAMMABLE GAS

1950

9

II

AEROSOLS,
FLAMMABLE

FLAMMABLE GAS

1950

9

II

AEROSOLS,
FLAMMABLE

III

SHIPMENT NAME
AEROSOLS,
FLAMMABLE
AEROSOLS,
FLAMMABLE
AEROSOLS,
FLAMMABLE

49

BACKERLOK

WATER
CONTAMINANT, SOLID

3077

9

50

BATTERIES FOR
GAUGES

LITHIUM BATTERIES

3090

9

51

WHITE PAINT PEN

FLAMMABLE LIQUID

1263

3

52

ACETYLENE

FLAMMABLE GAS

1001

2nd

ACETHYLENE,
DISSOLVED

53

NEON

CHOKEDAMP

1065

2nd

NEON, COMPRESSED

54

HVAC GAS

CHOKEDAMP

1956

2nd

CORROSIVE LIQUID

1760

55

UNISET-LT D177

8

III

III

ENVIRONMENTALLY
HARMFUL SUBSTANCE,
LITHIUM METAL
BATTERIES
PAINT

COMPRESSED GAS,
BBB
CORROSIVE LIQUID
BBB

1 LOADING/UNLOADING, HANDLING AND STORAGE OF DANGEROUS LOADS HANDLED
AND TEMPORARY STORAGE AT THE PORT FACILITY PRINCIPLES
1.1 General
a)Among the cargoes defined as class 1 explosives (except class 1.4̧), class 7 radioactive materials, class 6.2
infectious substances in the IMDG Code, some cargoes included in packing group I are not taken to the shore
facility. These cargoes are called as unacceptable dangerous goods and they are operated as transit cargo if
the Authorized Authority has permission. Loading and unloading is done in a special area at the coastal facility
and they are shipped away without waiting at the coastal facility. In case of handling such loads, the safety
rules specified in this guide will be applied. Within the scope of MARPOL Annex-I, IMDG Code, packaged,
bundled or bale/bundle/bundle loads, general cargo loads and project loads are handled. All kinds of bulk
cargo, mineral, coal, cement, clinker, fertilizers containing ammonium nitrate and such solid bulk cargoes
within the scope of IMSBC (International Maritime Solid Bulk Cargoes) Code; All kinds of bulk grains are
handled in the port area within the scope of the Grain Code. Liquid cargoes are handled in the port area within
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the scope of IBC (International Bulk Chemical) Code. Cargo is not handled within the scope of IGC
(International Code of the Construction and Equipment of Ships Carrying Liquefied Gases in Bulk).
b) The following issues will be fulfilled in terms of the safety of the coastal facility, employees and ships in
the coastal facility in matters such as the handling of dangerous goods coming to the coastal facility, their
temporary holding at the coastal facility, stacking and sorting, and storage.
NS)A coordination meeting will be held at least 1 day before the acceptance of dangerous goods to the coastal
facility, and the participation of Operation, Site planning, HSE, TMGD and other relevant persons will be
ensured at this meeting. (The decision to hold this meeting for the routinely handled dangerous goods accepted
to the port can be made by the Operation or HSE / TMGD)
 At the coordination meeting; Regarding the Dangerous cargo/s to be accepted to the port;
 Risk arising from dangerous cargo
 Interaction with Dangerous goods present in the coastal facility,
 Interaction with the cargoes planned to be accepted to the coastal facility in the near future,
 Stacking conditions
 Decomposition conditions
 Material and equipment needs in terms of Emergency Response
 Adequacy of Emergency Response teams
 Interaction with neighboring facilities

D) Acceptance / rejection or administrative decision is taken by considering the subjects within the scope of
current IMDG CODE documents.
to)If a decision is made to accept the dangerous cargo at the meeting, the preparation and acceptance process
is initiated by informing the management, operation, storage, security and emergency response units.
f) In case of need to inform the Port Authority during the admission to the coastal facility, the situation is
notified to the Port Authority in writing along with the reasons.
g) In case of the need to inform the Port Authority during the admission to the coastal facility, the situation is
notified to the Port Authority in writing along with the reasons.
1.2 Safe Handling Operation of Packaged Dangerous Goods Fundamentals
1.2.1 Container
a)Container carrying dangerous goods subject to customs regime has been declared to the Customs
Administration and according to the Customs administration declaration; RED for physical examination and
document control, YELLOW for checking the accuracy of the declaration and its annexes without the need
for physical examination, BLUE for subsequent checking of declarations and documents, GREEN line where
document control and goods are not physically inspected, and FULL DETECTION, PARTIAL
INSPECTION, EXTERNAL INSPECTION. .
b) A service order is created by making a request to the customer or his representative to the Agency port
(registration office, commercial tariff unit, CFS office). The opening and closing report is signed by the
Customs inspection officer and a request is made to the CFS office with this report and declaration.
NS)If there is no Material Safety Data Sheet (SDS) of the Dangerous Goods in the container, it is requested
from the Customer or his representative. Action is not initiated for Dangerous Goods whose SDS Form cannot
be obtained. The SDS Form is examined by Operation, HSE / TMGD, and necessary protective measures are
taken and the assignments of the teams are made.
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D) According to the Service Order created by the CFS office, the requested Container is brought to the CFS
site.
to)The container is loaded on the Port Vehicle at the stowage area and brought to the CFS area and lowered
to the planned location. Container inspection is completed under the supervision of the CFS Site Inspection
officer, the Customer / his representative, and the Port CFS operation officer, and a Opening and Closing
report is drawn up.
f) During the inspection and sampling procedures, the waste (packaging papers, plastics, fixing materials, etc.)
and leaks that will occur from the Container with Dangerous Goods are intervened and cleaned by teams in
protective clothing. The resulting residues are sent to the waste collection center for disposal.
g) The container whose process is completed is assigned to the field, and the container is taken to the stowage
area.
h) Containers containing Dangerous Goods are not placed in the "temporary storage place closed warehouse"
according to Article 77 of the Customs Legislation, but are taken to general or private warehouses suitable for
the qualifications of these containers.
1.2.2 Packed loads
a)Packaged dangerous goods will be loaded/discharged in our coastal facility.
b) The loading and unloading program is prepared 1 day in advance at the operation meeting. In this meeting,
the equipment, crane, crew, number of posts and berth to be used are determined. The personnel who will
work in the operation are informed about the danger of the load and are equipped with the necessary protective
equipment. Environmental safety is provided by HSE. No personnel will be assigned in the ship's hold and in
the field before gas measurements are made.
NS)Necessary warnings are made so that the trucks do not load excessively, and the responsible pay attention
to this issue.
D) Drivers will be kept at the specified point away from the vehicle during vehicle loading and unloading. It
will be checked that the driver has the necessary protection equipment.
to)Occupational safety in the working area, control of equipment, entrance and exit of external persons, safe
handling of the load, environmental cleaning and control of the proper execution of these works are in the
hands of the shift supervisor.
f) The working order is organized by the timekeeper, helmsman and the 2nd Captain of the ship. It ensures
loading/unloading according to the cargo plan approved by the rater. Responsibility for loading and unloading
in accordance with the cargo plan belongs to the scorers.
1.2.3 Necessity
a)Depending on the capacity of the facility and its location; Electric and diesel engine water pump connected
with water tanks of sufficient volume, for cooling with sufficient power and capacity, fire hydrant connected
with fire pipes in sufficient number / diameter to necessary places, fire cabinet, backup energy generation
devices (generator) with sufficient power, sufficient number of foamed ( fire equipment, which includes
equipment consisting of dry chemical/powder fixed/mobile fire extinguishing devices, and whose details are
specified in article 8.10, are equipped.
b) Emergency situations (fire, explosion, leakage, etc.) and response, occupational health and safety, ISPS
code security awareness training and safety specified in article 10.4, in accordance with the job descriptions
and work areas of the personnel involved in the loading / evacuation of packaged dangerous goods at the
coastal facility. training will be provided.
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NS)Work and operations for damaged cargo transport units or packages containing dangerous goods will be
carried out at the CFS site by taking the necessary precautions. In case of leaks in the aforementioned cargo
transport unit or packages, the related procedures will be carried out in portable leak pools with a capacity of
2 40 feet container.
D) The IMO area has been determined in accordance with the segregation and stacking rules for packaged
dangerous cargoes and containers carrying dangerous goods, and the temporary storage of the packaged
cargoes and containers will be made in accordance with the separation and stacking rules specified in section
4. Necessary fire, environmental and other safety measures will be taken in these areas. If dangerous goods
are stacked or stored in the whole area, access roads to cargo transport units containing dangerous goods will
be open and equipment that can provide emergency facilities and capabilities that can be intervened in a short
time will be available in the field.
to)The communication equipment used in the loading/unloading and handling operations of dangerous goods;
It will be in a safe and usable type and in number and sufficient to ensure uninterrupted communication, in
working condition and in good condition.
f) It will be checked that necessary warnings, warning signs and fire alarm (alarm) buttons are visible and
easily accessible. In dangerous places and situations, the relevant personnel will be equipped with personal
protective clothing and equipment in accordance with occupational safety and worker health criteria.
Personnel who do not have personal protective clothing and equipment suitable for their job descriptions and
working areas will not be employed.
g) Cargo transport units, where temperature-controlled dangerous goods are transported, will only be
temporarily stored at the IMO site, where necessary precautions are taken. The temperature values of the
aforementioned cargo transport units will be continuously observed and monitored with remote monitoring
opportunities as far as practicable.
h) Packages containing Class 4.3 dangerous substances that emit flammable gas in contact with water and
cargo transport units containing such packages will be stored in covered stacking areas that will not be affected
by rain, sea water and similar factors. The area to be stored will be equipped with warning signs indicating
risks. CTUs containing the said dangerous goods will be stored in open facility areas if they will not be
affected by rain, sea water and similar factors.
1.2.4 Documentation
a)Passenger ships and cargo ships of 500 gross tons and above built on or after September 1984 and carrying
dangerous goods must comply with the requirements of SOLAS 1974 regulation II-2/19. In this context, such
ships are required to hold a Certificate of Conformity in accordance with SOLAS 1974 regulation II-2/19.4
as proof that the ship complies with the specific requirements for ships carrying dangerous goods specified in
SOLAS regulation II-2/19. Cargo ships of less than 500 gross tons built on or after 1 February 1992 must
comply with the provisions of SOLAS 1974 regulation II-2/19 and be recorded in this Certificate of
Conformity, unless Administrations reduce the requirements.
b) The Certificate of Conformity also provides information about the classes of dangerous goods that can be
transported.
NS)On a ship carrying packaged dangerous goods, there must be a special list or manifest stating the dangerous
goods, marine pollutants and their location on the ship. A detailed stowage plan can be used as such a special
list or manifest, identifying the dangerous cargoes on board and marine pollutants by class and indicating their
location. One such manifest format is included in IMO FAL form 7.
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D) The list or manifest of dangerous goods and/or marine pollutants should be based on the documentation
and certification required by IMDG Code chapter 5, and should include the stowage location and total amount
of dangerous cargoes and/or marine pollutants on board, and will be notified to our facility by the agency.
1.2.5 Surveillance
a)After the ship berths at the interface, in order to supervise the transportation of dangerous goods within the
scope of the responsibility of the master and the port operator, the Watch Supervisor or the operation
supervisor has to ensure that the risks involved in the cargoes are handled and inform the captain of the steps
to be taken in case of an emergency.
b) The person responsible for the ship is usually the first officer or cargo officer. It will ensure the continuity
of communication with the Shift Supervisor or the operation manager.
1.2.6 Operational and Emergency Purpose Informations
a)Operations responsible will have the following information regarding all dangerous goods transported or
transported within their area of responsibility.
b) Definition of dangerous goods in accordance with IMDG Code section 5.4;
NS)Details of the special equipment needed for the safe transportation of a particular dangerous cargo;
D) Emergency procedures, including steps to be taken in the event of a spill or leak, countermeasures against
accidental contact, firefighting procedures and appropriate firefighting means.
to)When special equipment is needed for the transport of dangerous goods, information about this equipment
and the relevant test and inspection certificates will be immediately presented to the captain, the port operator
and the responsible persons.
f) Information on emergency procedures will be given to the ship and persons responsible for cargo handling.
This information will be placed at the cargo office on board and at the interface where interested parties can
access it immediately.
g) This information will include emergency procedures at the dock, fire and emergency regulations at the
dock, and telephone numbers of the fire brigade, ambulance, police and the competent authorities who should
be informed in case of an accident involving dangerous goods.
h) In case of an accident related to dangerous goods, the phone number of the port officer to be called and the
emergency phone number will also be included.
NS) The pointer is responsible for keeping the records of the positions of the dangerous goods loaded and/or
discharged on the ship or at the port facility, and their duties will be notified in writing. The responsibility of
the pointer is to keep these records regarding the positions of dangerous goods; In emergencies, it will be of
a quality that can be presented to the relevant people and support the emergency response to be made, and it
will be kept in a place where the relevant people can easily reach.
1.2.7 General Transport Precautions
a)The port operator, within its areas of responsibility:
b) Everyone involved in the transport of dangerous goods will take due care to prevent damage to packages,
unit loads and cargo transport units.
NS)While dangerous goods are being transported, necessary precautions will be taken to prevent unauthorized
persons from accessing the transport areas.
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D) If there is a problem in the containment of dangerous goods, it will be ensured that the necessary steps are
taken to minimize the existing risks for people and their negative effects on the environment.
to)The packages and packages to be used in the activities of replacing or repairing the cargo transport units or
placing the damaged packages in the rescue packages will be produced and certified in accordance with the
nature of the dangerous substance, within the scope of IMDG Code Chapter 6 provisions.
f) In the port facility, freight transport units; The provisions of the "Packaging of Cargo Transport Units Code
of Practice (CTU Code)" shall be taken into account for internal loading operations and/or loading to other
transport mode vehicles. If container/vehicle loading is carried out in the areas where the cargo transport units
of the CFS site supervisor facility are unloaded and/or in closed warehouses (CFS areas), a “Container/Vehicle
Packing Certificate” will be issued. The example is as in chapter 4. At the port entrance points, it will be
checked that each cargo transport unit that comes to the coastal facility to be transported by sea has a
"Container/Vehicle Loading Certificate", and cargo transport units that do not have the said certificate will
not be allowed to be loaded on the ship.
g) The handling and temporary storage operations to be carried out are described in Table 1 (In Port Areas) in
the Annex of “Recommendations on the Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods and Related Activities in Port
Areas” of the International Maritime Organization (IMO) circular numbered MSC/Circ.1216, which is stated
in Chapter 4. It will be made in accordance with the separation rules specified in the Separation Chart for
Dangerous Goods. Details are given in Chapter 4.
h) Cargo transport units that have been fumigated and/or contain toxic gas will be stacked in such a way that
their covers cannot be opened uncontrollably.
NS) Cargo transport units, where temperature-controlled dangerous goods are transported, will be temporarily
stored in the IMO area by taking the necessary precautions. The temperature values of the aforementioned
cargo transport units will be constantly observed and monitored by the camera system.
j) There is no closed area for packages containing dangerous substances that emit flammable gas in contact
with Class 4.3 water and for cargo transport units containing such packages. If the containers containing class
4.3 cargo are not affected by plain rain, sea water and similar factors, they can be stacked in the imo area,
taking into account the segregation rules. It is not allowed to be handled under other conditions and to enter
the port facility.
1.3Operational Principles of Safe Handling of Hazardous Liquid Bulk Cargoes
1.3.1 Application
a)Dangerous Liquid Bulk cargoes are handled as supalan at our port facility. It will not be stored at the port
facility. In order to protect the tanker in the tanker handling area, an area to be protected with a concrete
barrier will be prepared.
b) In the operation meeting held the day before, the equipment, number of posts, crew and berth to be used
are determined. The SDS form of the cargo is given to the HSE unit by the agency at least 3 days in advance
of the ship notification.
NS)After the ship is securely moored to the pier with the help of a pilot and mooring, a safety inspection is
carried out on the ship. If there is an unsafe situation, the situation is conveyed to the ship's person and it is
ensured that he takes precautions. Discharge equipment and pipe selection suitable for the load is made by the
operation manager. ISGOTT (International Safety Guide for Oil Tankers and Terminals) Ship/Shore Safety
Checklist is mutually signed. A communication network is established between the ship and the port facility.
D) Employees are present next to the flexible hoses to be connected to the tanker and the ship. It acts together
with the ship's personnel in connecting the liquid cargoes to the ship's inlet and outlet manifolds.
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to)Appropriate pressure adjustment is made with the vessel. Tanks/Tankers are prevented from overflowing
and in case of danger, the ship's personnel is informed and the line is cut off.
1.3.2 Necessity
a)For the purpose of detecting gas leaks that may occur in the coastal facility, gas detectors will be calibrated
and ready for use.
b) During the loading/discharging operation at the coastal facility, all kinds of vehicles coming to the
filling/discharging platform in the facility will be completely free of static electricity, flame arrester
apparatuses will be attached to their exhausts and grounded. Flame arresters will be provided by the Land
Tanker operator. Land Tankers without flame arresters will not be admitted to the port facility. This feature
will not be sought for tankers in ADR standards.
NS)Necessary warnings and warning signs will be placed around the handling area. In dangerous places and
situations, the relevant personnel will wear personal protective clothing and equipment in accordance with
occupational safety and worker health criteria. Personnel who do not have personal protective clothing and
equipment suitable for their job descriptions and working areas will not be employed.
D) Periodic maintenance, repair and calibration of the devices used will be carried out and the certificate,
journal or registry documenting this situation will be kept up to date.
to)In case of emergencies or accidents, first aid materials to be used for intervention will be kept in easily
accessible places by the personnel.
f) Radios of the type that can be used safely in the flammable or explosive environment will be used in the
loading / unloading operations of the communication equipment used in the coastal facility of dangerous liquid
bulk cargoes.
g) Flexible hoses used for loading/discharging dangerous liquid bulk cargoes; It will be checked that it has a
certificate showing the type approved and the pipe type, the maximum working pressure of the pipe, the month
and year of manufacture. The tests, maintenance and repairs of the pipes in question will be carried out in
accordance with the criteria specified in ISGOTT, and the relevant test reports and maintenance and repair
records will be kept. Hoses that will be used in loading/evacuation operations but not in service will be kept
in accordance with the criteria specified in ISGOTT.
h) A sufficient number of electrical insulation flanges shall be available for flexible hoses and loading arms
used in loading/discharging dangerous liquid bulk cargoes.
NS) Dangerous liquid bulk cargoes will be transported in a way that eliminates the possibility of interaction
with other cargoes.
j) The operators of the coastal facilities where dangerous liquid bulk cargoes are handled, the liquid cargo
foreman, supervisor, chief and OHS (Occupational Health and Safety Unit) are responsible for the additional
safety and security measures to be taken at the coastal facilities.
k) Liquid cargo foreman, supervisor and chief in our port facility are responsible for handling dangerous liquid
bulk cargoes and their duties are defined in the quality management system and will act within the framework
of these responsibilities.
l) In cargo operations and emergency situations, the ship's captain and liquid cargo foreman, according to their
areas of responsibility, will provide the following information regarding the dangerous liquid bulk cargoes
that are loaded/discharged or transported to the port authority and other relevant parties, if necessary.
By the ship's captain;
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a)Proper shipping name, UN number (if any) and definition of physical and chemical properties (including
reactivity) of the dangerous cargo.
b) Load transfer, slop transfer, degassing, inerting, ballast, ballast discharge and tank cleaning procedures.
By the liquid cargo foreman, supervisor, chief;
a)Information on special equipment required for the safe handling and loading/unloading of certain loads, and
emergency response procedures, including:
one)What to do in case of spillage or leakage specified in the Emergency Plans,
2nd)Measures to be taken to prevent accidental contact of persons with dangerous goods within the scope of
Emergency Plan and Occupational Health and Safety,
3)Fire fighting procedures specified in the Emergency Plan and appropriate communication systems to be used
in case of fire will be checked.
b) Before and during the handling and loading/discharge operations of dangerous liquid bulk cargoes, it will
be checked that the necessary warning notices/signs in written and pictograms (pictograms) are placed at all
entrances where the operation will take place and at the approach points of the quay.
NS)During the handling and loading/discharging of dangerous liquid bulk cargoes, continuous communication
will be provided over the Marine Band VHF channel 16 and the working channel specified in the protocol,
and the effectiveness of the communication will be ensured during the cargo operations.
1.3.3 Piping used for dangerous bulk liquid cargoes
Flexible hose:
a)It will not be used for loads other than those for which it is suitable, taking into account the temperature and
suitability of such loads,
b) If it is prone to damage by impact, it will be appropriately protected,
NS)In load handling, it shall be ensured that it is electrically continuous, except that it contains an insulating
flange or a non-conductive reel piece. The pipeline on the sea side of the insulation section will be electrically
continuous to the ship and the land side will be electrically continuous to the grounding system. The insulating
flange is to be tested in accordance with section 17 of the International Safety Manual for Fuel Tankers and
Terminals (ISGOTT).
1.3.4 liquid load foreman by;
a)Adequate measures will be taken to prevent short circuits in the insulation section,
b) It will be ensured that the insulation and grounding systems are inspected and tested at appropriate intervals
to ensure their effectiveness,
NS)It shall be ensured that other metallic connections between the interface and the shore are protected or
regulated to ensure that there is no possibility of initiating sparking where a flammable atmosphere may occur.
D) It will act in accordance with the appropriate checklists in the International Safety Manual for Fuel Tankers
and Terminals (ISGOTT).
1.3.5 Ignition Sources
The liquid cargo foreman shall ensure that the ship's master is informed of conditions on the ship that may
necessitate taking precautions regarding ignition sources such as ship's furnaces or cooking utensils.
1.3.6 Containment of Spills
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In case of an accident in the storage area, the Operations Officer will ensure that all waste water pipe mouths,
pipes and drains on the interface are closed before the start of transportation and kept closed throughout the
transportation of all dangerous liquid bulk cargoes.
1.3.7 Handling
flexible hoses
Ship Captain and Operations Officer within their respective areas of responsibility:
a)He shall ensure that a Flexible hose is not used at any other operating pressure for which it is not suitable,
or at any operating pressure for which it is suitable for the temperature and suitability of such loads.
b) Each type of Flexible hose with end fittings will be checked to be tested and have a certificate showing
burst pressure.
NS)Prior to being placed into service, it will be checked from documentation that each Flexible hose has been
hydrostatically tested in accordance with Administration requirements.
D) Flexible hoses will be visually inspected before they are put into use. Flexible hoses will be inspected at
frequent intervals during operation.
to)Documents showing the flexible hose, the hose type, the specified maximum working pressure, and the
month and year of manufacture will be kept at the facility.
f) It has adequate electrical insulation and the length of the Flexible hose shall be sufficient to operate
satisfactorily within the defined operating range without overloading the terminal connections.
g) A Flexible hose equipped for the transport of dangerous liquid bulk cargoes shall be adequately supervised.
h) To protect the environment, personal safety, and equipment in the event of an emergency, procedures for
leak-proof separation of the Flexible hose coupling shall be adequately implemented.
1.3.8 Beginning Precautions
a)Within their respective areas of responsibility, the Ship's Master and Operations Officer will test the cargo
transport controls, measuring systems, emergency shutdown and alarm systems before starting the load
transfer operation and ensure that they are sufficient.
b) Before starting the dangerous liquid bulk cargo operation, the Ship's Captain and the Operations Officer
will agree in writing the transportation times including the maximum loading or unloading speeds, taking into
account the following points.
NS)Appropriate security checklist showing the main security measures to be taken before and during such
transfer operations will be completed and signed.
D) In case of an emergency that may occur during handling operations, the steps to be taken and the signs to
be used will be accepted in writing.
to)It will be ensured that appropriate safety precautions and clothing are used.
f) The operations manager shall ensure that the start controls on the bulk liquid transfer pumps are locked in
the 'off' position or are located in a location accessible only to authorized personnel.
g) The Operations Manager will check that the flexible hose's loading/unloading connections are safely and
sealed blank when not in use or in standby service.
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h) The Ship/Shore Safety Checklist in the International Safety Manual for Tankers and Terminals (ISGOTT)
will be filled and signed in accordance with the Guide for Completion of the Ship/Shore Safety Checklist in
ISGOTT.
1.3.9 pumping
a)Ship Captain and Operations Officer within their respective areas of responsibility:
b) Checks are made at agreed periods to ensure that accepted back pressures and loading or unloading speeds
are not exceeded;
NS)All due care is taken to prevent leakage of all relevant pipes, flexible hoses and connected equipment on
board and on shore, and adequate supervision is exercised during the transfer of dangerous bulk liquid cargoes;
D) Effective communication between the ship and shore equipment is maintained during transfer operations;
to)A safety checklist is available for inspection during handling operations;
f) During the handling of dangerous liquid bulk cargoes, necessary arrangements are made for measuring
tankers to be discharged to ensure that the tanker is not overfilled;
g) Responsible persons are present during operations on board and on shore;
h) They will make sure that appropriate safety equipment and clothing are used.
1.3.10 your operation Completion
a)Within their respective areas of responsibility, the Ship's Captain and Operations Officer will ensure that
there is no residual pressure in the unloading valves and flexible hoses after the transfer of dangerous bulk
liquid cargoes is completed. Also:
b) Before the flexible hose leaves the ship, the fluids are drained and the pressure is relieved;
NS)All safety precautions have been taken, including the blind flange sealing of ship manifold connections
and flexible hoses; and
D) It will be ensured that appropriate safety equipment and clothing are used.
1.3.11 Safe Handling Operation of Explosives
general
a)It will be ensured that the relevant instructions are given to control the movement of the transport vehicles
used for the transport of explosives in the port area.
b) It will be ensured that there is always an officer in charge of the explosive load in the port area.
1.3.12 Explosives in Suitability Group L
Explosives in conformity group L shall not be transported in the port area without obtaining a special port
permit and taking special precautions required by the port authority.
1.3.13 Transport of Explosives in Bad Condition
Damaged cargo transport unit containing explosives cannot be loaded on the ship and/or accepted to the shore
facility. If the cargo transport unit or the packages containing explosives are damaged during the handling, the
operation will be stopped immediately and the relevant persons will be notified. The renewal of the said
damaged cargo transport unit or packages containing explosives will be carried out in a special area designated
for temporary storage, under the supervision of personnel specialized in explosives, with the permission of
the relevant institutions, provided that necessary safety and security measures are taken.
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1.3.14 Loading Explosives and Emptying
a)Unless required by the Administration for the handling of explosives within the scope of the Directive, the
handling of explosives in the coastal facility is prohibited. In this context, ships carrying explosives as transit
cargo to coastal facilities that do not have an explosives handling permit will be berthed with the permission
of the relevant port authority, provided that the said explosives are not unloaded to the coastal facility.
b) Unless special permission is given by the Administration, Class 1 explosives, other than Class 1.4
compatibility group S explosives, can be handled at shore facilities, provided that they are loaded directly
onto the ship without delay or are evacuated from the ship and removed from the coastal facility without
waiting.
NS)When the loading of explosive materials at the coastal facility is completed, the loaded ship or vehicle
will be separated from the coastal facility as soon as possible. Despite the pre-arrangement of the necessary
organizations for the handling of explosive materials, if the said explosives need to be stored temporarily in
the coastal facility due to force majeure, these materials will be stored as soon as possible. Provided that safety
and security measures are provided and the necessary permits from other relevant institutions/organizations
are taken, it will be temporarily stored for up to 12 (twelve) hours , with the permission of the relevant port
authority, in a designated area within the facility .
D) The quay area where explosive materials are handled will be marked as a "protected area" and the borders
of the said area will be kept at least 10 (ten) meters wider than the normal handling area.
to)In areas where explosive materials are handled; cigarettes and similar substances are not to be smoked,
matches or lighters are not carried or burned, no materials or equipment, equipment or equipment that can
create any flame or spark are kept, and it will be ensured that the personnel in charge use appropriate work
clothes, shoes and necessary protective equipment.
f) Equipment to be used in the handling of explosives must be type-approved and properly tested and
maintained in accordance with national and international standards.
g) Unless the permission of the relevant port authority is available, a ship loaded with explosives or which
will load/discharge explosives shall approach the pier/pier with its bow in the direction of exit from the port
to the sea. Steel wire ropes shall not be used to connect the ship to the quay/pier.
h) In order to ensure that a ship loaded with explosives or that will load/discharge explosives can be idler by
tugboats in case of emergency, as long as it is moored at the quay/pier; A steel wire rope with a casing at each
end will be kept ready at a close distance to the water surface from the fore and aft sea side.
NS) Unless the relevant port authority has permission, no maintenance/repair operation will be carried out on
the machinery of a ship loaded with explosives in the coastal facility, which may prevent it from leaving the
pier/pier in an emergency.
1.3.15 Weather Terms
a)Due to the nature of explosives; As stated in the provisions of chapter 3 on the transportation of dangerous
goods in adverse weather conditions, special care will be taken in the transport of dangerous goods in rainy
weather conditions.
b) Measures will be taken to prevent the wetting of packages containing explosives.
1.3.16 Additional Precautions
No source of ignition shall be brought to or near a place where explosives are carried. The wearing of
unprotected shoes or boots without metal toes, heels or toes shall be prohibited, except where containment
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involves only class 1 substances, and care shall be taken to ensure that any portable lights and other electrical
equipment are of a safe type for use in a flammable atmosphere.
1.3.17 Radio or Radar communication
a)During the handling of explosive materials, radar or radio receiver/transmitter devices shall not be used at a
distance of 50 (fifty) meters or closer to the handling area.
b) During the loading and discharge of explosive materials; Radar or radio transmitter/receiver devices shall
not be used on ships, on cranes or anywhere in their vicinity, with the exception of VHF transmitters with a
power output of not more than 25 Watts. The power supplies of such devices are switched off during the
handling of explosives and will be marked with visual instruction not to be switched on during handling
operations. In addition, VHF transmitters shall not be brought closer than 2 meters to explosive materials
during use.
1.3.18 Refueling
Refueling will not be made at the pier and/or adjacent quays where the handling operation is carried out, until
the explosive materials handling operation is completed.
1.3.19 Damaged Packages
a)If any explosive product or packaging is found to be sealed during transport of explosives in the port area,
that packaging will be set aside for inspection and repair or for safe destruction.
b) If an explosive has been spilled or leaked from its packaging, the person responsible for overseeing the
transport will ensure that these spills are collected promptly and that appropriate safety arrangements are in
place for repackaging or disposal.
1.3.20 of the download Completion
Once the loading is completed, the loaded ship or vehicle will leave the port as soon as possible.
1.3.21 Security
Since the transport security of explosives is affected by the degree of security applied, all security measures
including appropriate controls shall be taken to ensure that the packages are taken in good condition and
conditions at all stages of the transport operations to prevent unauthorized access to the transported explosives.
Explosives shall not be moved or transported unless the relevant permits are issued and the tasks are performed
in accordance with the conditions specified in the relevant permits.
1.3.22 Class 1, Division 1.4, Eligibility Group S explosives
The handling of Class 1, Division 1.4 and Compatibility Group S explosives in coastal facilities that do not
have an explosives handling permit is subject to the permission of the port authority.
1.4Principles of Operation of Safe Handling of Radioactive Materials
1.4.1 Necessity
a)Any substance containing a radionuclide whose activity concentration and total activity in consignment
exceed the values specified in IMDG Code Rule 2.7.2.2 shall be defined as a radioactive substance.
b) For the temporary storage of radioactive materials in the coastal facility due to force majeure, a special area
will be announced where necessary safety and security measures are taken.
NS)Areas where radioactive materials are temporarily stored will be surrounded or delimited to prevent
unauthorized access. This area, during the temporary storage of radioactive materials; will be continuously
monitored with camera systems, images will be recorded and stored for at least 6 months.
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D) While determining a special area for the temporary storage of radioactive materials at the coastal facility;
Administrative buildings, other facilities adjacent to the facility and types of cargo handled in these facilities,
living and residential areas and the fastest and safest access opportunities for emergency response will be
taken into account.
to)The operators of the coastal facilities where radioactive materials are handled will define the additional
safety and security measures to be taken at the coastal facilities and who will take these measures.
f) In our facility, 2 people who have received the necessary training have been appointed responsible for the
handling of radioactive materials and their duties are defined in writing in this procedure and in the quality
management system.
g) Measures will be established to allow radioactive materials to enter/exit in the fastest and safest way and to
stay in the coastal facility for the shortest time. In this context, the most suitable berth will be determined
where other necessary safety and security measures are taken and the ship can dock safely.
h) Radiation protection requirements determined by the Turkish Energy, Nuclear and Mining Research
Institute (TENMAK) will be met for the protection of personnel involved in the handling and control of
radioactive materials.
1.4.2 from people decomposition
a)Limiting radiation exposure to individuals is dependent on keeping doses as low as practicable within the
current maximum annual dose.
b) – The equivalent limit recommended by the International Institute on Radiological Protection (ICRP) for
Workers.
NS)The dose limits recommended by the ICRP are subject to revision. The 1990 recommendations are for the
maximum annual dose – 50 mSv per year for occupationally exposed workers and 1 mSv for community
members with the equivalent limit of 20 mSv averaged over 5 years.
D) General workers will be denied access to port areas where radioactive materials are held.
to)Category II or III (yellow-labeled) packages, drums, containing radioactive material not taken directly to
or from a ship, unless measures taken using appropriate instruments clearly indicate that the radiation level is
less than 7.5 mSv/h at all points within that space. , freight containers or tanks should be kept at least at the
distances specified in the tables below and separated from places frequently used by workers. If members of
the general community need access near such areas or warehouses, such access should be of short duration
only.
Table-2: Isolation of Category II or III packages, drums, cargo containers or tanks from workers.

Sum of shipping indexes
up to 5
over 5 to 10
10 to over 20
over 20 to 30
30 to over 40
over 40 to 50
50 to over 100
100 to over 150
150 to over 200

Minimum isolation distances in meters
4
6
8
10
12
13
18
22
26

For stacks of 2 or more packaging, etc. see information below.
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f) The segregation distance should be adhered to, regardless of whether the walls or ceilings come between
the storage area and the occupied place.
g) When the package, drum, freight container or tank is not stored in a dedicated warehouse, the area covered
by the application of the above table should be barriered or sealed. Entry to a designated warehouse or barrier
area should be permitted only for essential mission purposes, and the time spent transporting packages, drums,
freight containers or tanks containing radioactive material should be kept to a minimum. If the frequency with
which packages, drums, freight containers or tanks of radioactive material is present at the facilities is where
people are exposed for more than 10 hours per week near a special warehouse or barrier area containing such
material, more stringent measures should be adopted, possibly including monitoring of radiation doses
received.
h) These criteria should be treated as minimum standards. In some countries, however, the Administration has
national legal requirements that call for higher standards. In such cases, the provisions of these statutes will
have to be complied with.
NS) Persons under the age of 18 should not be employed or remain near these materials for long periods of
time for the carriage of Category II or III packages, drums, cargo containers or tanks. The administration
should also address the need for a restriction on the employment of pregnant women.
1.4.3 Isolation from Unprocessed Film
Radioactive materials will be kept separate from undeveloped films and postal bags, which are assumed to
contain undeveloped films, according to the distances specified in Table-2.
1.4.4 Stacking, loading and unloading of radioactive material
a)The handling and temporary storage of a radioactive material in coastal facilities is prohibited if it is not
packaged in accordance with the regulations for the safe transport of radioactive materials published by the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), IMDG Code requirements and national legislation.
b) Radioactive materials may be handled at coastal facilities, provided that they are loaded directly onto the
ship without delay or are removed from the coastal facility by being evacuated from the ship, except for cases
specially permitted by the Administration and force majeure.
NS)In case of any accident or theft or loss of radioactive materials or packages containing radioactive
materials, other institutions/organizations related to the relevant port authority should be informed
immediately. If there is a possibility that the radioactive material content may be lost, the emergency plan
specified in the Directive is implemented immediately.
D) Unless authorized under special regulations of the Administration:


Radiation dose levels that can be seen in any package, barrel, freight container or tank in the port area
should not exceed 2 mSv/h on the outer surface or 0.1 mSv/h at 2 meters from a carrying surface used
for routine transportation; and

to)The total number of packages, drums, cargo containers or tanks in a single transport or a single stack in the
port area should be limited so that the total transport index does not exceed 50.
f) The total shipping index of the individual package, drum, freight container or tank group stacked in the port
area must not exceed 100. At least 6 m of intervention area should be left between groups. Several stacks
should be included in the same group.
g) It will be checked that the stacking of packages, drums, freight containers and tanks on board is done in
accordance with the class 7 requirements set out in IMDG Code Chapter 7.1.
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h) Isolation of packages, drums, cargo containers tanks on ships should be done in accordance with the class
7 requirements set out in IMDG Code Chapter 7.1.
NS) Personnel who do not receive training on safety and radiation protection in the handling and operations
of radioactive materials will not be assigned.
j) The following rules will be applied for the temporary storage of radioactive materials at the coastal facility
due to force majeure.
k) It will be ensured that the annual maximum dose to which employees can be exposed to radiation does not
exceed the equivalent limit recommended for the public by the Turkish Energy, Nuclear and Mining Research
Institute (TENMAK).
l) Cargo transport units, in which radioactive materials are transported, must be stacked and separated in
accordance with the rules specified in Chapter 4.
m) If the package, outer package, container or tank is not in a special warehouse, it will be surrounded or
limited in accordance with the separation distance specified in Table-2. Access to the private warehouse or
restricted area will only be for the performance of necessary tasks. The time spent handling packages, outer
packages, containers or tanks containing radioactive material shall be kept as short as possible.
n) Although the necessary organizations for the handling of radioactive materials are made in advance, if the
said materials need to be stored temporarily in the coastal facility due to force majeure, these materials;
Provided that the necessary permits from other relevant institutions/organizations have been obtained, it will
be temporarily stored for up to 12 (twelve) hours with the permission of the Port Authority, in the special area
where the necessary safety and security measures are taken.
he) In accordance with the legislation on the safe transport of radioactive materials published by the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), IMDG Code requirements and other relevant national
legislation:
p) The radiation dosage that may be encountered on the outer surfaces of packages, outer packages, containers
or tanks in the coastal facility area should not exceed 2 mSv/h, and in routine transportation, 0.1 mSv/h at a
distance of 2 m from the surface of the shipping vehicle.
q) The total number of packages, outer packages, containers or tanks in a single consignment or in a bulk at
the shore facility should be limited so that the sum of the transport indexes does not exceed 50.
r)The sum of the transport indexes of the single group packages, outer packages, containers or tanks stacked
in the coastal facility should not exceed 100 and a minimum distance of 6 m should be left between the groups.
There can be more than one stack within the same group.
1.4.5 customs
Consideration should be given to the need for appropriately segregated areas for customs inspection of
packages, drums, freight containers or tanks containing radioactive material that may need to be in the port
area. Packaging etc. A customs officer who will investigate should receive the necessary training in basic
radiation protection.
1.5Principles of Operation of Safe Handling of Infectious Substances
1.5.1 Necessity
a)A special area will be announced where necessary safety and security measures are taken for the temporary
storage of infectious substances in the coastal facility due to special permitted situations and force majeure.
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b) Areas where infectious substances are temporarily stored will be surrounded or limited in order to prevent
the entry of unauthorized persons. Necessary equipment, equipment and equipment will be provided for the
remote monitoring of the handling operations and the temporary storage area.
NS)2 people will be assigned for the handling of infectious materials and their job descriptions will be
determined in writing in this procedure and in the quality management system.
D) Adequate number of personal protective clothing, equipment and equipment will be provided for each
personnel assigned in the handling of infectious substances.
to)Equipment, equipment and equipment will be available to prevent leakage and spillage involving infectious
substances and the spread caused by them.
1.5.2 Stacking and loading of Infectious Agent unloading
a) Except for the cases specially authorized by the administration and force majeure, infectious substances
can be handled at the coastal facilities, provided that they are loaded directly on the ship without waiting or
are removed from the coastal facility by being evacuated from the ship without waiting. In this context,
measures will be taken to allow infectious substances to enter/exit the coastal facility in the fastest and safest
way and to stay in the coastal facility for a minimum period of time.
b) Personnel who do not have personal protective clothing, equipment and equipment suitable for the nature
of the work will not be employed in the handling of infectious substances.
NS)Although the necessary organizations for the handling of infectious substances are made in advance, in
case the temporary storage of the said infectious substances in the coastal facility is required due to force
majeure, these substances can be transferred to the facility for this work, provided that the necessary safety
and security measures are provided and the necessary permits are obtained from other relevant
institutions/organizations. It can be temporarily stored for a maximum of 12 (twelve) hours, with the
permission of the relevant port authority, in a designated area within the
2ndRESPONSIBILITY
All parties engaged in the transport of dangerous goods; they have to take all necessary precautions to make
transportation safe, secure and harmless to the environment, to prevent accidents and to minimize the damage
when an accident occurs.
2.1 Load Responsibilities of the Related Person
a)To prepare and have all mandatory documents, information and documents related to dangerous goods
prepared and to ensure that these documents are present with the cargo during the transportation activity.
b) To ensure classification, identification, packaging, marking, labeling and plating of dangerous goods in
accordance with the legislation.
NS)To ensure that dangerous goods are safely loaded, stacked, secured, transported and unloaded in approved
and legal packaging, container and cargo transport unit.
D) Ensuring that all relevant personnel are trained on the risks of dangerous goods transported by sea, safety
precautions, safe working, emergency measures, security and similar issues, and keeping training records.
to)To ensure that the necessary safety measures are taken for dangerous goods that do not comply with the
rules, are unsafe or pose a risk to people or the environment.
f) To provide necessary information and support to those concerned in case of emergency or accident.
g) Notifying the administration of dangerous goods accidents occurring in the area of responsibility.
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h) To present the information and documents requested in the controls made by the official authorities and to
ensure the necessary cooperation.
2.2 Coastal Facility Responsibilities of the Operator
a)To ensure that the ships are berthed and moored in an appropriate, sheltered and safe manner.
b) To ensure that the entry-exit system between the ship and the shore is appropriate and safe.
NS)To provide training for people involved in loading, unloading and handling of dangerous goods.
D) To ensure that dangerous goods are transported, handled, sorted, stacked, temporarily suspended and
inspected in a safe and proper manner by personnel who are qualified, trained and have taken occupational
safety precautions at the operation site.
to)To request all mandatory documents, information and documents related to dangerous goods from the cargo
person and to ensure that they are present with the cargo.
f) Keeping an up-to-date list of all dangerous goods in the operation area.
g) Ensuring that all operating personnel are trained on the risks of handled dangerous goods, safety
precautions, safe working, emergency measures, security and similar issues, and keeping training records.
h) To control the relevant documents in order to confirm that the dangerous goods entering the facilities are
duly identified, classified, certified, packaged, labeled, declared, safely loaded and transported to the approved
and legal packaging, container and cargo transport unit.
NS) Taking the necessary safety measures for dangerous goods that do not comply with the rules, pose a risk
to unsafe persons or the environment and notify the port authority.
j) To ensure that emergency arrangements are made and that all relevant persons are informed about these
issues.
k) Notifying the port authority of the dangerous cargo accidents that occur in the field of operation
responsibility.
l) To provide the necessary support and cooperation in the controls made by official authorities.
m) To carry out activities related to dangerous goods at docks, piers, warehouses and warehouses established
in accordance with these works.
n) To equip the piers and piers reserved for ships and marine vehicles that will load or unload bulk oil and
petroleum products, with appropriate installations and equipment for this work.
he) To ensure the transport of dangerous goods that cannot be temporarily held in the operation area or that
are not allowed, out of the coastal facility as soon as possible without waiting.
p) Not to dock the ships and marine vehicles carrying dangerous goods to the pier and quay without the
permission of the port authority.
q) To create a storage area in accordance with the separation and stacking rules for containers carrying
dangerous goods and to take the necessary fire, environment and other safety measures in this area. To take
the necessary safety precautions against heat and other hazards, especially in hot seasons, in loading, unloading
or transshipment of dangerous goods on ships and sea vehicles, with those involved in loading, unloading or
limbo. Keeping flammable materials away from spark-generating processes and not operating sparkgenerating vehicles or tools in the hazardous cargo handling area.
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r)To prepare an emergency evacuation plan for the evacuation of ships and marine vehicles from coastal
facilities in case of emergency.
2.3 Boat Captain's Responsibilities
a)To ensure that the ship, its equipment and devices are suitable for dangerous cargo transportation.
b) To request all mandatory documents, information and documents related to dangerous goods from the port
facility and from the cargo person, to accompany the dangerous cargo.
NS)To ensure that the safety measures related to the loading, stacking, separation, handling, transportation
and unloading of dangerous goods on the ship are fully implemented and maintained, and to carry out the
necessary inspections and controls.
D) To control that the dangerous goods entering the ship are duly identified, classified, certified, packaged,
marked, labeled, declared, safely loaded and transported to the approved and legal packaging, container and
cargo transport unit.
to)To ensure that all ship personnel are informed and trained about the risks of transported, loaded and
unloaded dangerous goods, safety precautions, safe working, emergency measures and similar issues.
f) To ensure that people who are qualified and trained in the loading, transportation, unloading and handling
of dangerous goods work in a way that takes occupational safety precautions.
g) Not being able to go out of the area allocated to him, not to anchor, not to approach the pier and pier without
the permission of the port authority.
h) To apply all rules and precautions during navigation, maneuvering, mooring, berthing and leaving, in order
for the ship to carry the dangerous cargo safely.
NS) To provide safe entry and exit between the ship and the dock.
j) To inform the personnel about the applications, safety procedures, emergency measures and response
methods regarding the dangerous goods on board.
k) Keeping up-to-date lists of all dangerous goods on board and declaring them to the relevant parties.
l) Taking the necessary safety measures for dangerous goods that do not comply with the rules, are unsafe,
pose a risk to the ship, people or the environment, and report the situation to the port authority.
m) Notifying the port authority of the dangerous cargo accidents occurring on the ship.
n) To provide the necessary support and cooperation in the controls made by the official authorities on the
ship.
2.4 Dangerous Goods Safety Advisor Responsibilities
a)To monitor compliance with the requirements for the transport of dangerous goods.
b) To provide suggestions to the coastal facility regarding the transportation of dangerous goods.
NS)To prepare an annual report to the coastal facility on the activities of the coastal facility operator in the
transport of dangerous goods. (Annual reports are kept for 5 years and submitted to the administration upon
request.)
D) To control the following applications and methods;
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to)Procedures for controlling that dangerous goods arriving at the facility are properly identified, correct
shipping names are used, certified, packaged/packaged, labeled and declared, loaded and transported safely in
approved and legal packaging, container or cargo transport unit, and reporting the control results,
f) Loading/discharging procedure for handled and temporarily stored dangerous goods,


















Whether the coastal facility takes into account the special requirements regarding the dangerous goods
transported while purchasing the transport vehicles for the handled dangerous goods,
Control methods of equipment used in transport, loading and unloading of dangerous goods,
Including the changes made in the legislation, whether the coastal trsisi employees have received
appropriate training and whether these training records are kept,
The suitability of emergency methods to be applied in case of an accident or an event that will affect
safety during the transportation, loading or unloading of dangerous goods,
Compliance of reports prepared on serious accidents, incidents, or serious violations that occur during
the transportation, loading or unloading of dangerous goods,
Determining the necessary measures against the reoccurrence of accidents, incidents or serious
violations and evaluating the implementation,
To what extent the rules regarding the selection of subcontractors or 3rd parties and the transportation
of dangerous goods are taken into account,
Determining whether employees in the transportation, handling, storage and loading/unloading of
dangerous goods have detailed information about operational procedures and instructions,
The suitability of the measures taken to be prepared for the risks during the transportation, handling,
storage and loading/unloading of dangerous goods,
Procedures regarding all mandatory documents, information and documents related to dangerous
goods,
Procedures for the safe berthing, mooring, loading/discharging, sheltering or anchoring of ships
carrying dangerous goods to the shore facility day and night,
Procedures regarding additional measures to be taken according to seasonal conditions for the loading,
unloading and limbo operations of dangerous goods,
Procedures for fumigation, gas measurement and degassing works and procedures, and procedures for
keeping records and statistics of dangerous goods,
The accuracy of the issues regarding the possibility, capability and capacity of the coastal facility to
respond to emergencies,
The suitability of the regulations for the first interventions to be made for the accidents involving
dangerous substances,
Procedures for the handling and disposal of damaged dangerous goods and waste contaminated by
dangerous goods,
Information on personal protective clothing and procedures for using them,
5.

Responsibilities of 3rd Persons Operating in the Port Facility, Cargo/Ship Agency

a)To have the personnel who will work at the port facility receive the training specified in the Administration's
circular numbered 79462207/315 dated 27.03.2013,
b) To act in accordance with the rules specified in the IMDG Code at the port facility,
NS)To act in accordance with the Dangerous Goods Guide and the procedures regarding Dangerous Goods
created by the coastal facility,
D) Reporting the situation to the facility authorities when detecting any nonconformity in the handling,
transportation and storage of dangerous goods at the port facility,
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to)Sending the (SDS) Form, which is an important part of the work to eliminate the Occupational Health and
Safety risks that may occur during the use and storage of dangerous goods, and which is prepared in order to
inform the user accurately and adequately, containing the dangers and risks of the relevant dangerous goods
and other information, to the coastal facility management and the Administration.
3RULES TO BE FOLLOWED/APPLIED BY THE COASTAL FACILITY AND MEASURES
The rules and precautions specified in this section are detailed in the Hazardous Material Emergency plan in
Chapters 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 of this guide. Infrastructural requirements are provided by our port facility. In
addition, the rules to be observed in order to prevent accidents during the handling, loading and unloading of
dangerous goods are listed below:
a) In all activities carried out at the facility, the first priority should be to prevent accidents or to minimize
their risks.
b) Employees should be prevented from being injured in work accidents or being exposed to any negative
effects.
NS) On ships and in the working areas at the shore facility; Every precaution should be taken to be safe and
secure for employees and the environment.
D) Continuous improvement must be made to implement the best available technologies for accident
prevention.
to) By applying appropriate emergency response procedures in the event of an accident, measures should be
taken to minimize the effects of accidents on life, property and environmental safety, and this should be
applied continuously.
f) All activities that may lead to an accident in the facility should be identified and necessary measures should
be taken to fulfill the obligations for the prevention of such accidents.
g) Critical works that will affect safety and security in operational business processes; Personnel with
appropriate knowledge, skills, training and experience should be assigned.
h) In order to identify and evaluate the accidents, a risk assessment should be made and the continuous
development of the personnel should be ensured, and the requirements should be fulfilled in order to comply
with the relevant national and international legislation and standards.
NS) By providing the material safety data sheet of all kinds of dangerous goods to be loaded/discharged and
handled at the port facility; The definition of the hazard specific to that substance, first aid measures, fire
precautions, response measures in case of leakage / spillage, special situations for handling, if any, precautions
in case of personal exposure, prevention measures if there is damage to the environment should be analyzed
in detail.
j) Necessary equipment and equipment should be provided in order to prevent the possible harmful effects of
the dangerous substances in question.
k) Hazardous material handling areas should be kept under constant surveillance by the relevant facility
personnel and/or security officers, necessary monitoring arrangements should be made and alarm systems
should be controlled.
l) In order to make the necessary intervention in case of emergency, adequate entry and exit opportunities
should be provided to the areas where dangerous goods are handled.
3.1 Approach
a)It provides adequate and safe fastening facilities.
b) It provides adequate and safe access between the ship and the shore.
3.2 Examination
a)Ensures that the areas where packages or cargo transport units are held are properly inspected and that
inspections of packages or cargo transport units for leaks or damage are carried out regularly. The necessary
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treatment of cargo transport units with leaks or damage is carried out only under the supervision of a
responsible person.
b) Ensures that no one opens or interferes with any dangerous cargo container, tank-container, mobile tank or
vehicle without a reasonable reason. When a cargo container, tank-container, mobile tank or vehicle (tanker)
is opened by a person authorized to inspect, it ensures that the person concerned is aware of the possible
dangers arising from the presence of dangerous cargoes.
NS)Powered or non-powered equipment used in handling and stacking operations is checked and inspected
prior to use to ensure they are maintained in accordance with the manufacturer's maintenance instructions, are
in good working condition and are of appropriate standards.
3.3 Identification, Packaging, Marking, Labeling or tagging and documentation
Port facility operators must ensure that dangerous cargo entering the facility, properly identified, packaged,
marked, labeled or tagged, will be duly complied with the provisions of the IMDG Code or, alternatively,
appropriate national or international legal requirements that may be applicable in the mode of transportation.
ensure that it has been properly approved or declared.
3.4 Safe Loading and Decomposition
It appoints at least one responsible person who has sufficient knowledge about transportation and national or
international legal requirements for the transportation of dangerous goods, including the separation of
incompatible cargoes.
3.5 Emergency Transactions
a)Ensures that appropriate emergency arrangements are made and communicated to those concerned These
arrangements include:
b) Providing appropriate emergency alarm operating points;
NS)Notification of an event or an emergency to the relevant emergency services inside and outside the port
area;
D) Notification of an incident or an emergency to the port authority and port area users at sea and on land;
to)Supply of emergency vehicles suitable for the hazards of the dangerous goods to be handled;
f) coordinated arrangements for the departure of a ship in the event of an emergency; and;
g) Arrangements to ensure adequate access/exit at all times.
h) Considering the nature of the dangerous cargoes and all their special conditions, the necessity of a safe and
fast emergency escape plan is taken into consideration.
NS) The "Medical First Aid Guide (MFAG)" in the IMDG Code annex is used in order to provide the necessary
medical first aid for the people affected by the damages of the dangerous goods and the health problems that
occur as a result of the accidents involving these cargoes.
j) Regarding emergency situations involving dangerous cargoes, the "Emergency Response Procedures for
Ships Carrying Dangerous Goods" included in the IMDG Code annex is used.
k) In case of emergencies or accidents, the first aid materials to be used for intervention are kept in easily
accessible places by the personnel.
3.6 Emergency information
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a)Port facility operators, including quantities, Proper Shipping Names, correct technical names (if applicable)
UN numbers, classes or, where assigned, division of goods, Class 1, compatibility group letter, sub-hazard
classes (if assigned) packing group (if assigned) ) and provides a list of all dangerous goods in warehouses
and other areas, including the exact location kept ready for emergency services.
b) The person responsible for the warehouses and areas where dangerous cargo operations are carried out is
aware of the occupancy status of the dangerous goods in his area and keeps the information ready for use in
case of emergency.
NS)Ensures that the person responsible for cargo loading operations involving dangerous cargo has the
necessary information about the measures to be taken to deal with accidents related to dangerous cargoes and
that this information is available for use in emergencies.
D) Uses electronic or other automated information processing or transmission techniques to provide access to
information.
to)Data sheets for hazardous materials are normally available from manufacturers of the chemicals. Electronic
databases with emergency response information are also available and are used when direct access to data is
provided.
f) It ensures that port or dock emergency response operations and port or dock emergency telephone numbers
are located within or in important locations of warehouses and dangerous goods transportation and operations.
g) Ensure that fire-fighting and pollution-fighting equipment and equipment are clearly marked, and notices
highlighting them are clearly visible in all appropriate places.
h) It gives the information of the emergency operations in force and the services available in its interface to
the captain of the ship loading or carrying the dangerous goods.
3.7 Fire measures
It makes sure of the following:
a)As the berths at the docking interface of the ships are always available for emergency services access,
b) Audible or visual alarms for emergency use are located within the area and communication means are
available for emergency services,
NS)All areas used for the transport of dangerous goods are kept clean and orderly.
D) The captain of the ship is informed about the location of the nearest vehicles to call the emergency services
before the dangerous goods are loaded,
to)Lighting and other electrical equipments that are safe to use in flammable or explosive environments are
available in the areas where dangerous loads are located,
f) Since the places where smoking is prohibited are determined,
g) Warnings in the form of symbols forbidding smoking are clearly visible at all points and are kept at a safe
distance from places where smoking areas would pose a danger,
h) Equipment used in a flammable or explosive environment or in an environment where such conditions can
develop is safe to be used in a flammable or explosive environment, does not cause any fire or explosion and
is suitable for use in this way,
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NS) Considering the fire and explosion hazards that may occur as a result of the transportation of dangerous
goods, the cargo transport units that are kept empty may still contain residues and flammable vapors and will
pose a danger,
j) Ensures that electrical appliances plugged into portable plugs with extension cords are not used in areas or
places that could create a flammable atmosphere.
3.8 with fire Struggle
a)Ensures that adequate and properly tested fire extinguishing equipment and facilities are available on board
in accordance with the requirements of the Administration in areas where dangerous goods are transported or
loaded.
b) Provides training for the personnel involved in the transportation or loading of dangerous goods on the use
of fire extinguishing equipment in accordance with the requirements of the Administration and conducts fire
drills.
3.9 Environmental Measures
a)It ensures that dangerous goods are transported only in areas that comply with the requirements of the
Administration.
b) A damaged package containing dangerous goods ensures that the unit load or cargo transport unit is
intervened in accordance with the requirements of the Administration, and such dangerous cargoes are not
allowed to be transported or transported unless they are properly repackaged and made suitable and safe for
transport and handling in all respects. does not give.
NS)It ensures that the damaged packaging, unit load or cargo transport unit containing dangerous goods is
transported to the designated area for these loads, if necessary.
D) Dangerous goods spilled on the pier/pier cannot be thrown into the sea by sweeping or washing. These
loads are prevented from going to the sea with rain water.
to)It takes the necessary precautions to prevent the cargo from spilling into the sea from the ship or the pier
during the loading and unloading of bulk cargoes from the ship. These precautions are also taken during limbo
operations.
f) Necessary measures are taken to prevent the dangerous substances handled at the coastal facility from
contaminating the soil, water or areas where water is discharged. These measures are also applied for areas
with pipelines and conveyor systems used in the handling of hazardous materials.
g) It is possible to take from the ship for contaminated bilge water, dirty ballast, sludge, slop and cargo waste.

3.10 with pollution don't fight
a)It provides sufficient equipment to minimize the damage that may occur in case of spillage of dangerous
goods.
b) Equipment includes oil spill fences, condensate caps, absorbent and neutralizing agents, as well as cleaning
supplies and portable catchments.
NS)Ensures that the personnel involved in the transportation and handling of dangerous goods are trained and
experienced in the use of pollution-fighting equipment and facilities according to the requirements of the
Administration.
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3.11 Report of Incidents to be
a)In the event of an accident that may endanger the safety and security of the port, the ships in the port, other
property, the environment or the persons responsible for the transport task during the transportation of
dangerous goods within its area of responsibility, it shall immediately stop the operation and do not restart the
operation until appropriate safety measures are taken. In case of an accident during the transportation of
dangerous goods, all personnel must report it to the person responsible for the operation.
b) In order to give a quick and effective answer; A brief and accurate description of the incident should be
sent to the emergency center as quickly as possible to treat injured personnel and reduce damage.
NS)If an accident occurs during the transportation of dangerous goods that may endanger the safety and
security of the port, the ships in the port, other property, the environment or the persons responsible for
transportation, the situation shall be immediately reported to the port administration.
D) It is ensured that a damaged or leaking package, unit load or cargo transport unit containing dangerous
goods is immediately notified to the port administration.
3.12 Controls
Harbor Master, where applicable:
a)Controls the documents and certificates related to the safe transportation, transportation, packaging and
stacking of dangerous goods upon arrival at the port,
b) IMDG Code and the provisions of national and international legal requirements applicable to the transport
mode that is marked in an appropriate manner, labeled that or in that plakartlan and also unnecessary labels,
banners and signs removed and that the load-carrying units (CTU's) IMO regarding Packaging / ILO / UN
Home Basics appropriately checks packages containing dangerous goods, unit loads and cargo transport units
to verify that they are loaded, packaged and secured;
NS)Cargo containers containing dangerous cargoes, liquid containers, to ensure that they have a current safety
approval certificate in accordance with the International Safe Container Convention (CSC) 1972 as amended,
or have been approved according to the relevant provisions of the IMDG Code or through a certification or
approval system of an appropriate authority. controls its containers, portable tanks and vehicles;
D) Inspects every cargo container, liquid container, portable tank or vehicle containing dangerous cargoes by
external inspection for visible damage affecting its physical condition, strength or package integrity, and for
any indication of leakage of its contents.
to)It makes sure that the relevant security measures are taken in the port area and regularly checks this process
for a safe transport operation.
f) If the above-mentioned controls reveal that there are deficiencies that may affect the safe transportation or
transportation of dangerous goods, the Port Operator immediately informs all relevant parties and requests
that the deficiencies are corrected before the transportation or transportation of dangerous goods.
g) It provides the necessary support to the port administration or other persons or institutions authorized to
control dangerous cargoes.
3.13 Hot Work and Other Repair or Maintenance study
a)It ensures that any repair or maintenance work resulting from the absence of an emergency/fire equipment
is not carried out without the prior authorization of the port authority.
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b) In a hot job that may occur on the ship, the company that will carry out the repairs after consulting the Port
Operator and the ship's captain, shall arrange a repair or maintenance work, including hot work, or any other
work that may cause a hazard due to the presence of dangerous cargoes, arranged by the port administration.
It is checked that he has a work permit.
NS)Due to the need for a permit and a preliminary notification of the estimated duration of the hot work or
the unavailability of equipment, sufficient notice is given to all emergency response agencies, such as the fire
brigade, so that they can voice their objections and recommend additional measures. In special cases such as
a hot work to be carried out in areas, a detailed field examination is carried out by experts who can determine
whether special security measures are required.
3.14 Entry to Confined Areas
a)As long as the relevant area is not free of dangerous vapors and the oxygen in the area is not sufficient, no
one enters the closed or covered areas such as the cargo area, the cargo tank, the empty space around this tank,
the cargo carrying area, which contains or may contain dangerous vapor or oxygen-consuming loads, and that
Ensures that access to areas is approved by a responsible person who is trained in the use of the relevant
equipment and can correctly interpret the results obtained. The responsible person records the actions to be
taken.
b) If it is necessary to enter an area for operational purposes where it cannot be freed from hazardous vapors
within a reasonable time and where entry has not been approved, or if the area is not free from hazardous
vapors, access to this area is only by persons wearing self-contained breathing apparatus or other necessary
protective equipment and clothing. The entire operation is carried out under the direct supervision of the
responsible person with self-contained breathing apparatus, protective equipment and rescue gear. Breathing
apparatus, protective equipment and rescue equipment must be such that they do not introduce a source of
ignition into the area.
NS)It is ensured that the entrance to the relevant area is made by following the procedures specified in
international laws and guides.
3.15 Warehouses, Warehouses or Cargo Transport Units fumigation
a)Ensures that the fumigation of warehouses, warehouses or cargo transport units is carried out in accordance
with the requirements of the Administration. The IMDG Code Supplement is taken into account for the
Recommendations on the Safe Use of Pesticides on Ships.
b) Fumigation of cargo transport units is carried out by authorized institutions only in areas designated for
this purpose.

NS)
It marks fumigated warehouses, warehouses or cargo transport units informing people that they are
approaching a dangerous substance.
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D) Recommendations for the Safe Use of Pesticides on Ships contain a warning sign to be used for fumigated
ships, ship compartments, freight containers, fuel ships. There are IMO/ILO/UN ECE Guidelines for
Packaging of Cargo Transport Units (CTUs).
to)It ensures that no one enters a warehouse, warehouse or cargo transport unit that is not properly ventilated,
the gas inside is not evacuated, fumigation warning signs are not removed, it is not specified as safe to enter
by the responsible person and an evacuation certificate has not been issued.
3.16 Contaminated Waste
It ensures that wastes contaminated with dangerous goods are immediately collected and disposed of in
accordance with the requirements of the Administration.
3.17 Alcohol and Drugs Use of
a)It controls that a person under the influence of alcohol or drugs does not participate in an operation involving
the transportation of dangerous goods within its area of responsibility.
b) These people are always kept away from the areas where dangerous goods are transported or transported.
3.18 Weather Terms
a)It does not allow dangerous goods to be transported in weather conditions that can increase the risk
significantly within its area of responsibility.
b) Explosive or dangerous liquid bulk cargoes during thunderstorms or unprotected cargoes that react
dangerously in contact with water are not transported in rainy weather.
3.19 Lighting
Ensures that the areas and entrances where dangerous goods are handled and prepared for handling are
adequately illuminated within the scope of his/her responsibility.
3.20 Handling Equipment
a)It ensures that all equipment used in the transport of dangerous goods within its area of responsibility are
suitable for their intended use and used only by experienced people.
b) Within its area of responsibility, it ensures that all load handling equipment is of an approved type, properly
maintained and tested in accordance with national and international legal requirements.
3.21 Protective Equipment
a)It ensures that all personnel involved in the transport of dangerous goods within its area of responsibility
are provided with adequate protective equipment when necessary.
b) It is checked that these equipments provide adequate protection against the dangers specific to the
dangerous goods carried and that they are of an approved type.
3.22 explosives
a)Unless permitted by the Administration, dangerous cargoes of class 1 (excluding those in section 1.4S) may
only be allowed to enter the port area for direct shipment or directly from ships to the port area.
b) The Administration must establish it taking into account the specific requirements for the handling and
loading of explosives, the hazards present, and population density and other relevant conditions around the
port area.
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NS)The Administration establishing these special requirements should emphasize the fact that the
classification of explosives and products, together with the compatibility group task and the Proper Shipping
Name covered by the substance or product to be transported, is subject to approval by the competent
authorities of the manufacturing country before they can be transported in accordance with the provisions of
section 2.1 of the IMDG Code. .
D) The following precautions are taken into account during the loading and unloading of explosives.
3.23 Artificial Lighting
The only form of artificial lighting allowed during loading operations involving Class 1 dangerous goods is
electric lighting, excluding arc light (requirements for electrical equipment and cables are specified in IMDG
Code Section 7.1);
3.24 Radio and Radar
a)During the loading and unloading operations of Class 1 cargoes (except those in section 1.4), it is prohibited
not to use radio and radar transmitting devices, except VHF transmitters with an output power not exceeding
25 W, on ships or cranes or in their immediate vicinity. Explosives must not exceed a minimum safety distance
of 2 meters.
b) Some Class 1 items contain initiation systems sensitive to electromagnetic radiation from external sources
such as radio and radar. Therefore, all such devices should be powered/de-energized by turning on the
equipment main control switches to ensure that the devices are not powered/powered until the loading or
unloading operation is finished.
3.25 Mechanical Equipment Used for Stacking
All mechanical equipment used for stacking (whether powered or not) should be checked to ensure that they
are working properly, comply with appropriate recognized standards, and are technically maintained in
accordance with the manufacturer's maintenance recommendations.
3.26 Damaged Packaged Goods
Any defective, leaking packaged packages that have been affected by moisture or otherwise damaged should
not be accepted for shipment. Repair of damaged or damaged packages on board should not be allowed.
3.27 Weather Protection
Packages containing Class 1 dangerous goods should be prevented from getting wet (as in some cases this
may exacerbate the hazard).
3.28 Security
To ensure the safety of Class 1 dangerous goods, a responsible person must always be present when the hatches
are open. Unauthorized persons should never be allowed access to compartments containing Class 1 stacked
items.
3.29 Radioactive Materiel
a)Radioactive materials designated in IMDG Code class 7 and defined in section 2.7 should only be allowed
to enter the port area for direct shipment or delivery, if permitted by the Regulatory Authority.
b) When radioactive material cannot be shipped directly to a ship or at the port for unforeseen reasons, it
should only be stored in port areas with the permission of the Administration.
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NS)Packaged radioactive material should not be allowed to be brought into the port area unless it complies
with the International Atomic Energy Agency's (IAEA) Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive
Material and the requirements of the IMDG Code or similar national, legal requirements.
D) Packages containing radioactive material, 7.1.14 of the IMDG Code. and 7.2.9. must be stacked and
separated in accordance with the detailed requirements in the The required separation distances on the coast
are included in the guide.
to)In case of any accident involving radioactive materials or packages containing radioactive materials, or
theft or loss of these materials or packages, the port authority and relevant national authorities should be
informed immediately. In the event of any loss involving radioactive materials, the area should be isolated
and appropriate emergency plans should be put in place.
3.30 Contagious Substances
a)For the shipment or delivery of infectious substances (IMDG Code, Class 6.2) they should only be allowed
to enter the port area if authorized by the Administration.
b) When infectious substances cannot go directly to or from a ship for unforeseen reasons, they should only
be stored in port areas with the permission of the Administration.
NS)The administration should establish certain requirements for the transport of infectious agents, including
but not limited to:




loading areas;
tight control; and
additional equipment for holding such substances.
31. Marking

a)The Administration should decide on the need to show any special visual signs, day or night, when a ship is
carrying or loading some specified dangerous goods in the port area.
b) The specified dangerous cargoes should include the following:




Casting liquids with a flash point below 60°C in a closed container;
flammable and/or toxic gases; and
Explosives assigned to class 1 (other than those of division 1.4S) liquid desensitized explosives and
solid desensitized explosives assigned class 4.1; According to the determination of the administration

NS)The reason why the sign is displayed day or night is to inform the maritime traffic and personnel in the
port area about the increased danger posed by dangerous cargoes. Ships displaying such markings may be
subject to special requirements and specific instructions of the port authority.
D) The following four scenarios should be considered:





The ship anchors or anchors during the day;
The ship anchors or anchors at night;
The ship is sailing during the day; or
The ship is sailing at night.

to)A special mooring berth or port fee should be provided from vessels that are required to display such signs
while carrying dangerous cargoes. Special restrictions may apply in the following cases:
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Entering/accessing ships;
In radio radar transmissions;
The ship is in transit transit; and
Do not pass moored or moored vessels.

f) The port authority should give importance to the separation of vessels underway which must display the
required signs. The port authority may also impose certain separation distances and regulate the movement of
vessels to prevent the passage of such vessels in narrow channels or passages. Signs to be exhibited should be
made as follows:



By day, the flag code flag International Code of Signals "B"; and
At night, all solid red light.
32. Communication

The port authority should ensure that every ship carrying dangerous goods maintains effective communication
with port authority officials. In the implementation of such communication/communications, it should be done
with VHF radio devices in accordance with the provisions of the SOLAS IV/7 Regulation and in accordance
with the performance standards determined in the IMO Session A.609(15) decision and the conditions of the
Administration.
3.33 fields
3.33.1 Dangerous Cargo fields
a)Necessary monitoring and alarm systems are established in order to keep the hazardous material handling
areas under constant surveillance by the relevant facility personnel and/or security officers.
b) In areas where dangerous goods are temporarily stored, segregation and stacking requirements are met.
NS)In the closed areas used for temporary storage, emergency exit, adequate ventilation, water drainage
system, leakage pool, suitable fire extinguishing and fire warning systems, appropriate lighting system and
fire resistant walls and doors are installed.
D) The areas where dangerous goods are handled are equipped with the necessary equipment and equipment
to prevent the possible harmful effects of the dangerous goods in question.
to)In order to make the necessary intervention in emergency situations, adequate entrance and exit
opportunities are provided to the dangerous goods handling areas, or if dangerous goods are stacked or stored
in the whole area, the access roads to the cargo transport units containing dangerous goods are kept open and
the equipment that can provide emergency facilities and capabilities that can be intervened in a short time in
the field. are kept.
3.33.2 Container Stacking Areas/Rail Lines/Truck Parking Areas
a)Separate areas can be assigned for certain dangerous cargoes.
b) Administration's allocation requirements are met when assigning fields.
NS)In an emergency, handling equipment and emergency services, etc. appropriate access is taken into
account.
D) Appropriate emergency facilities are provided. These must be suitable for the dangerous cargo hazards to
be handled.
3.33.3 fumigation fields
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a)Separate areas are provided or determined for the ships and/or cargo transports to be fumigated.
b) These areas are fenced off to prevent unauthorized entry or appropriate means of communication are
provided for staff when a checkpoint is established.
3.33.4 Special for Damaged Dangerous Goods and Wastes Contaminated by Dangerous Goods fields
a)Special areas are prepared for damaged dangerous cargoes and wastes polluted by dangerous goods, where
damaged dangerous goods can be kept and repackaged, or where contaminated wastes can be separated and
kept until disposal.
b) Such areas need to be covered, have watertight floors and floors, have shut-off valves, pits or ponds, and
means to discharge polluted water from specialized facilities to protect the port area and its surroundings.
NS)These areas are fenced to prevent unauthorized entry and should include appropriate means of
communication for security personnel when a checkpoint is placed.
3.33.5 Repair/Cleaning facilities
a)Where repair or cleaning facilities are provided for ships or cargo transport units, they should be located as
far as possible from any area where dangerous cargoes are transported or handled. This area should not
externally interfere with minor navigational repairs at the cargo handling interface and cleaning of cargo tanks
in tanker terminals.
b) Cleaning facilities should take necessary precautions to protect the environment when environmentally
hazardous substances are used or involved in the cleaning process.
3.33.6 Purchase Activities
Facilities should be properly equipped for receiving and sending dangerous cargoes and polluted bilge water,
tailings, ballast and slop. The exemption should inform the relevant institutions.
3.34 education
It will be ensured that the personnel involved in the loading/unloading of dangerous goods at the port facility
receive training on emergency situations (fire, explosion, leakage, etc.) and response, occupational health and
safety, ISPS code security awareness training and safety in accordance with their job descriptions and work
areas. .
4CLASSES OF HAZARDOUS GOODS, TRANSPORTATION, LOADING/UNLOADING,
HANDLING, SEPARATION, STACKING AND STORAGE PRINCIPLES
4.1 Hazardous Substances Classes
4.1.1 Hazardous Substance Types
Dangerous goods are divided according to their origin and properties as follows;
Petroleum and its by-products – Fire and explosion are their main risk (benzenes, liquefied petroleum gas,
gasoline, diesel, Jet A-1 and other fuels)
Chemical products – (chemical, industrial, pharmaceutical and agricultural) products produced and loaded
either as end-consumption products or by-products for industrial use. The latter account for the majority of
dangerous goods transported, and if not handled properly, they can cause great harm to people, transport units
and the environment.
Minerals – Minerals such as coal, sulfur, mineral concentrates and other metals or asbestos that can cause
different diseases, injuries, poisoning or fires.
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Products of animal or vegetable origin – products such as fishmeal, oilseeds and cotton press cakes that can
cause spontaneous combustion, fires or explosions,
Radioactive materials - Materials used in various industrial and medical processes, as well as in military
applications, that can cause sudden damage in high doses or cause cancer and other diseases in humans, even
in small doses, when exposed for a long time.
Most Class 1 to Class 9 substances are considered marine pollutants. A marine pollutant is defined as "a
substance that degrades aquatic organisms".
Before safe stacking, sorting, marking, labeling and storage of dangerous goods, it is necessary to know what
harm this dangerous substance carries for the user. The term 'harm' in this text refers to a source or situation
that could potentially cause harm to People, the Environment, Property and Reputation (PEAR Concept).
All chemicals are subject to this code and are assigned to one of the available classes from 1 to 9 according to
the most predominant hazards they have.
4.1.2 Hazardous Substances Classification
Classification is done by the shipper/shipper or the appropriate competent authority. The IMDG Code
classifies hazardous substances as follows (simplified form):
Class 1: Explosives
Section 1.1: Substances and articles with a mass explosion hazard
Section 1.2: Substances and articles which do not have a mass explosion hazard but are a scattering hazard
Division 1.3: Substances and articles which present a fire hazard, a minor explosion hazard or minor scattering
hazard, or both, but not a mass explosion hazard.
Section 1.4: Substances and articles not presenting an obvious hazard
Part 1.5: Substances with a mass explosion hazard but of very low sensitivity
Section 1.6: Extremely insensitive objects without mass explosion hazard
Class 2: Gases
Class 2.1: Flammable gases
Class 2.2: Non-flammable, non-toxic gases
Class 2.3: Toxic gases
Class 3: Flammable liquids
Class 4: Flammable solids; substances liable to spontaneous combustion; Substances which, in contact
with water, emit flammable gases
Class 4.1: Flammable solids, self-reactive substances and solid desensitized explosives
Class 4.2: Substances liable to spontaneous combustion
Class 4.3: Substances which, in contact with water, emit flammable gases
Class 5: Oxidizing substances and organic peroxides
Class 5.1: Substances that cause oxidation
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Class 5.2: Organic peroxides
Class 6: Toxic and infectious substances
Class 6.1: Toxic substances
Class 6.2: Infectious substances
Class 7: Radioactive material
Class 8: Corrosive substances
Class 9: Miscellaneous dangerous substances and articles
The numerical order of classes and divisions does not indicate the degree of danger.
Class 1

one

Explosive substances and products used to produce explosions or
pyrotechnic effects
Sub-Classes

1.1

Explosives with a mass explosion hazard

1.2

Explosives with severe projection hazard

1.3

Explosives that do not present a fire, explosion or projection hazard but carry
a mass explosion hazard

1.4

Explosives with minor fire or projection hazard

1.5

Shock-insensitive substances that pose a mass explosion hazard,

1.6

Extremely insensitive to impact materials

Class 2
2.1

flammable gas
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2.2

non-flammable compressed gas

2.3

toxic or poisonous gas
Class 3
Flammable Liquids

3
class 4

4.1

flammable solids

4.2

Spontaneously flammable solids

4.3

Substances that burn in contact with water
class 5

5.1

Caustic

5.2

Organic peroxide (5.2 new ADR 2007)
class 6

6.1

toxic substances
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infectious substances

6.2

Class 7

NS

Category I – White (symbol 7A)

II

Category II – Yellow (symbol 7B)

III

Category III – Yellow (symbol 7C)

It can be
fragmented

Criticality safety index label (symbol 7E)
class 8
Caustic

Class 9

-

Various Hazardous Compounds

4.1.3 Packages of Dangerous Goods and Packaging
The signs, labels and/or plaques on the products are all communication channels for the user.
These communication channels tell the user about the shipping or product specifications. The IMDG Code
provides clear procedures for pre-notification, markings, labels and documentation (manuals, electronic
computing or electronic information exchange techniques and placarding), as well as authorizing shipments.
The Code clearly states that no person may carry out dangerous goods unless the goods are properly marked,
labeled, plated and certified. Carriers of dangerous goods must clearly indicate the UN Number and proper
shipping name on the cargo. In the case of a marine pollutant presence, the word "marine pollutant" must be
included in the document accompanying the shipment. This requirement is particularly important in the event
of an accident involving these goods in order to determine the necessary emergency procedures to deal with
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the situation appropriately. In case of presence of marine pollutants, the master of the ship must comply with
the requirements of MARPOL 73/78.
Packaging
Tankers Carrying Dangerous Goods Explosive Carrying Vehicles
Radioactive Vehicles Packaged Dangerous Goods
Dangerous Cargo Container Limited Quantity
Limited Quantity

4.2 Placards, Plates, Brands and Labels for Dangerous Goods
The IMDG Code proposes a system based on labels and plaques designed in such a way that anyone working
in close proximity to such a cargo will be able to recognize, preferably at first glance, the nature of the risks
posed by these substances, regardless of their packaging.
4.2.1 labels
The IMDG Code states that all packages, packages and bins carrying dangerous goods must be labeled. The
labels are in the shape of a rhombus in either of these colors white, orange, blue, green or red, or a combination
of these colors. Symbols indicating the Hazard Class are also required. Generally, each label is divided into
two parts, a lower half and an upper half. The upper half is the symbol of the class of the commodity(s) and
the lower half is the symbol of the text, class or division number. The minimum dimensions of the labels are
10 cm x 10 cm. Labels should be firmly affixed to the package and placed in such a way that they can be easily
seen. The quality of the labels must be such that they do not deteriorate outside and remain unchanged during
the entire transport and at least three months at sea.
It is also necessary to use "secondary risk labels" because dangerous goods can pose more than one risk. These
labels are the same as those with primary risk in terms of colour, shape and symbols. Although the IMDG
Code says something about this, in some countries the class number is indicated only on the primary risk label
and the secondary risk label does not contain the class number. This is an effective way to distinguish between
the two.
4.2.2 Placards
The IMDG Code states that all "cargo handling units" containing dangerous goods must be placarded. In this
context, freight transport units are containers, containers for liquids, tank vehicles, land goods transport
vehicles, railway wagons with water tanks, goods tanks for intermodal transport. The banners have the same
shape, color and symbols as labels, but their dimensions are 25 x 25 cm. Containers carrying dangerous goods
over 4000 kilograms and all liquid and gas tanks must have a "United Nations number". The UN number is a
four-digit number assigned by the United Nations for all goods identified and classified as dangerous.
Containers carrying dangerous goods must have at least one plaque on each side and one at each end of the
unit (that is, on all four sides).
Rail cars must be plated on at least both sides.
Freight containers, trailers and portable tanks should be placarded on all four sides. Road vehicles should have
appropriate placards on both the rear and both sides.
Shapes and Colors of Labels and Placards
Class 1 – Explosives
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Chapter 1.1 / 1.2 / 1.3
Symbol – explosion in black Background
color – orange Text – Explosive (optional)
* * Location of Division and/or Compatibility Group
* Location of Compatibility Group or Text Number 1 - in
the bottom corner
Chapter 1.4 / 1.5 / 1.6
Background color – orange
Subclass numbers – in black (approx. 30mm x 5mm on 100mm x 100mm
labels)
* Location of Compatibility Group
Number 1 – in the bottom corner
Class 2 – Gases
Chapter 2.1 Combustible gases
Symbol – black or white flame Background color –
red color
Text - Combustible gas (optional) Number 1 - in the
lower corner

Chapter 2.2 Non-flammable gases Symbol – Gas
cylinder in black or white
Background color – in green
Text – Non-flammable compressed gas (optional)
Number 2 - in the bottom corner

Section 2.3 Toxic gases
Symbol – Black skull and crossbones denoting danger
Background color – in white color Text – Toxic
(optional) Number 2 – in the bottom corner

Placards on marine pollutants
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Packages and cargo transport units containing dangerous substances classified
as "Marine pollutants" by the IMDG Code must bear the markings shown here
and be durable. These should be placed close to the risk labels or risk placards
of the goods. The dimensions of marine pollutant markings should be a
minimum of 10 cm per side of packages and 25 cm per side of cargo transport
units.

4.2.3 Signs of Dangerous Goods and Packaging Groups
4.2.3.1 Packing Groups, Classification Criteria
The risks presented by dangerous goods in maritime transport are associated with their packaging, so they
must be safe, well designed, manufactured and in good condition. Injuries are unlikely due to this load, but if
the load is damaged it is possible to release hazardous materials or their vapors.
Packages/containers must comply with the following requirements:
It should not be affected by the load it carries.
It must be strong enough to withstand the rough handling and risks associated with sea shipping.
It must be able to withstand rain, wind and sea water. It should be usable and sufficient for the loads they
carry. It must be in good condition.
It must be properly marked, labeled and marked.
For packaging purposes, dangerous goods belonging to all classes except classes 1, 2, 6.2 and 7 are divided
into three "packaging groups" according to the degree of danger they represent:
Packing Group I – High level of danger
Packing Group II – Medium hazard level
Packing Group III – Low hazard level
4.2.3.2 UN Packaging and Approval Mark
Most packages are also required to bear the UN packaging approval mark, confirming that the packaging has
been tested and certified in accordance with relevant United Nations performance standards. The example is
below.

4.3 Separation Tables of Dangerous Goods on Ship and in Port According to Classes
One of the most important aspects of the transport of dangerous goods is the stacking and separate storage of
goods. Hazardous materials should not be stored together with materials that may interact and cause danger.
Incompatible dangerous goods must be placed separately from each other during transport and storage.
Improper stacking of dangerous goods can cause toxic fumes, fire, spillage and deterioration of product
quality. For this reason, IMDG Code; He outlined the rules on stowage and segregation in Chapter 7 of Volume
1 entitled "Rules for Handling Operations".
4.3.1 Separate Storage and Stacking Principles
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The following situations may cause major chemical accidents during stacking and separate storage:
a)Incomplete understanding of the structure of matter
b) Quality assurance - lack of container inspection certificates
NS)Insufficient records of chemical register stocks in different terminal areas
D) Inadequate labeling and registration of chemicals
to)Poor cleanliness - lack of firefighting equipment in work areas
The IMDG Code requires dangerous goods to be stored and sorted according to their hazard, class and
compatibility status. The code also provides detailed information on key factors regarding where dangerous
goods should be stowed and how they should be stored separately from other cargoes.
Although the IMDG Code provides detailed information on ship stowing, the requirements may also apply to
onshore storage and even container packaging. The Terms provide a framework for port authorities to use
when drafting their regulations for the safe transport and stowage of dangerous goods in ports. Goods that
need to be stored separately from each other shall not be transported in the same freight transport unit.
4.3.2 IMDG Code Separate Storage, Stacking and Dangerous Goods list
General segregation is applied to all cargo areas above or below deck of all types of ships and cargoes in
transport units and incompatible goods should be stored separately from each other. For separate storage
purposes, the IMDG Code has grouped similar chemical properties in the dangerous goods list. Group
substances in the dangerous goods list are grouped as follows:
1. acids
2. Ammonium Compound
3. bromates
4. chlorates
5. chlorides
6. Cyanide
7. Heavy metals and their salts
8. hypochlorite
9. Lead and Its Compounds
10. Liquid halogenated hydrocarbons
11. Mercury and mercury compounds
12. Nitrites and their mixtures
13. Perchlorates
14. permanganates
15. powder metals
16. Peroxides
17. azides
18. Alkali
If items are shipped under Not Otherwise Specified (NOS) entries, the shipper will decide on the appropriate
separate storage batch.
In the 16th column of the numeric list of dangerous goods, the IMDG code can be found in Volume 2, listing
the stowage conditions for each of the dangerous goods. In addition, stacking information about sleep, food,
solutions and mixing areas etc. is also included in this column. For example; For the product "ALLY
BROMIDE UN No 1099", the phrase "Category B, keep away from living areas" is included in column 16.
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In the following paragraph, the five stacking categories stipulated by the IMDG Code are given.
Table-3: Stacking Categories
Category

A

B

NS

D

TO

Cargo ship
carrying up to
25 passengers

Above or
below deck

Deck above or
below

deck top only

deck top only

Above or
below deck

Cruise ships
carrying more
than 25
passengers

Above or
below deck

deck top only

deck top only

Forbidden

Forbidden

Table-4: There are the following 5 categories for ship stowing:
Stacking category 01

Stacking category 02

Stacking category 03

Stacking category 04

Stacking category 05

cargo ships
(up to 12 passengers) Cruise
ships

Closed load handling on deck or below deck

cargo ships
(up to 12 passengers) Cruise
ships
cargo ships
(up to 12 passengers) Cruise
ships
cargo ships
(up to 12 passengers) Cruise
ships
cargo ships
(up to 12 passengers) Cruise
ships

On deck or below deck in a closed cargo transport unit
On deck in a closed cargo transport unit or in a closed cargo
transport unit below deck in accordance with 7.1.4.4.5
On deck or below deck in a closed cargo transport unit

On deck or below deck in a closed cargo transport unit

Prohibited except in compliance with 7.1.4.4.5
Closed load handling unit, on deck or in a closed cargo
transport unit below deck, except in accordance with
7.1.4.4.5.
On deck in closed cargo transport unit only
Prohibited except in compliance with 7.1.4.4.5

In short, the IMDG Code provides a method by which dangerous goods can be safely stacked and possible
damage can be prevented in case of an accident, taking into account their compatibility with other cargo types.
How the dangerous goods are safely stacked on the ship is the sole responsibility of the Ship Planner. Port
Terminals are not responsible for the planning of the dangerous goods to be stacked on the ship; It is only
responsible for stowing the cargo in the position specified in the ship plan provided by the Cargo Line through
the relevant authorities.
4.4 Separation Distances and Separation of Dangerous Goods in Warehouse Storages terms
4.4.1 Separate Storage
The IMDG Code uses four separate storage terms:
a)"Keep away" (minimum separation distance between two incompatible goods)
b) "Keep It Separate"
NS)"Keep it separate or in separate places with a full partition"
D) "Keep longitudinally separated or separated by complete partition" (maximum distance at which two
incompatible materials will be kept apart)
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General provisions regarding the separation of dangerous goods between different classes are given in the
Seperated Storage Table below:
Table-5: Separate Storage Table
1.1
1.3
1.4 2.1 2.2 2.3 3
1.2
1.6
1.5

CLASS
explosives
explosives
explosives
flammable gases
Non-toxic, flammable gases
toxic gases
flammable liquids
Flammable solids (including self-reactive substances
and solid desensitized explosives)
Substances responsible for spontaneous combustion
Substances which, in contact with water, emit
flammable gases
Oxidizing agents (agents)
Organic peroxides
toxic substances
infectious substances
radioactive material
corrosive substances
Various dangerous substances and mixtures

4
4
2nd
x
x
x
2nd

2nd
2nd
one
x
x
x
2nd

4 4
4 3
2nd 2nd
2nd one
one x
2nd x
x x

4
3
2nd
2nd
one
2nd
2nd

x

x

one x

*
*
*
4
2nd
2nd
4

*
*
*
2nd
one
one
2nd

4
4
4
4
2nd
2nd
3

2nd 4 x
2nd 2nd x
2nd 2nd x
2nd one x
one x x
one x x
2nd x x

4.1

4

3

2nd one x

3

2nd one x

4.2

4

3

2nd 2nd one 2nd 2nd one x

one 2nd 2nd one 3

2nd one x

4.3

4

4

2nd x

x

x

one x

one x

2nd 2nd x

2nd 2nd one x

5.1
5.2
6.1
6.2
7
8
9

4
4
2nd
4
2nd
4
x

4
4
2nd
4
2nd
2nd
x

2nd
2nd
x
4
2nd
2nd
x

x
one
x
2nd
one
x
x

x
2nd
x
2nd
one
x
x

2nd one
2nd 2nd
x x
3 3
2nd 2nd
x one
x x

2nd
2nd
one
3
2nd
one
x

x
2nd
one
3
one
2nd
x

3
3
one
x
3
3
x

2nd
2nd
x
2nd
2nd
one
x

4
4
2nd
2nd
x
x
2nd

4
4
2nd
2nd
one
2nd
2nd

2nd
2nd
x
x
x
x
x

9

*
*
*
4
2nd
2nd
4

x

4
4
2nd
x
x
x
one

8

1.1, 1.2, 1.5
1.3, 1.6
1.4
2.1
2.2
2.3
3

2nd
2nd
x
4
2nd
one
x

2nd
2nd
one
x
x
x
one

4.1 4.2 4.3 5.1 5.2 6.1 6.2 7

one 2nd x

2nd
x
one
3
2nd
2nd
x

one
one
x
one
x
x
x

one 2nd x
2nd 2nd x
x x x
3 3 x
x 2nd x
2nd x x
x x x

(This table is applicable for unitized dangerous goods, pallets, drums, boxes and crates and other similar
packages. It is not applicable for containers carrying dangerous goods)
Numbers and symbols as defined in this section relate to the following conditions;
one
2nd
3
4
x

keep away
keep it separate
"Keep it separate or in separate places with a full partition"
"Keep it separated longitudinally with complete partition or in
separate places"
Shown in the Dangerous Goods List if segregated storage is
available

10 foot
6 meters
12 meters
24 meters
-

Explosives require special storage in accordance with compatibility group. Explosives with the same letter
can be stacked together, regardless of their class division. Even though the substance, material or same Class
product characteristics can be very different from each other, in each case it is important to first consult the
Dangerous Goods List to determine the appropriate separate storage conditions.
4.4.2 Separate Cargo Transport Units eclipse
Dangerous goods that must be kept separate from others should not be stacked in the same cargo transport
unit (container). However, the shipment of goods that need to be kept “away” from the others can be carried
out within the same cargo transport unit, upon the authorization of the relevant authority. In such a case, the
equivalent level of security should be maintained.

4.4.3 Separate in Port Areas Storage
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The IMO Maritime Safety Committee (MSC), through Circular 1/1216 dated February 26, 2008, has issued
several revised recommendations regarding the non-hazardous shipment of dangerous goods and related
activities within the port areas.
MSC 1216 Circular of 2008 sets out the decision that containers carrying dangerous goods should not be
stacked on top of others. Containers carrying dangerous goods in the same class are exempt from this
rule. This exemption does not apply to loads in Class 8 (abrasives) if they have different contents. In other
words, if the load in Class 8 consists of exactly the same substances, they can be stored on top of each other.
Containers should always be stacked to facilitate access to doors and sides so that cooling and control work
can be carried out.
For dangerous goods stored in private areas or in depository areas, the distinction to be made between different
classes should be taken into account. The chart specified by the IMDG Law will guide in terms of stowage on
ship decks. With the IMO Port Recommendations, a separate storage schedule has been created for port storage
below.
Table-6: Separation Table
Class

2.1 2.2 2.3 3

4.1 4.2 4.3 5.1 5.2 6.1 8

9

flammable gases

2.1 0

0

0

NS A

NS 0

NS NS 0

A

0

non-toxic, non-flammable gases

2.2 0

0

0

A

A

0

0

A

0

0

0

toxic gases

2.3 0

0

0

NS 0

NS 0

0

NS 0

0

0

flammable liquids

3

Flammable solids, autoreactive
substances and desensitized

4.1 A

self-igniting substances

NS A

0

NS 0

0

NS A

NS NS 0

0

0

0

0

A

0

A

NS 0

A

0

4.2 NS A

NS NS A

0

A

NS NS A

A

0

Substances which, in contact with
water, cause the emission of
flammable gases

4.3 0

0

0

A

A

0

NS NS 0

A

0

Oxidizing substances

5.1 NS 0

0

NS A

Organic peroxides

5.2 NS A

NS NS NS NS NS NS 0

A

NS 0

Toxic substances (liquids
and solids)

6.1 0

0

0

0

0

A

0

A

0

0

0

Abrasives (liquids and solids)

8

A

0

0

0

A

A

A

NS NS 0

0

0

Other dangerous substances and
articles

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

NS NS 0

NS A

A

0

0

NS 0

The chart specifies only three separate storage categories in terms of storage at ports.
“0” means pairs of dangerous goods that must be stored separately (unless indicated by separate entries in the
numerical list of dangerous goods, which must always be checked)
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“A” indicates the requirement for separate storage, “keep away from…” from other classes within this pair (3
meters)
“S” stipulates the separate storage category “separate from” between the classes of this pair. Class 1 cargoes
(except paragraph 1.4 S), 6.2 and 7 are generally subject to authorization for direct shipment or delivery in the
port area only. These classes are not included in the table. However, in case of unexpected situations, these
loads must be kept temporarily in designated areas. Separate storage requirements for separate classes, as
stipulated in the IMDG Law, should be taken into account by the port authority when establishing certain
conditions.
Cleaning of containers and portable tanks carrying dangerous goods should be carried out in special areas
away from the places where dangerous goods are stored. These areas should be adequately prepared and
equipped to prevent the mixing of washing waters contaminated with dangerous substances to the soil, water
channels and sewer system.
After the container with scattered and unplaced dangerous goods has been unloaded for delivery
(unloading/stripping the cargo from the container), all plates and risk identifications for the goods must be
removed from the container.
4.5 Dangerous Cargo documents
There are many documents used within the maritime industry and these documents are primarily used to
transfer information between the following parties:
a)Shippers (shippers)
b) buyers
NS)shipping lines
D) government offices
to)Banking Services
f) insurance companies
g) These documents are legal and can be used in courts to resolve potential disputes.
The process of dangerous goods transport is clearly defined in IMDG Code Volume 1 under the
Documentation section (Chapter 5 / 5.4). The code also includes the use of Electronic Data Processing (EDP)
and Electronic Data Interchange transmission techniques.
Documentation of dangerous goods includes the delivery of basic information about the danger of the goods.
The shipper will provide all information and documents as specified in the code.
4.5.1 Required for Shipment of Dangerous Goods documents
One of the basic requirements of the dangerous goods transport documents is to contain basic information
about the risks that the dangerous substance may cause. Shipping documents are generally the same for all
modes of transport and the information provided must be clear and legible. However, IMO recommends the
use of the Multimodal Form, which will be discussed later.
4.5.1.1 Dangerous Goods Transportation Certificate
The Dangerous Goods Transport Document should contain the following information:
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a)Shipping name or correct technical name (trade names will not be accepted)
b) Class and Division, if applicable. Class or Division risk can be included in the number of classes. The
compatibility group will also be indicated within the class 1 goods and in the case of gas with secondary risk,
more information will be added to indicate the risks
NS)United Nations number will be written after UN
D) Packing group, if any
to)Total quantity of dangerous goods per volume or mass, as well as package number and types
f) Flash point for substances with a flash point of 61 Co or less
g) Additional risks not specified in the shipping name
h) Goods will be designated as "Marine Pollutant" where required
NS) Empty containers containing dangerous goods residues will be marked with status indication such as
"Empty", "Uncleaned" or "Contains Residue" before or after the shipping name.
j) For dangerous goods in limited quantities, the phrase "Limited Quantity of Dangerous Goods" will be added.
k) Regulation and emergency temperatures for self-reactive substances of class 5.2 or class 4.1
l) Document signed on behalf of the sender stating that the goods are correctly classified, packed, marked,
labeled and suitable for transport
m) Additional information may be required in certain situations, such as explosives, radioactive materials,
molten hazardous materials, etc.
Cargoes containing dangerous goods that are misplaced in the container and become loose and damaged
during transport are the cause of the vast majority of accidents involving dangerous goods. Therefore, it is
very important to check that this process is carried out correctly.
4.5.2 Declaration for Dangerous Goods regulation
The way in which information is reported in the case of dangerous goods transport varies from country to
country. The main requirement is to submit a Declaration for Dangerous Goods.
If dangerous goods and other non-hazardous substances are listed in the same document, the dangerous goods
must be listed first or highlighted as dangerous. Whatever the format of the declaration, it must contain the
same information. The order of information to be followed without adding any other information is: shipping
name, class, UN number and packing group, if any.
Below are examples of dangerous goods disclosures:
a)ALLYL ALCOHOL 6.1, UN 1098 I
b) FORMIC ACID, 8, UN 1779, II
NS)AKROLEIN STABILIZE, 6.1, BM 1902, G e / e I (3), MARINE POLLUTANT
4.5.3 Container / Vehicle Packaging Certificate
When dangerous goods are packed or loaded into any container or vehicle, those responsible for packaging or
loading will receive a "container/vehicle packing certificate". This document basically confirms the following;
a)The load handling unit is clean, dry and suitable for receiving the goods.
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b) Incompatible materials are not placed in the cargo transport unit (unless specifically authorized by the
competent national authority)
NS)All packages have been checked for external damage and only voice packages have been installed.
D) All packages are properly loaded and secured with the payload
to)Cargo unit and packages are properly marked and labeled
f) A dangerous goods transport document has been obtained for each dangerous goods loaded in the
container/vehicle.
The certificate must be signed by the person responsible for stowing goods in the freight transport unit. It is
possible to combine this certificate and the "Dangerous Goods Declaration" as a single document as
"Dangerous Goods Multimodal Transport".
4.5.4 Multimodal Model Transport Certificate
There is no mandatory model for the dangerous goods declaration. The IMDG Code recommends the
following dangerous goods declaration and the vehicle/container packaging certificate or the document used
for the multimodal transportation of dangerous goods, including the Dangerous Goods Declaration;
(Regulation 4, Chapter VII, Solas 74)
On the next page you can find an example of a completed Multimodal Hazardous Substance Form.
5 RELATED TO DANGEROUS LOADS HANDLED AT THE COASTAL FACILITY GUIDE
The port facility, which carries out dangerous cargo loading/unloading, handling and temporary storage
activities, in order to contribute to the safe fulfillment of these activities;
a)Hazardous substance classes,
b) packages of dangerous goods,
NS)packaging,
D) tags,
to)marks and packing groups,
f) Separation tables on the ship and in the port according to the classes of dangerous goods,
g) Separation distances of dangerous goods in warehouse storage,
h) parsing terms,
NS) Dangerous cargo documents,
j) Dangerous loads emergency response action flow chart
A Dangerous Goods Handbook has been prepared in sizes that can be carried in the pocket.
6 OPERATIONAL MATTERS
6.1 For Safe Berthing, Mooring, Loading/Discharging, Shelter or Anchorage of Ships Carrying
Dangerous Goods Day and Night the fundamentals
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a)It is the port authority's responsibility to direct where and when to anchor, moor, berth and stay in the port
area of a ship with any dangerous cargo on board, taking into account the nature and amount of dangerous
cargoes, the environment, population and weather conditions.
b) In an emergency, directing a ship with any dangerous cargo on board to be transported in the port area or
to be removed from the port area for the safety of the ship and crew can be done with the approval of the ship's
captain, the decision of the port operator and the port authority.
NS)It is the responsibility of the port authority to determine any additional requirements in accordance with
the local conditions and the amount and nature of the dangerous cargoes exposed.
D) Port facility operators should ensure that:
to)Ensuring adequate and secure lashing facilities and
f) Ensuring adequate and safe access between the ship and the shore.
6.2 Regarding the Additional Measures Required to be Taken According to Seasonal Conditions
Regarding the Harvest, Discharge and Limbo Transactions of Dangerous Goods Procedures
a)No explosive or bulk liquid cargoes should be loaded without an open casing, which will react dangerously
neither in stormy weather nor in contact with water, while it is raining.
b) Dangerous solid bulk cargoes that can turn into flammable or toxic vapors or cause simultaneous explosion
in case of contact with water should be kept as dry as possible. Such loads should only be transported under
dry weather conditions.
NS)Due to the nature of explosives; Transport of dangerous goods in adverse weather conditions requires
great care, especially in rainy weather conditions.
6.3 Keeping Flammable, Flammable and Explosive Substances Away from Operations That
Create/Create Sparks and Not Operating Vehicles, Equipment or Tools That Create/Create Sparks in
Dangerous Goods Handling, Stacking and Storage Areas the fundamentals
a)Before performing a hot job in our facility, the responsible company officer who will perform the hot job
will have a written authorization issued by the port administration to perform this hot job. Such authorization
will include details of the hot workplace as well as the safety measures to be followed.
b) In addition to the security measures required to be taken by the port administration, additional security
measures required by the ship and/or interface will be taken, together with the ship and/or interface
responsible(s) responsible for the hot work, before starting the hot work.
NS)These additional security measures will include:







Frequency of inspection and re-inspection of local areas and adjacent areas, including testing by
approved testing organizations to ensure that areas will remain free and free of flammable and/or
explosive atmospheres and that there is no oxygen deficiency;
Removal of dangerous goods and other combustible materials from work areas and adjacent areas.
Substances to be removed from the said areas; including lime, sludge, sediment and other potentially
flammable materials;
Effective protection of combustible building materials (e.g. beams, wood partitions, floors, doors, wall
and ceiling coverings) against accidental ignition.
In order to prevent the spread of flames, sparks and hot particles from work areas to adjacent areas or
other areas; sealing and sealing open pipes, pipe passages, valves, joints, cavities and open parts.
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D) A copy of the hot work authorization and safety precautions will be posted in the area adjacent to the work
area, as well as at the entrance to each work area. Authorization and security measures to be taken will be
posted in a place where all employees who will take part in the hot work can see it, and this will be clearly
understood by the employees.
to)While performing hot work,



Checks will be made to ensure that conditions have not changed; and
At least one suitable fire extinguisher or other suitable fire extinguishing equipment shall be available
for immediate use in the hot workplace.

f) Based on the completion of this work during the hot work and for a sufficient period of time after its
completion, an effective fire control will be carried out in the hot work area as well as in the adjacent areas
where a hazard from heat transfer may occur.
g) For additional more detailed information and procedures regarding hot works and processes, the document
"International Safety Guidelines for Oil Tankers and Terminals (ISGOTT)" shall be consulted. Permission
will be granted for the works to be carried out on the facility and pier in accordance with ISGOTT and Work
Permit Procedure.
h) The Port Facility Occupational Safety Procedure will also be applied.
7 DOCUMENTATION, CONTROL AND RECORD
7.1 Regarding All Mandatory Documents, Information and Documents Related to Dangerous Goods,
Their Procurement and Control by Relevant Persons the fundamentals
a)The following documents regarding Dangerous Goods are kept up-to-date.
b) International Convention for Safe Containers, 1972 as amended CSC
NS)IMDG Code International Code for Dangerous Goods Transported at Sea IMSBC Code International Code
for Solid Bulk Cargoes Transported at Sea
D) International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, as amended INF Code International
Code MARPOL 73/78 for the Safe Carriage of Radiated Nuclear Fuel, Plutonium and High Level Radioactive
Wastes on Ships, 1973/78
to)SOLAS 74 International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea 1974 as amended
f) Safe Practice Code for Cargo Stowing and Security (CSS Code) as modified CSS
g) IMO/ILO/UNECE Guidelines for filling cargo transport units (CTUs) TDC Deck Cargo Safe Timber
transport code 2011
h) GRAIN Code Grain Code
NS) IBC Code International code for the construction and equipment of ships carrying Dangerous Chemicals
at sea
j) IGC Code International code for the construction and equipment of ships carrying liquefied gas at sea
k) Operations Department regarding Dangerous Goods handled in our port;


Arriving at the port, sent from the port, stored in the port,
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temporarily stored in the port



It will create all records regarding dangerous cargoes completely and keep them in a way that can be
shown when requested.



Dangerous cargo records are limited to personnel who need to know.
2.
Keeping the Up-to-Date List of All Dangerous Goods in the Coastal Facility Area
and Other Related Information Regularly and Completely Fundamentals

a)The records of dangerous goods handled at our port will be kept by the Operations department, including
the following information.
UN Number,
PSN name (with Proper Post Name, Class, Sub-hazards)
Packing Group (Class 3, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 5.1, 6.1, 8, 9) Whether it is a Marine Pollutant,
Receiver, Sender,
Container/Packaging, number, Seal number,
Additional Information (Ignition degree, viscosity, etc.) Where it is stored in the Port Area
Length of stay in port
b) This information is kept in a computer environment or in a file order so that only authorized personnel can
access it and is displayed when requested.
NS)Procedures for the control that the dangerous goods arriving at the facility are properly identified, the
correct shipping names of the dangerous goods are used, certified, packaged/packaged, labeled and declared,
loaded and transported safely in the approved and legal packaging, container or cargo transport unit, and
reporting the control results.
D) They check the accuracy of the following information on the Dangerous cargo documents issued by the
Shipper of the Dangerous goods to be accepted to the Port in coordination with the Planning and Operation;
UN Number,
PSN name (with Proper Post Name, Class, Sub-hazards)
Packing Group (Class 3, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 5.1, 6.1, 8, 9) Whether it is a Marine Pollutant,
Container/Packaging, number, Seal number,
Additional Information (Ignition degree, viscosity, etc.) Where to store in the Port Area
to)This information is transmitted to the timekeepers, Field Supervisors, Warehouse officers, HSE, and the
personnel who need to know, via Terminals / Documents, and the control of the incoming Dangerous cargo
is ensured.
f) In the event that the information from the operation and the cargo carry different information, the Operation
is immediately informed and the Shipper is instructed to verify the information about the dangerous cargo /
vehicle / container and to correct the missing incorrect label brands.
7.3 Control that Dangerous Goods Incoming to the Facility Are Properly Defined, Correct Shipment
Names of Dangerous Goods Are Used, Certified, Packed/Packed, Labeled and Declared, Loaded and
Transported Safely in Approved and Legal Packaging, Container or Cargo Transport Unit, and
Reporting of Control Results Fundamentals
a)They check the accuracy of the following information on the Dangerous cargo documents issued by the
Shipper of the Dangerous goods to be accepted to the Port in coordination with the Planning and Operation;
UN Number,
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PSN name (Proper Post Name, Class, (with Sub-hazards)
Packing Group (Class 1, 3, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 5.1, 6.1, 6.2, 7, 8, 9) Whether it is a Marine Pollutant,
Container/Packaging, number, Seal number,
Additional Information (Ignition degree, viscosity, etc.) Where to store in the Port Area
b) This information is transmitted to the timekeepers, Field Supervisors, Warehouse Officers, HSE, and the
personnel who need to know, via Terminals / Documents, and the control of the incoming Dangerous cargo
is ensured.
NS)In the event that the information from the operation and the cargo carry different information, the
Operation is immediately informed and the Shipper is instructed to verify the information about the dangerous
cargo / vehicle / container and to correct the missing incorrect label brands.
7.4 Regarding the Supply and Possession of the Dangerous Goods Safety Data Sheet (SDS) the
fundamentals
a)By the laws of our country, it is obligatory to have a Dangerous Goods Safety Data Sheet (SDS) containing
the following information together with the dangerous goods to be transported in all modes of transport (Road,
Railroad, Airway and Seaway).
UN Number,
PSN name (Proper Shipping Name) (Required for maritime transport) Class, (with Sub-hazards)
Packing Group (Class 1, 3, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 5.1, 6.1, 6.2, 7, 8, 9) Whether it is a Marine Pollutant,
Tunnel Restriction Code (Required for road transport)
b) It is checked that this document is included with the Dangerous Goods for all Dangerous Goods to be
accepted into the port.
7.5 Keeping Records and Statistics of Dangerous Goods the fundamentals
a)The Administration requested a report containing information about the dangerous goods handled at our
Port Facility to be reported to the Port Authority in quarterly periods. A sample report prepared by the
Operations Department is attached.
b) Statistical evaluations from the records of Dangerous Goods handled annually in our port are made by the
Departments of Commerce, Operations.
NS)The monthly counting and control reports of dangerous goods stored in our Port Area are prepared by the
operations department and presented to the Management.
D) Records and reports are archived by the departments in 5-year periods.
8 EMERGENCIES, EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE
8.1 Principles of Intervention to Dangerous Substances that Create/May Create Risk to Life, Property
and/or Environment and Dangerous Situations involving Dangerous Substances
a)Preventive action options for a given situation depend on a number of factors. In some cases, evacuation
may be the best option. In other cases, shelter in place may be the best option. Sometimes these two actions
can be used together. In any emergency, authorities need to issue public instructions quickly. The public will
constantly need to hear information and instructions while being guarded or evacuated at the scene.
b) Proper evacuation of the following elements will determine the degree of effectiveness of evacuation or onscene protection. The degree of importance of these factors may vary depending on the emergency conditions.
In specific emergencies, other elements may need to be identified and considered. This list shows what
information might be needed to make the initial decision.
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8.1.1 Dangerous materials
a)Degree of harm to health
b) Chemical and physical properties
NS)amount included
D) Control of hold/release
to)rate of steam movement
8.1.2 Population Exposed to Threat
a)where they are found
b) Number of people
NS)Time available to evacuate or contain them where they are
D) Possibility to control evacuation or on-site protection
to)Types and availability of buildings
f) Private organizations and populations
8.1.3 Weather conditions
a)Effect on steam and cloud motion
b) The potential for change
NS)Impact on evacuation or on-site protection
8.1.4 Protective Actions
a)Protective Measures refer to the steps to be taken to protect the health and safety of emergency teams and
the public in the event of an incident involving the release of hazardous substances.
b) Danger Zone Isolation and Entry Prohibition means that anyone not directly involved in emergency
response operations is kept out of the area. Unprotected emergency response teams should not be allowed to
enter the isolated area.
NS)The purpose of this "isolation" is primarily to provide control over the area where the operations will be
carried out. This is the first step towards any protective action that can be taken later.
8.1.5 Evacuation
a)Evacuate: Indicates that everyone should be relocated from a threatened area to a safer location. For an
evacuation to take place, there must be sufficient time for people to be alerted, prepared, and to leave the area.
If there is enough time, then evacuation is the best measure of protection.
b) Even after people have been evacuated to recommended distances, they may not be completely safe from
danger. These people should not be allowed to gather together at these distances.
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NS) Evacuated persons are transported to a certain distance, on a special route and a distance where they do
not need to be evacuated again when the wind blows.
8.1.6 On-Scene Protect
a)It means that people should be protected inside a building and stay inside until the danger passes. An onscene containment measure is applied when trying to evacuate people poses a greater risk than staying where
they are, or when evacuation is not possible. Persons inside are instructed to close all doors and windows and
to turn off all ventilation, heating and cooling systems.
b) On-scene containment is not the best measure when:
NS)In case the vapors are flammable;
D) In case it will take a long time to degas the area.
to)Where buildings cannot be tightly closed.
f) Vehicles can provide some protection for a short time if the windows are closed and the ventilation systems
are closed. However, vehicles are not as safe as buildings in terms of on-site protection.
g) It is vitally important to maintain communication with the competent people present inside the building in
order to be able to advise on changing conditions. Persons under guard in situ should be warned to stay away
from windows, as in the event of a fire and/or explosion there is a danger of being struck by glass or metal
fragments.
h) Every incident related to dangerous goods differs from each other. Each of these has separate problems and
concerns. The form of action to protect people must be chosen carefully.
8.1.7 Emergency Response Guide
Intervention forms according to the guide numbers given in the table below are included in the Emergency
Plan.
USE THESE TABLES ONLY WHEN THE MATERIALS CANNOT BE SPECIFICALLY
DIAGNOSED.
8.1.8 Regarding the Possibility, Capability and Capacity of the Coastal Facility to Respond to
Emergency Situations Informations
a)The facility has an approved fire plan. Fire fighting teams have been formed for each shift. In planned and
unplanned times, training, drills and exercises are carried out within the scope of various scenarios and reports
and records are created. Fire-fighting equipment stipulated in the approved plan is kept in full, maintenance
controls and tests are carried out.
b) The facility has an approved environmental and marine pollution control plan. Pollution fighting teams
have been formed for each shift. Training and exercises are carried out twice a year within the scope of a
planned scenario, and reports and records are created. Equipment related to Environmental and Marine
Pollution is stored in the facility and counted and checked. The facility also has a protocol for material stored
in the area to receive support in case of unsatisfactory conditions.
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NS)Response teams will be assigned in line with this guideline and in accordance with the IMDG CODE
against the spillage of dangerous materials.
8.1.9 Arrangements Regarding First Responding to Accidents involving Dangerous Goods (First
Intervention Procedures, First Aid Opportunities and Capabilities etc.). considerations)
a)In the event that an Emergency Situation occurs or its signs are detected in the port, the Emergency
Coordinator initiates taking appropriate measures in accordance with the Emergency Management System in
accordance with the relevant plans. The Emergency Management Group reviews and implements the
decisions regarding the measures to be taken within the scope of ISGOTT and IMDG Code. Developments
are constantly monitored by the Emergency Management Group, and it is decided whether to take higher level
measures or to get help if necessary.
b) The Emergency Management Group will work in the Emergency Management Center or in an area
equivalent to this center. Emergency management at different levels depending on the severity of the
emergency:





Facility/ Site
Institutions
District Emergency Management Center Provincial Emergency Management Center
It can be managed by the Central Administration.

NS)Emergency Management at the facility level; A well-designed organization will be maintained by using
personnel equipped with training and exercises, Emergency Plans containing procedures and documentation,
and safe, fast internal and external communication facilities. In Emergency Management, the following
measures will be implemented and the process will be monitored and controlled.
Table-7: Table of Actions to be Taken
Actions to Take
WARNING: Notification of the occurrence/probability of an
emergency and unexpected situation
CALL FOR HELP: Reaching the relevant institutions and transferring
the necessary information
RESPONSE: Responding to the Emergency as soon as possible with
the right equipment and trained personnel determined in the Plan
FIRST AID: Carrying out first aid activities until the professional
support teams arrive.
RESCUE: Recovering materials, vehicles, information, documents and
other important documents belonging to the Port Facility
PROTECTION : Protecting the recovered materials, vehicles,
information, documents and other important documents
INFORMATION : Sending necessary explanations to the customers
and other business relations and the press
MANDATORY NOTIFICATIONS: Sending required notifications to
public authorities in accordance with the legislation

Related Sections
All Personnel and Ship
All Staff
response teams
All First Aid Trained
Personnel
First Aid Personnel
Security personal
Press and Public Relations
management

8.1.10 What to Do Inside and Outside the Facility in Emergency Situations Notifications
a)When the accident occurs,
b) If the accident is known, how it occurred and the reason,
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NS)The place where the accident occurred (coastal facility and/or ship), its position and area of influence,
D) Information (name, flag, IMO number, owner, operator, cargo and quantity, captain's name and similar
information), if any, of the ship involved in the accident,
to)meteorological conditions,
f) UN number of the dangerous substance, proper transport name (based on the legislation specified in the
definition of dangerous substance) and amount,
g) Hazard class of the dangerous substance or sub-hazard division, if any,
h) Packing group of the dangerous substance, if any,
NS) Additional risks of the dangerous substance, such as marine pollutants, if any,
j) Sign and label details of the dangerous substance,
k) The characteristics and number of the package, cargo transport unit and container, if any, in which the
dangerous substance is transported,
l) Manufacturer, sender, carrier and receiver of dangerous goods,
m) The extent of the damage/pollution,
n) Number of injured, dead and missing, if any,
he) Emergency response applications made by the coastal facility for the accident.
8.2 Reporting of Accidents the fundamentals
8.2.1 Communication
a)Communication channels for determining the communication methods inside the port and outside the
facility in case of emergency that may occur at the port facility and for the effective management of
emergencies;






Fixed Mobile Phones
Computers
Radio
Siren
They are designated as messengers.

b) In case of emergencies in the port, internal communication is primarily provided by radio and internal
telephones. The communication between the Port and the Ship is maintained by the radio provided by the Port
or by the VHF marine band radio.
NS)In case of an emergency that may occur in the port, secure communication is ensured as soon as possible
with the official authorities, neighboring facilities and relevant persons.
8.2.2 Reports
a)Emergency Management Center; It will operate the reporting system that will accurately inform the relevant
authorities of the Emergency that will occur in the port as soon as possible. It will create a healthy record of
these reports, which contain the information that should be reported in an emergency.
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b) Dangerous cargo accidents must be reported to the Port Authority. The report format will be a free form
and will fully cover the article 8.4 related to the accident.
8.2.3 Coordination, Support and Cooperation with Official Authorities method
a)All accidents related to Dangerous Goods will first be coordinated with the Port Authority. By informing
the Port Authority, support and cooperation will be provided with the Provincial/District Fire Brigade, AFAD,
and the aid units of the neighboring facilities.
b) In case of a possible explosion, fire or emergency in the adjacent facility;
NS)First of all, measures will be increased at the facility,
D) It will be ensured that the teams are prepared to assist the neighboring facility,
to)Considering the urgency of the situation and the extent of the danger, when it is evaluated that there is no
opportunity or time to seek help, aid and support teams will be assigned to intervene in the event.
f) By evaluating the dangerous cargo area and the class, quantity and danger risk of the cargo in the field,
preparations will be made for measures such as evacuation, dilution of the cargo, and lifting the vessel to the
anchorage if there is a vessel at the interface.
8.3 Emergency Evacuation of Ships and Marine Vehicles from the Port Facility in Emergency
Situations plan
8.3.1 Emergency Disconnect System Preparation
a)All emergencies should be reported to the Port Authority authorities.
b) If it is decided to leave the ship urgently, the safe places where the ship can be transported under controlled
conditions should be specified by the Port Authority.
NS)In cases where urgent separation is required, the ship's master and the port facility will initiate the
emergency separation process by mutual agreement and will notify the Port Authority as soon as possible. In
cases where the severity of the emergency and time permits, a representative from the Port Authority or the
Harbor Master, Terminal Manager/Operation Officer, Ship Captain, Maritime Pilot will agree on the time and
manner of the separation before the emergency separation is made.
D) The ship's machinery, steering gear and Marine System breakout equipment should be ready for immediate
use.
to)All cargo unloading, ballast operations must be stopped and prepared for separation.
f) The ship fire circuit should be flooded and water mist should be used for strategic sections.
g) If venting to the atmosphere is required, engine room personnel must be available, all non-essential
receiving inputs closed, all safety precautions related to normal operation must be followed, and a warning
notice must be issued.
h) In all emergencies, if the required response exceeds the terminal facilities, the local police or fire department
should be reported immediately.
NS) The decision that the ship will be lifted under control is based on the principle of life safety and should
also cover the following conditions.



Qualification of tugs
The ability of the ship to take off under its own power
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Availability of safe places to proceed or tow a Ship in an emergency
fire fighting competence
Proximity of other ships
Fire Ropes

j) As long as the ship is in the port facility, fire ropes should be kept on the head and shoulders of the ship on
the sea side. The eye of the ropes should be lowered to the sea level and the part above the side should be
tightened by wrapping at least five turns on the bollard. The part of the rope above the side must be taut from
the father. A rope that can support the rope should be tied just before the eye of the rope and positioned so
that the eye of the rope is three meters above sea level. While the ship is in the port facility, the eye of the rope
should be kept at this level all the time.
8.3.2 Emergency Separation realization
a)If all the above preparations are examined and deemed appropriate, the ship will be immediately lifted into
operation.
b) Emergency Separation procedures will be provided by performing the following procedures in order.
NS)Close coordination and cooperation between Terminal, Ship and Port Authorities is required at each stage.
D) Emergency Separation Procedures are below.










giving an alarm,
VHF, giving information about the emergency via telephone,
Making the first situation assessment between the ship's captain and the Port Facility officer, stopping
the operation,
Implementation of the Port Facility and ship emergency plan measures The worsening of the current
situation and the existence of the above-mentioned emergency separation conditions,
Evaluation of the situation between the ship's master, the port facility officer, the port authority or the
Harbor Master, the pilot,
Deciding on emergency separation,
Informing surrounding facilities and other ships,
Deploying tugboats for emergency separation around the ship, completing their preparations and
indicating that they are ready,
The captain of the ship completes his preparations for the ship and states that he is ready.
CAUTION!

THE SHIP EMERGENCY SEPARATION PROCESS SHOULD BE CONSIDERED TO BE APPLIED
AS A LAST REMEDY AND SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED UNTIL ALL PRECAUTIONS ARE
TAKEN AND THE ABOVE CONDITIONS ARE FOLLOWED.
8.3.3 Emergency Disconnect Post
a)After the ship separation process, the ship is towed and the place to be taken is decided and declared,
b) Transfer / mooring of the ship to the allocated area, accompanied by tugboats or with its own machine,
NS)Port Facility Inspecting the Port Facility and detecting a possible damage or deficiency,
D) Evaluation of the time when the ship and port facility will be ready for cargo handling again,
to)Sharing the negativities, if any, that occur during the Emergency Separation,
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f) An agreement has been made between the pilotage and tugboat organization and the coastal facility
authorities for fire, explosion and similar emergencies that may occur during loading/evacuation.
g) In accordance with the protocol signed with the authorized company, tugboats with sufficient towing power
and number equipped to fight fires according to the weather and sea conditions reach the scene as soon as
possible in case of emergency in order to quickly move the ship away from the facility and tow it to a safe
point.
8.4 For Handling and Disposal of Damaged Dangerous Goods and Wastes Contaminated by Dangerous
Goods the fundamentals
8.4.1 Waste Collection and Transport
a)According to the types of wastes generated, they are collected separately in waste bins, transported and
stored appropriately. Wastes generated as a result of maintenance activities are also considered within this
scope.
b) If an additional waste class is determined to the existing waste classes, it will be integrated into the system.
8.4.2 of waste disposal
a)According to whether the collected wastes are non-hazardous or hazardous wastes, the wastes are sold and
removed from the facility by contracted organizations in accordance with legal recovery/disposal methods.
b) The possibilities of all contractors and carriers within the scope of waste management to transport and/or
dispose of wastes with appropriate methods are examined.
NS)If contracting services are received for the transportation, sale and/or disposal/recovery of wastes, it is
evaluated in terms of whether they fulfill their legal obligations and the methods of performing waste recycling
and disposal processes without harming the environment.
D) It is mandatory to keep all records of waste disposal.
8.4.3 contaminated Packaging;
a)These wastes are Empty drums. When it occurs, it is left in the contaminated packaging area at the waste
site and within the time specified in the legislation, the Environmental Consultancy Firm and the
Environmental Management System Officer contact the contracted and licensed company and the UATF
(National Waste Transport Form) is filled and sent. The relevant form of UATF and other documents are
stored in the environmental folder.
b) Contaminated Waste; These wastes are used gloves, oakum and workpieces. When it is formed, it is
collected in the barrel with the name of the waste at the exit of the production-warehouse and taken to the
waste area. Within the period specified in the legislation, the Environmental Consultancy Firm and the
Environmental Management System Officer contact the contracted and licensed firm and fill out the UATF
and send it. The relevant form of UATF and other documents are stored in the environmental folder.
8.5 Emergency Drills and Their Records
8.5.1 Practice Practices;
In order to be prepared for emergencies within the facility, the personnel in the emergency organization should
be prepared for their duties with various trainings. Trainings should be carried out with the support of specialist
organizations when necessary. In this context, the relevant personnel at the port received IMDG CODE
training on Dangerous Goods and was certified. In order to test the adequacy of the emergency plans and to
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be prepared for real situations, the drills should be carried out and implemented according to the worst
scenarios that may occur in the facility.
8.5.2 Drill Scenarios;
In the exercise planning, the worst scenario is foreseen as a single event or a combination of events that the
port may encounter. In line with the prepared scenarios, exercises are implemented in the fastest and most
effective way.
8.5.3 Emergency Drills to be held within the port facility;
a)The port should be specified in the annual training plans.
b) It can be planned as a local or general intervention,
NS)Safety, Spill etc. can be combined into exercise scenarios,
D) Drills can be made with or without notice.
to)The drills are based on various emergency scenarios.
f) Desserts can be made in practice, as well as in a desk, seminar style,
g) Different time, day, season and event scenarios are prepared for each drill.
8.6 Regarding Fire Protection Systems Informations
a)Emergency and fire equipment is as follows:
Fire Hydrants, Fire Extinguishers, Fire Cabinets and Fire Hoses, Field Fire Alarm Detectors, Electric and
Diesel Fire Pumps
The fire inventory is the same as in the Emergency Plan.
8.7 Approval, Inspection, Testing, Maintenance and Availability of Fire Protection Systems the
fundamentals
8.7.1 Fire Water Tanks and Fire juice
a)It should be emptied and cleaned at least once a year in order to prevent algae and mud forming at the bottom
or sides of the tank from creating a hazard during a fire. During the emptying of the pools, the intake valve,
check valve and filters are maintained.
b) In case of rapid drops in the water level, the leak location should be investigated and the malfunction, if
any, should be corrected due to the possibility of leakage.
NS)As a result of the annual checks to be made, internal cleaning and maintenance should be carried out in
closed warehouses, if necessary.
8.7.2 Fire Water pumps
a)In addition to the planned maintenance, the issues to be considered regarding the operation of fire pumps
and the elimination of possible malfunctions are listed below.
b) It should be checked that the thrust bolts of the packing bearings of the pumps are mutually tight, so that
the pump can be easily turned by hand. It is normal for water to drip from the packing bearings during the
operation of the pump. In order to prevent this water from flowing to the floor, it should be connected to the
drainage with a thin pipe from the threaded mouth under the bearing console.
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NS)Fire water pumps are operated and recorded for at least 1 hour a week.
D) Make sure that the pump and suction pipe are completely filled with water. If this is suspected, water
should be filled by opening the water filling plug and the air intake taps, until the water overflows from the
air intake taps, and the plug should be tightened when the water stops at the plug level.
to)Pump motors will draw more current than normal due to inrush current at the first moment of operation.
When all pumps start working at the same time, due to the high current to be drawn, disjunctors may trip or
major malfunctions may occur in the diesel generator. For this reason, the time relays that regulate the
transition from star to delta in the protective switches that drive the pump motors should be adjusted according
to different and appropriate time intervals according to the number of pumps and the amount of pumps to be
activated at the same time, and the pumps should be activated sequentially.
f) After the above preparation and controls are made, the pumps are started by pressing the drive switches.
During operation, the electric motor voltage and the amperage it draws should be checked from time to time.
If the amp draw is high in normal operation, the causes should be investigated and rectified. There may be a
fault or mechanical stress in the pump or motor. Voltages below normal can pose a danger to the motor.
g) Manometers should be kept under constant control and one or more of the pumps should be stopped in case
of excessive pressure rises.
h) The discharge pipes of the pumps must be equipped with a valve first and a check valve after the valve.
NS) Check valve in the discharge pipe of the inoperative pump; If the materials such as paper, garbage, stone
pieces, moss and slime are jammed and prevent the check valve from closing completely, some of the water
pumped by the other pumps passes through these inoperative pumps and suction pipes, and is pushed back
into the pool. This fault, which restricts the required water flow in the event of a fire, must be eliminated. If a
rotation is observed in the couplings of some of the non-operating pumps during the operation of some pumps,
it should be considered as an indication of the existence of the above-described fault in these pumps.
j) It should be ensured that the pump and motor rotate in the right direction during operation. For this reason,
the direction of rotation must be drawn on the couplings and the control must be done accordingly.
k) During the operation of the pumps, the temperature of the pump and motor bearings can be hot enough to
withstand the hand. If the temperature is high, it may be due to internal mechanical stress or coupling
misalignment. In such cases, the pump must be stopped immediately and the fault must be corrected.
l) In pumps driven by a diesel engine, the engine must be started in accordance with the special instructions.
m) If any deficiencies or malfunctions are detected as a result of the control, they are corrected by the
responsible persons.
8.7.3 Sprinklers plumbing
The most important point to be considered and the maintenance to be done in the sprinkler installation is to
prevent the sprinkler heads from clogging. To ensure this, the sprinkler must be operated in accordance with
the standards/legislation and it must be ensured that it is in working order. Sufficient sprinkler heads should
be kept as spares in each facility, and in case of a failure, they should be replaced with new ones, and the
defective ones should be repaired and backed up.
8.7.4 Fire Hydrant plumbing
a)Rain water should be prevented from entering the fire hydrant hose cabinets, the hoses should be intact,
strong and sufficiently tightened. At least one of the hoses should always be kept connected to the fire valve.
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b) Fire valves must be fault-free and leak-proof. Defective nozzles, valves, hoses should be replaced with new
ones immediately and the malfunctions should be repaired and backed up. For this reason, sufficient amount
of hoses, nozzles, fire valves, clamps, couplings and spare materials for these should be available in each
facility. In the fire installation, the fault should not be allowed to wait for any reason.
NS)Working fire hoses should not be placed in cabinets when they are wet and contain water, while the
malfunctions detected following the drills are eliminated. Facilities should provide suitable hose hanger
assemblies to completely drain and dry the water inside the hoses and should not put them back in place
without making sure that the hose is thoroughly dried. If sea water has been pumped with hoses, they must
first be washed with fresh water and dried in a cool-windy place.
D) All pipes of the fire hydrant and sprinkler installation should be inspected every three months, rusted parts
must be painted, rotten parts must be replaced with new ones, valves and check valves must be checked and
faults must be corrected.
to)All fire hydrants, hoses and nozzles should be repaired by the responsible persons if any deficiencies or
malfunctions are detected as a result of the control.
8.7.5 Mobile Fire extinguishers
a)Sufficient spare devices should always be available in plant warehouses for malfunction, control or
maintenance. For the above-mentioned purposes, spares should be put in place of the extinguishers taken from
their place in order.
b) All fire extinguishers are eye-examined and checked on a monthly basis. After the control, the extinguishers
are marked. During the control, especially dry powder extinguishers are turned upside down and tapped lightly
on the base, thus allowing the powder in the tube to move. Otherwise, the powder inside the extinguishers,
which remain in the same position for a long time, may settle to the bottom and solidify. If any deficiencies
or malfunctions are detected as a result of the control, they are corrected by the relevant responsible persons.
NS)Fire extinguishers are subjected to a general control once a year by the seller company, according to the
TS ISO 11602-2 Fire Protection: Portable and Wheeled Fire Extinguishers standard. Fire extinguishers are
tested by the relevant company at intervals not exceeding 10 years, and chemical powder is checked at the end
of the 4th year.
8.7.6 Against Freezing Protection
a)Protection of Generators
b) When the outside temperature drops below +4 °C in winter, the water may start to freeze. For this reason,
the radiators of generators with water-cooled engines should be secured with antifreeze.
NS)Protection of Fire Water Pumps
D) Fire water pumps and suction pipes are always filled with water. Therefore, the ambient temperature should
not fall below +4C.
to)Protection of Fire Water Distribution Pipes
f) The exposed main and branch pipes must be protected against freezing up to the hydrant taps. Therefore,
the lines are protected against freezing either by means of insulation or by laying them underground.
8.7.7 Precautions to be Taken When Fire Protection Systems Do Not Work;
a)Facility fire-fighting equipment is systems that back up each other and are installed as an alternative to the
other.
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b) In cases where the facility's own fire fighting equipment does not work or is insufficient, the support of
neighboring facilities, Fire Brigades and AFAD Units will be requested.
NS)It is ensured that other dangerous and flammable materials/vehicles that are likely to be affected by the
fire are removed from the area, if possible.
D) It may be necessary to make a protocol that specifies the conditions and scope of assistance and support.
to)The ability of tugboats or marine vehicles with fire extinguishing features in the region should also be taken
into account.
9 OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH and SAFETY
9.1 Occupational health and Safety measures
The Port Facility Management is obliged to take all necessary measures to prevent the employees from being
affected by these substances when working with hazardous chemical substances, to minimize this if it is not
possible, and to protect the employees from the dangers of these substances.
9.1.1 Risk Evaluation
a)The Port Facility Management, Occupational Health and Safety Risk Assessment published in the Official
Gazette dated 29/12/2012 and numbered 28512, in order to determine whether there are dangerous chemicals
in the port facility and to determine the negative effects on the health and safety of the employees in case of
dangerous chemicals. It is responsible for making a risk assessment in accordance with the provisions of the
Regulation.
b) In the risk assessment to be made in working with chemical substances, the following points are especially
taken into account:
 Hazards and
 Turkish
 Type,

harms of the chemical substance in terms of health and safety.

material safety data sheet (SDS) to be obtained from manufacturers, importers or sellers.

level and duration of exposure.

 Amount

of chemical substance, usage conditions and frequency of use.

 Occupational exposure limit values and biological limit values given in the annexes of this Regulation.
 The effect
 Results
 In

of preventive measures taken or to be taken.

of previous health surveillance, if any.

works with more than one chemical substance, each of these substances and their interactions with
each other.

NS)The Port Facility Operator obtains additional information required for risk assessment from the supplier
or other sources. This information also includes special risk assessments of chemicals, if any, included in the
current legislation for users.
D) A new activity involving dangerous chemicals can only be started after taking all kinds of precautions
determined by risk assessment.
to)Precautions to be taken when working with hazardous chemicals


Risks in terms of health and safety of employees working with hazardous chemical substances are
eliminated or minimized by the following measures:
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Appropriate arrangements and work organization are made at the port facility.



Work with hazardous chemicals is done with the least number of employees.



It is ensured that the amount of substances that the workers will be exposed to and the exposure times
are as low as possible.



The amount of chemicals to be used in the port facility is kept to a minimum.



The workplace building and its annexes are always kept neat and clean.



Appropriate and sufficient conditions are provided for the personal cleaning of the employees.



Necessary arrangements are made for the most appropriate processing, use, transportation and storage
of hazardous chemicals, waste and residues at the Port facility.



By applying the substitution method, a non-hazardous or less dangerous chemical substance is used in
terms of the health and safety of the employees instead of the dangerous chemical substance. If the
substitution method cannot be used due to the nature of the work, the risk is reduced by taking the
following measures according to the result of the risk assessment and in order of priority:



Appropriate process and engineering control systems are selected and appropriate machinery,
materials and equipment are used in working with hazardous chemicals, including maintenance and
repair works that may pose a risk to the health and safety of employees, and taking into account
technological developments.



In order to prevent the risk at its source; Collective protection measures such as proper work
organization and establishment of adequate ventilation systems are implemented.



In cases where the measures taken for the collective protection of employees from the negative effects
of hazardous chemicals are not sufficient, personal protection methods are applied together with these
measures.

f) Adequate control, supervision and surveillance is provided to ensure the effectiveness and continuity of the
measures taken.
g) The Port Facility Management ensures that the chemical substances that may pose a risk to the health of
the employees are regularly measured and analyzed. These measurements are repeated when there is any
change in the conditions that may affect the exposure of the workers to the chemical substances in the port
facility. The measurement results are evaluated by taking into account the occupational exposure limit values
specified in the annexes of this Regulation.
h) The Port Facility Management also considers the specified measurement results. In every case where
occupational exposure limit values are exceeded, the Port Facility Management takes protective and
preventive measures to eliminate this situation as soon as possible.
NS) Without prejudice to the provisions of the Regulation on the Protection of Employees from the Dangers
of Explosive Environments, published in the Official Gazette dated 30/4/2013 and numbered 28633, the Port
Facility Management, on the basis of risk assessment results and risk prevention principles, aims to protect
employees from hazards arising from the physical and chemical properties of chemical substances. , takes
technical measures and makes administrative arrangements in accordance with the nature of the work
performed, including the processing, storage, transportation of these substances and the prevention of the
contact of chemical substances that may affect each other, in accordance with the following priority order:


In the port facility, dangerous concentrations of flammable and explosive substances and chemically
unstable substances are prevented from being present in dangerous quantities. If this is not possible,
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The presence of ignition sources that may cause fire or explosion in the port facility is prevented.
Conditions that may cause harmful effects of chemically unstable substances and mixtures are
eliminated. If this is not possible,



In case of fire or explosion caused by flammable and/or explosive materials, or in case of chemically
unstable substances and their mixtures, necessary precautions are taken to prevent or minimize any
harm to employees.

j) The design, manufacture and supply of work equipment and protective systems provided for the protection
of workers are carried out in accordance with the legislation in force in terms of health and safety. The Port
Facility Management ensures that all equipment and protective systems to be used in explosive atmospheres
comply with the provisions of the Regulation (94/9/AT) on Equipment and Protective Systems Used in
Possible Explosive Environments, published in the Official Gazette dated 30/12/2006 and numbered 26392 4
repeated. .
k) Arrangements are made to reduce the effect of burst pressure.
l) It is ensured that the plant, machinery and equipment are kept under constant control.
m) In workplaces, minimum safety distances are observed when placing storage tanks with liquid oxygen,
liquid argon and liquid nitrogen.
9.1.2 Urgent situations
a)Without prejudice to the issues specified in the Regulation on Emergency Situations at Workplaces
published in the Official Gazette dated 18/6/2013 and numbered 28681, by the Port Facility Administration,
the following issues are particularly taken into account in emergencies arising from dangerous chemical
substances in the port facility:


Preventive measures to reduce the negative effects of emergencies are taken immediately and
employees are informed of the situation. Necessary work is carried out to ensure that the emergency
situation returns to normal as soon as possible, and only employees assigned in emergencies for
maintenance, repair and mandatory works and teams from outside the workplace are allowed to enter
the scene.



Persons who are allowed to enter the affected area are given appropriate personal protective equipment
and special safety equipment and are allowed to use them as long as the emergency continues. Persons
without appropriate personal protective equipment and special safety equipment are not allowed to
enter the affected area.



Information on hazardous chemicals and emergency response and evacuation procedures are readily
available. It is ensured that employees assigned in emergencies at the port facility and organizations
operating in areas such as first aid, emergency medical intervention, rescue and firefighting outside
the workplace can easily access this information and procedures. This information;



The hazards in the work, the precautions to be taken and the work to be done so that the employees
assigned in emergencies at the port facility and the organizations operating in areas such as first aid,
emergency medical intervention, rescue and firefighting outside the workplace can be ready in advance
and make appropriate interventions,



It contains information about the special hazards and the work to be done in an emergency.

3. Employee Training and Informing
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a)The Port Facility Management provides the training and informing of the employees and representatives,
without prejudice to the issues specified in the Regulation on the Procedures and Principles of Occupational
Health and Safety Training of Employees dated 15/5/2013 and numbered 28648. These trainings and briefings
include in particular the following:


Information obtained as a result of risk assessment.



Recognition of dangerous chemical substances that are present or that may arise in the port facility,
information on health and safety risks, occupational diseases, occupational exposure limit values and
other legal regulations.



Necessary measures and actions to be taken so that employees do not endanger themselves and other
employees.



Information on material safety data sheets in Turkish provided from the supplier for hazardous
chemicals.



Information on labeling/locking in accordance with the legislation on sections, containers, piping and
similar installations containing hazardous chemicals.

b) Training and information to be given to employees or their representatives in work with hazardous
chemicals will be in the form of training supported by verbal instruction and written information, depending
on the degree and nature of the risk arising as a result of the risk assessment. This information is updated
according to changing conditions.
9.2 Information on Personal Protective Clothing and Their Use the fundamentals
9.2.1 Personal Protective Devices of Response Teams
Level A
Area of use: Events requiring high level of protection of skin, respiratory, eye, etc. – Gas-tight.
Positive pressure Scuba Respirator – SCBA Fully chemical protective clothing Gloves, inside chemical
resistant
Glove, outside chemical resistant
Boots or boots, chemical resistant, steel heeled Underwear, cotton, long sleeves and long legs
Hard Hood Long sleeve
Two-way radio communication (Non-Sparking)
Level B
Minimum level required for entry and exit to the scene, but rather for spillage of liquids.
Positive pressure Scuba Breathing apparatus – SCBA Chemical protective clothing
Gloves, inside chemical resistant Gloves, outside chemical resistant
Boot or boot, chemical resistant, Steel heel Hard Cap
Two-way radio communication (Non-Sparking) Face Mask
Level C
It is used when the chemical in the environment is known, the concentration is determined, and it is decided
that the skin and eyes will not be harmed. However, continuous measurement should be made.
→ Full mask, air-purifying filter
→ Chemical protective clothing
→ Gloves, chemical resistant inside
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→ Glove, chemical resistant outside
→ Boots or boots, chemical resistant, with steel heels
→ Hard Head
→ Two-way radio communication (Non-Sparking)
→ Face Mask
Level D
Work clothes (emergency responders). Requires long sleeves and safety shoes/boots. Other Personal
protective equipment varies according to the situation. If there will be a problem in contact with the skin, such
clothes should not be entered into the scene.
10 OTHER MATTERS
10.1 Dangerous Goods Conformity Certificate validity
10.1.1 Defined for Dangerous Goods Safety Advisor Tasks
As in Section 2.4.
10.2 Issues Regarding Carriers of Dangerous Goods Carrying Dangerous Goods Coming to/Leaving
the Port Facility by Land (Documents Required to be Carried at the Entry/Exit of the Road Vehicles
Carrying Dangerous Goods to/from the Port or Coastal Facility Area, Equipment and Equipment
Required by These Vehicles; Speed Limits in the Port Area, etc.). considerations).
10.2.1 Packaged Dangerous Goods and Dangerous Bulk Cargoes (Liquid or Solid):
a)Recipient name (shipper) and date of delivery to the port area, normally no later than 24 hours before arrival;
b) For packaged dangerous goods: Proper Shipping name of the dangerous goods, UN number, for class 1 the
class or designated part of the products, letter of conformity group (where applicable), sub-risk, if any, number
and type of parcel, packing group, flash point range ( as applicable), quantity and additional information
required by section 5.4 of the IMDG Code;
NS)For dangerous bulk cargoes: product name and other information required by the relevant IMO Code; and
D) The name of the ship to which the dangerous goods will be loaded (if applicable), the shipping agency and
the interface to be used
10.2.2 Must Find documents
a)Dangerous Goods Declaration, Dangerous Goods Transport Waybill, Multi-Mode Dangerous Cargo Form,
Dangerous Cargo Manifest, Packaging and Container/Vehicle Loading Certificate
b) Safety Data Sheet,
NS)Transport document showing exemption for transports within the scope of ADR/RID/IMDG Code 3.4 and
3.5, transport document showing exemption for transports within the scope of ADR 1.1.3.6, transport
documents within the scope of ADR
D) Valid and suitable for transport SRC 5 certificate, ADR written instruction, Suitable and valid Vehicle
Conformity Certificate for transport, Transport document
to)CSC Certificate in container transports
f) In case of using heat-treated wood in the cargo transport unit (CTU) and loading safety or transportation, a
certificate showing that the tree is suitable
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g) Loading safety certificate showing that the loads in the container or vehicle are properly secured within the
scope of the IMDG Code
h) As a result of the risk assessment of the cargo transport units arriving at the port facility and the cargo
transport units leaving the port facility or for which fumigation has been applied, or if gas measurement has
been made, the certificate of conformity for transportation, cannot be moved. Loads that are not properly
secured within the scope of the IMDG Code are also treated as dangerous goods.
10.2.3 Speed in port facility limit
The speed limit in our Port Facility is 30 Km.
10.3 Issues Regarding Carriers of Dangerous Goods Coming to the Coastal Facility by Sea / Leaving
the Port Facility (Day/Night Signs to be Displayed by Ships and Marine Vehicles Carrying Dangerous
Goods at the Port or Port Facility, Cold and Hot Working Procedures on Ships, etc.). considerations)
10.3.1 By Sea Arrival
10.3.1.1 Packaged Dangerous Cargoes:
a)Ship's name and ship's IMO number, agency and estimated time of arrival (ETA), normally no later than 24
hours from arrival;
b) Proper Shipping name of dangerous goods, UN number, for class 1 the class or designated part of the
products, letter of conformity group (where applicable), sub-risk, if any, number and type of parcel, packing
group, flash point range (as applicable), quantity and part of IMDG Code
NS)additional information required by 5.4;
D) Each load, shipment or item in the list should be numbered sequentially for easy reference.
to)Stacking the dangerous goods in a way that indicates the ones to be unloaded and left on the ship;
f) Dangerous goods to remain on board should be specified by referring to their numbers in the list (see above).
g) The status of dangerous goods in case of any inappropriate danger; and
h) Any known defect that could affect the safety of the port area or the ship.
10.3.1.2 Dangerous Bulk Cargoes (Liquid or Solid):
a)Ship's name and ship's IMO number, agency and estimated time of arrival (ETA), normally no later than 24
hours from arrival;
b) A list showing the product name of the dangerous bulk cargoes and other information required by the
relevant IMO Code;
NS)For the cargo, an International Certificate of Conformity for the Bulk Transport of Dangerous Chemicals
or a valid Certificate of Conformity for the Transport of Dangerous Bulk Chemicals, as appropriate, the
International Pollution Prevention Certificate (NLS Certificate) for the Transport of Liquid Bulk Substances
Harmful to Health and/or International Fuel Pollution A Certificate of Prevention must be available;
D) Dangerous goods to remain on board must be specified by referring to their numbers in the list;
to)Consolidated carriers entering a dry cargo terminal should also indicate the nature of the last three cargoes
and, where applicable, their flash points and the current state of the tank/cargo holds (such as whether they
are gasless).
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f) The condition of the dangerous goods and a known defect in the cargo containment and transport system,
bulk cargo related equipment and instrumentation, in case of any improper hazard potential; and any known
defect that could affect the safety of the port area or the ship.
g) Additional information that can be submitted to the port authority before dangerous goods are brought to
or removed from the port area may be those specified in ISPS Code Part B. Examples of other information
required by regulatory bodies regarding packaged dangerous goods are:




container number,
Shipping license number or reference (if IMDG Code class 1 or 7);
Recipient or local carrier name and contact details (if applicable).
2.

By Sea Movement
1.

Packaged dangerous cargoes:

a)Ship name and ship IMO number, agency and estimated time of departure (ETD) as required by regulatory
bodies;
b) Proper Shipping name of dangerous goods, UN number, for class 1 the class or designated part of the
products, letter of conformity group (where applicable), sub-risk, if any, number and type of parcel, packing
group, flash point range (as applicable), quantity and additional information required by IMDG Code section
5.4;


The place where dangerous goods are stowed on the ship.
2.
Dangerous bulk cargoes (liquid or solid):

a)Ship's name and ship's IMO number, agency and estimated time of departure (ETD) as required by
regulatory bodies;
b) A list showing the product name of the dangerous bulk cargoes and other information required by the
relevant IMO Code;
NS)For the cargo, an International Certificate of Conformity for the Carriage of Hazardous Bulk Chemicals
or a valid Certificate of Conformity for the Carriage of Hazardous Bulk Chemicals, as appropriate, the
International Pollution Prevention Certificate (NLS Certificate) for the Carriage of Liquid Bulk Substances
Harmful to Health and/or International A Fuel Pollution Prevention Certificate must be available;
D) Stacking or location of dangerous goods on board.
10.4 Additional Considerations to be Added by the Shore Facility
10.4.1 education
10.4.1.1 management
a)Management should ensure that all deck and shore personnel involved in the transport or handling of
dangerous goods or their supervision are properly trained in proportion to their responsibilities in their
organisation.
b) Management at all levels must carry out their day-to-day responsibilities for health and safety.
10.4.1.2 Personnel (cargo companies, dock operators and ships)
Every person involved in the transportation or handling of dangerous goods should receive training on the
safe transportation or handling of dangerous goods in proportion to their responsibilities.
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10.4.1.3 shore personnel,
Must receive general awareness, task-oriented training, and safety training.
10.4.2 Educational content
10.4.2.1 General awareness/recognition training
Everyone should receive training on the safe transport or handling of dangerous goods in proportion to their
duties. The training should be designed to provide familiarity with the general hazards and legal requirements
of the relevant dangerous goods. This training includes defining the types and classes of dangerous goods,
labeling, marking, packaging, separation and compliance with the requirements; definition of purpose and
content of shipping documents; and descriptions of existing emergency response documents.
10.4.2.2 Mission-Oriented training
Everyone should receive detailed training on the specific requirements on the safe transportation or handling
of dangerous goods in accordance with the function they perform.
10.4.2.3 Safety Training
a)Everyone should receive training on the risks and functions performed in the storage of dangerous goods:
b) These trainings on employment in a position involving the transport or handling of dangerous goods should
be provided and verified and the Administration should be periodically supplemented with retraining as
deemed appropriate.
NS)Security training for personnel with duties related to the transportation and handling of dangerous goods
should be in accordance with their responsibilities and duties under the provisions of the port facility security
plan (ISPS Code section A/2.1.5). As a private, the specific training requirements on the safety of dangerous
goods given in Chapter 1.4 of the IMDG Code should also be mentioned.
10.5 Accident Prevention Practices
Operations carried out at Filyos Turkish Petroleum Port have the potential to cause accidents by nature. For
this reason, the following practices are carried out within the scope of the best management of operations in
order to prevent accidents and to protect employees, subcontractors, visitors, neighbors and the environment
at the highest level:
a)Taking high-level security measures for people and the environment around the port facility and providing
all necessary resources for this purpose,
b) Carrying out a risk assessment based on quantitative analysis of ordinary and extraordinary operations in
order to identify and evaluate accidents, and keeping these assessments up-to-date,
NS)Making arrangements regarding the identified risks, including maintenance, repair and temporary stops,
and preparing the necessary procedures,
D) To follow the technological developments and to provide the necessary support for the continuous
improvement of the security measures in the facilities in order to prevent accidents and reduce their effects,
to)Making the necessary arrangements and controls for the new facility and process design together with the
planned changes, and making risk assessments and evaluating the acceptability before they are carried out,
f) Identification of emergencies that can be detected in advance with systematic analysis, preparation of
emergency plans for these emergencies and their regular inspection and review in exercises,
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g) Monitoring the performance of the system within the framework of procedures in order to evaluate the
compliance with the targets determined by the Quality Management System, investigating the corrective
actions in case of non-compliance,
h) Periodic and systematic evaluation of the effectiveness and suitability of Quality Management Systems,
documenting, reviewing by us as senior management and supporting the continuous improvement of Quality
Management Systems,
NS) Assigning personnel with appropriate knowledge, skills, training and experience for positions that will
affect operational business processes, safety and security within the organization,
j) Ensuring the continuous improvement of our staff by providing trainings,
k) Adhering to national and international laws, regulations, regulations and standards,
l) Ensuring the health and safety of employees, contractors, visitors and neighbors and protecting the
environment, by investigating potential non-compliances with the policy and taking the necessary measures,
systematically eliminating their effects and preventing accidents,
10.6 Hot Business Fundamentals
a)Hot work on board is not allowed. However, in obligatory cases, it can be carried out under the control of
the port facility by obtaining permissions in accordance with the legal regulations by the shipping agency.
b) Before starting the hot works and operations at our port facility, written permission will be obtained from
the port authority that the said hot works can be carried out. In the said permit, the details of the hot work
and the place where the processes will be carried out, as well as the safety measures to be applied, will be
specified in the Hot work form.
NS)Hot Work Form covers the following.


Frequent inspection of the work area and adjacent areas, including tests performed by accredited
testing organizations, to ensure that the areas where the work will be carried out are not flammable
and/or explosive atmospheres and are not inadequate in terms of ventilation and oxygen,



Removal of dangerous loads and other combustible materials from the working areas and adjacent
areas, (Lime, sludge, residue and other possible combustible materials are included in the substances
to be removed from the said areas.)



Effective protection of combustible building materials (e.g. beams, wood partitions, floors, doors, wall
and ceiling coverings) against accidental ignition,



In order to prevent the spread of flames, sparks and hot particles from work areas to adjacent areas or
other areas; sealing and sealing open pipes, pipe passages, valves, joints, cavities and open parts,

D) A plate with the permission certificate of the hot work to be done and the safety measures to be taken will
be hung in the work area and all the work area entrances. The permit and safety measures will be easily
visible and clearly understood by anyone who will do the hot works.
to)The following points should be considered while performing hot works:


Checks will be made to verify that the current conditions in the working environment have not
changed.



During hot works, at least one fire extinguisher or other suitable fire extinguishing equipment, together
with all its apparatus, shall be kept in an easily accessible place for immediate use.
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f) During hot work and operations, when the said works are completed and for a sufficient time after
completion; Effective fire control will be carried out in the area where the hot work is carried out and in
adjacent areas where danger may arise due to heat transfer.
For additional more detailed information and procedures related to hot works and processes, the necessity of
referring especially to the "International Safety Guidelines for Oil Tankers and Terminals (ISGOTT)" will
always be considered.

11thEMERGENCY ACTION PLANS
11.1 EARTHQUAKE ACTION PLAN
11.2 WORK ACCIDENTS ACTION PLA
11.3 SABOTAGE AND EXPLOSION ACTION PLAN

11.4 FLOOD ACTION PLAN

11.5 FIRE RESPONSE PLAN

11.6 CORONA VIRUS EMERGENCY ACTION PLAN
12 FIRE GUIDE
12.1 Fire Types
12.1.1 Type A Fires (Solid Material Fires)
Combustible simple solid materials fire. (For example, wood, coal, paper, grass, fabric, etc.) Their main
feature is that they form embers. The basic extinguishing principle of such fires is cooling, the main
extinguishing agent is water.
The core is the heat emitter in all Class A fires. These fires are easier to respond to. It may be sufficient to
cover the burning surface with an extinguishing agent and to cut off its relationship with oxygen. Waste
remaining in some of the fires may be internal combustion, as in cotton and coal. The most effective and most
widely used extinguisher in extinguishing such fires is water. In addition to the cooling effect, according to
the characteristics of the fire, extinguishers that act as cutting off the oxidizing environment surrounding the
surface, reducing the oxygen concentration and breaking the chain reactions are used.
12.1.2 Type B Fires (Liquid Fires)
It is a fire of flammable liquid materials. (eg gasoline, benzol, machine oils, lacquers, oil paints, solvent, tar
etc.). Their main features are their charless, flaming burning. The basic extinguishing principle of such fires
is suffocation, the basic extinguishing agent is foam and BC type Dry Chemical Powder.
Liquid combustible materials can be divided into three classes. These:
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a)Liquid combustibles that do not mix with water: Petrol, gasoline, oils, paints, etc. Since their specific gravity
is lighter than water, they always rise above the water and their combustion is above the water. In such fires,
it is important to break the chain reactions and disconnect the surface from the oxidizing environment or dilute
it.
b) Heavy oils such as tar, asphalt, grease. Effective extinguishers are used for cooling, suffocating and
breaking chain reactions in their fires.
NS)Liquid flammables miscible with water: Alcohols. In fires caused by these, effective extinguishers are
used to cool, suffocate, reduce their concentration, and break chain reactions. Foam is the most ideal
extinguisher for liquid fires. However, CO2 and KKT can be used in initial and small-scale fires.
12.1.3 Type C Fires (Gas Fires)
It is a fire of flammable gas materials. (For example, methane, propane, butane, LPG, acetylene, coal gas,
natural gas and hydrogen etc.) Its basic features are explosion. The basic extinguishing principle is suffocation,
the basic extinguishing agent is BC type Dry Chemical Powder.
12.1.4 Type D Fires (Light Metal Fires)
Combustible light metals fire. (For example, aluminum, magnesium, titanium, zirconium, lithium, zinc,
sodium, potassium and calcium, etc.) Their main features are their burning, flameless and high temperature
burning. The basic extinguishing principle is suffocation. A, B, C type extinguishers are useless. Water should
never be used. Special D type extinguishing powders are used. When D powder is not found, it is extinguished
by covering it with dry sand .
D-type flammable materials are more dangerous in powder form. Suitable mixtures of combustible metal
powders with air can cause powerful explosions when they reach the ignition temperature. The extremely high
temperatures of some combustible metals counteract the effectiveness of water and other common
extinguishers. Some flammable metals react with water to produce Hydrogen and Acetylene gases. This is the
fire further to increase and explosions road opens. D class fires for general an extinguishing agent is absent.
There are special extinguishers that can control the fire associated with each of the combustible metals and
bear their sign. These extinguishing agents serve to cover the burning metal and suffocate the fire.
Table-8: Fire Classification and Intervention Table
Types of Fire

A

B

NS

D

F

type

Thick

Liquid

Gas

Metal

Oil

Flammable
material

Paper, Wood,
Wood, Fabric,
Cotton etc.

Paint, Thinner,
Oil, Fuel etc.

Natural Gas,
Methane,
LPG, Propane,
Acetylene etc.

Magnesium,
Aluminum,
Sodium etc.

Oil

Extinguishing
Method

Cooling,
Combustion
Prevention

Block

Cooling,
Choking

Blocking,
Strangling

Used
Extinguisher

Water, ABC
powder and
foam
extinguisher,

D powder
extinguisher
only

Dry chemical
powder
extinguisher
with carbon
dioxide

Blocking,
Choking,
Cooling
ABC and BC
dusty, halon
gas, CO 2 and
foamy
extinguisher

ABC and BC
powder, halon
and CO 2 gas
extinguisher
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12.2 Causes of Fire
12.2.1 Causes of Fire
Reasons causing a fire that usually grouping in can be collected.
a)Failure to take precautions against fire ,
b)Ignorance,
NS)Negligence and carelessness
D)accidents,
to)Vault,
f) Sabotage,
g)natural events.
a) Failure to Take Precautionary Measures: The success of the causes of fire is the failure to take measures
to prevent burning according to the characteristics of the materials and materials used. For example, electricity
supply to the required installation as well as fuse system for the system to be made at a sufficient level, not
organized as required flue relations with roof beams in buildings, adequate carefully plastered failure of the
chimney, Liquefied Petroleum Gas to take the necessary measures regarding the use of tubes using , stoves
and heating the system required the device alınmayış of and required periodic Failure to clean and maintain,
causes fires .
b) Ignorance: Not knowing the properties of the materials and materials used to cause fire is one of the most
important causes of fire. Not knowing and learning how to take the fire precautions we have explained above
can cause a fire to break out at any time. For example, putting flammable items on the attic and roof, not
knowing the factors that will cause sparks in fuel tanks or places working with fuel, etc. In some cases, fire is
inevitable.
NS)Neglect: we use materials and flammable nature of on measures to be taken by the information owner that
be the case, even these measures very often also taken though neglected because it may be fires. For example,
items such as matches, cigarette butts that are thrown without extinguishing in wooded areas, control of Liquid
Petroleum Gas Cylinders with matches . Forgetting the iron and stove plug in the socket , heating it for a long
time by placing a wide-bottomed pot, cauldron on picnic tubes, wrapping too much wire in the fuse, etc. Even
though it is known not to be done, the works done by negligence can cause a fire.
D) Accidents: Some unintentional events also cause fire. For example, traffic accidents cause vehicle fires,
work accidents machine and building fires, stoves, etc. Accidents occurring in devices can cause building
fires.
to)Bounce: Direct the fire cause , but not together flammable substance on the fall time fire causes that burning
the body break off around splashes of particles occurs is from the active fire. For example, the factory and the
sparks from welding and grinding machines in workshops around who benzyl n , diesel and so on. falling on
the materials , burning coal pieces splashing from the stove , carpets, rugs, etc. Fires caused by falling on
materials .
f)Sabotage: It is the deliberate and willful setting of fire for various purposes. For example, fire can be started
by deliberate events such as burning forests to open fields and houses , arson of buildings, workplaces and
facilities .
g) Natural Events: These are the fires that naturally occur spontaneously. For example, earthquakes, lightning
strikes, fires caused by the sun's rays .
12.2.2 Fire factors
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The causes of fire are listed as follows.











chimneys,
cigarettes, matches,
Spark,
Electricity,
Gasoline,
Liquid Petroleum Gas
Gas,
animals,
Lightning,
Sunlight,

a)Chimneys: The parts used to expel the smoke and gases formed from the fire burned in order to obtain heat
in the buildings are called chimneys. Chimneys are generally made in two groups in terms of construction.
Chimneys cause the accumulation of soot because they are not plastered inside, their surfaces are rough, they
are not wide enough and they are not cleaned vertically. As a result of the ignition of these accumulated soot,
they cause fires .
b) Cigarettes and Matches: Smoking is the leading cause of fires caused by carelessness. Statistics show
that 365 of the 1481 fires that took place in Istanbul during the year 1964 were caused by cigarettes. Across
the country in the year 1982-1983 23 506 fires resulting from the 4560 's of them still smoking their butts off
to be determined was. The average temperature of the cigarette fire is around 800C, and a fire may occur as a
result of the contact of the cigarette, which is thrown without extinguishing, with flammable, explosive and
flammable materials . It is a fact that a cigarette thrown on the ground without extinguishing ignites the
flammable substance it comes into contact with by being dragged under the influence of the wind . Although
up to match debris core not do for Mono Ammonium Phosphate (NH4) H2 P04 dipped in the well, chlorate
döpotas (K2CLO3), sulfur (S), umber, glass powder, zinc oxide (ZnO), dichromate döpotas (K2 C O3)
antimony sulfide (Sb2 S3) and glue mixture through made match heads with the burning time 450o - 270o
degree that emit heat, disposed on a combustible material being quenched material and cause it to ignite fire
data.
NS)Spark: We all know that small particles that break off from a burning mass and jump around are called
sparks. The burning or embers of these particles cause the combustion event to occur, depending on the type
of substance in the place where it falls. This situation, which is not noticed in time, grows and causes fires.
The wind is a major factor in the spread of the spark, as well as the transformation of the particles in the form
of ashes and embers into fire (flaming) .
In order to determine that a fire is caused by a spark, it is necessary to determine the direction, speed and
intensity of the wind at the fire place. In order to destroy the spark that is dragged left and right by very fast
winds, it is necessary to first find the exit point and destroy the combustion event there. The source of sparks
is usually;
a)Fires burning in barbecues,
b)The fires burning in the stoves,
NS)chimneys,
D)train chimneys,
to)Engine exhausts,
f) They are unlit cigarettes and pipes.
D) Electricity: Electrical energy is regular and careful when using what so useful is wrong and if used
carelessly it is also very harmful. The heat obtained from electrical energy, the faults in the installation and
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material that transmits the current cause fires. The time factor plays a major role in electrical devices used to
generate heat. (If an electric stove with a resistance of 10 Ohm is operated for 10 minutes by passing a current
of 5 amperes, the energy returned to heat is 3600 calories. If the resistance and current remain constant and
the stove is operated for 20 minutes, the resulting energy will be 7200 calories. If this heat is in contact with
easily flammable materials, a fire can easily occur. .
to)Gasoline: Gasoline is an easily flammable liquid substance obtained from petroleum. Its specific gravity
is 0.75 gr/cm3. Gasoline and similar substances (Diesel, thinner, alcohol, solvent, kerosene, etc.) easily
become flammable by mixing with air as they easily turn into steam. Since the ignition temperature of gasoline
is 40-41 degrees, combustion occurs in the form of explosion in closed places and flashing in open places.
Combustion may occur if the mixture of gasoline with air is 1.5% or 7.6%. No tools or materials that generate
flames and sparks should be used in places where there is or can be found gasoline vapor .
f) Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG): This gas, which we also call liquid petroleum gas, is one of the petroleum
by-products. In addition to the products obtained during the distillation of crude oil, hydrocarbon class (ethane,
methane, propane, butane, ethylene methylene, etc. gases) occurs in gaseous substances. However, the
physical properties due to pressure under liquid becomes capable of coming and out pressure is lifted when
rotating the idols devolatilization propane and industrial and household gas has found wide usage as fuel.
These gases cause fires due to both user and manufacturing faults during use .
g) Gas: Both natural gas and gases used in industry can easily ignite when suitable conditions are met. Gases
cause flashing and explosion .
12.3 Fire Extinguishing Methods, Properties of Extinguishing Agents and Extinguishing Devices
12.3.1 Fire Fighting Procedures (Principles)
In order to eliminate a fire that has occurred (to put it out), one of the three principles we have stated in the
combustion conditions must be destroyed. If we remember these principles, the elimination of any of the
combustible material, heat and oxygen that creates the combustion event will eliminate the combustion. Based
on this basis, we can systematize the fire extinguishing principles as shown below.
a)Quenching by cooling: (Reducing or eliminating heat)




cooling with water,
disperse the combustible material,
Strong blowing.

b) Cut off the air: (Destroy or reduce the rate of oxygen)




covering,
Choke,
Reducing oxygen.

NS)Elimination of combustible material:



Separating combustible material from heat,
to create a gap,

Let's examine the extinguishing principles mentioned above, one by one.
D) Extinguishing by cooling: If the temperature of the combustible material is lowered below the combustion
temperature according to the type of substance during combustion, the combustion event will be eliminated.
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Although there are various methods to reduce the combustion temperature, the most commonly used ones are
as follows.
to)Cooling with water: Cooling with water comes first among the principles of extinguishing by cooling. It is
the most widely used fire extinguishing agent due to its convenient physical and chemical properties, as well
as its abundance and cheapness. Water has the feature of reducing the combustion temperature by taking heat
from the combustible material in extinguishing the fire. Water exists in liquid form. If it comes into contact
with heat, it turns into steam, while absorbing heat from the environment. 100 oC. One gram of water in the
water absorbs 537 calories of heat from the environment to become steam. The temperature of the water used
in the fire is 10-25 oC. Since it is at ambient temperature, the amount of heat absorbed by 1 gram is
approximately 600 calories. This is the heat absorbed from the burning object and reduces the combustion
temperature. Thus, the heat of the burning object is transferred to the evaporated water. Since the temperature
of the combustible material decreases, the combustion phenomenon is also eliminated. Water not only cools,
but also has the feature of cutting oxygen when it is used as pulverized (Atomized, sprinkling). Water is often
used on wood fires (class A). However, if the cause of the wood fire is electricity, it is not possible to
extinguish the fire with water unless it is determined that the electric current in the burning environment is
cut. Because water is a conductive substance. If water is used in a pulverized form as mentioned above (in
fuel oil fires), it is used as an extinguisher in Class B fires. More information on this will be given in the
section on cutting the air. Water prevents the spread of fire as well as extinguishing the fire. Combustion
temperatures are increased by wetting the materials that are suitable for burning in areas where the fire is likely
to spread with water.
f) Dispersing the combustible material: Another type of extinguishing by cooling is to disperse the
combustible material. The scattering of the combustible material will allow the larger area to come into contact
with air (Oxygen) for a moment, causing the fire to expand. However, with the distribution of the burning
substance, the total heat generated by the fire will be divided, the heat falling on a mass of the burning object
will decrease and the fire will gradually go out. In this type of extinguishing, care should be taken to ensure
that there is no other flammable substance around the flammable materials dispersed in this type of
extinguishing. Otherwise, instead of extinguishing the fire, it will cause its growth. Generally, this type of
extinguisher is used for Class A fires that are massive, such as wood. It should be noted that this type of
extinguishing does not extinguish the fire instantly. The extinction event occurs depending on time. These
types of extinguishers are not strictly used in fuel oil fires as they cause the fire to spread.
g) Strong blowing: The air blown strongly on the burning material will cause the flame to go out and the
temperature of the burning substance to be reduced to a certain extent. With this type of extinguishing
principle, success can be achieved in starting fires. Since it is practically impossible to provide blowing or
airflow to provide sufficient extinguishing in fires that have grown and reached certain dimensions (such as
extinguishing the flame of a candle, match, lighter, a piece of paper), providing an airflow that is not sufficient
to extinguish is also inconvenient as it will enlarge and spread the fire.
h) Cutting the air: If the oxygen, which is one of the three conditions necessary for the combustion to occur,
is eliminated during combustion or if it is reduced below 14%, the combustion event will disappear. The
method of extinguishing the fire by reducing and eliminating the oxygen is called cutting the air. We can
generally examine this phenomenon as covering, suffocating, and reducing oxygen.
NS) Covering: The extinguishing process with the materials that are covered or spread to cut the air (eliminate
the oxygen) on the burning materials is called covering. Materials such as carpets, rugs, tarpaulins, blankets
and sand are used as cover in dry combustible (solid) combustible material fires and initial fires. In fuel fires,
materials such as foam, chlorine, nitrogen, carbonammoniac are used as a cover. The materials used as a cover
form a layer on the burning object and cut the contact of the fire with the air.
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j) Suffocation: It is the process that is done to prevent the relationship of the fire with oxygen or to reduce
the amount of oxygen required for combustion. This type of extinguishing is especially used for indoor fires.
(For example, in order to prevent the necessary oxygen from reaching the fire in a room, the fire is extinguished
by preventing the oxygen renewal by closing the openings such as the door, window ventilation chimneys,
etc.
k) Reducing oxygen: In order for combustion to take place, among other conditions, oxygen must be present
in the environment at the rate of 14%. Since there is 21% oxygen in the air mixture, combustion can occur
anywhere under normal conditions. If we reduce the oxygen below 14% in the environment, the combustion
event will be eliminated. The extinguishing principle based on this principle is called the oxygen reduction
method. Oxygen reducing agents are substances such as chemical powders and carbon dioxide gas. They
extinguish fires by both covering (cutting off oxygen) and reducing oxygen.
l) Elimination of combustible material: Elimination of the combustion event by removing the combustible
material from the three conditions that cause the combustion event. This is applied by methods such as
eliminating the flammable material, separating the flammable material from the heat, and creating an
intermediate space.
m) Eliminating the combustible material: In extinguishing with this method, the burning materials must be
eliminated. This method is generally effective in gaseous flammable materials fires. For example, closing the
valve of a burning coal gas or LPG gas and ending the combustion event.
n) Separating the combustible material from the heat: It is the extinguishing made by separating the solid
combustible material from the main mass. Extensive information is given while explaining how to distribute
the flammable substance on this subject.
he) Creating an intermediate space : This method prevents the fire from expanding and ensures that it is
extinguished depending on time. These are the spaces created by the elimination of combustible materials
between the burning part and the combustible part in cases where the combustion event grows by affecting
other flammable materials in the vicinity with the wind effect of the fires. For example, cutting trees and
clearing grass between the burning part and the unburned part in forest fires, demolishing the surrounding
buildings in large neighborhood fires.
12.3.2 Substances Used in Fire Extinguishing
We have examined the principles of fire extinguishing in the above topics . The fire be extinguished to this
the principles provider substances are obliged to use. We will examine these items one by one below .
12.3.2.1 That
Fire extinguishing the more used substances is water. Water is a substance with cooling, concealing , flowing,
mixing and spreading properties. It is quite heavy at normal temperatures. One gram of frozen (ice) water,
zero Celsius in degree this case, zero in the degree of water into 80 calories is required to return. One calorie
is needed to raise the temperature of one gram of water by one degree. This means that: water, its heat to
increase to quite significant an amount of heat absorbed (suck) is cooled by contact with the materials. It is
during cooling 1 cm 3 passes water into steam 1700 cm 3 cubic meter a volume boiler is considered received if
formed from v how large apparent expansion. In that case; water evaporates by absorbing heat which is
sprayed to the fire area and the volume expands, the density of oxygen severe as to combustible material
superior to and around vessels, oxygen from the medium away. The extinguishing property of water emerges
when it comes into contact with the burning substance . This extinguishing feature is versatile and is as
explained below.
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Cooling feature: In general, if water comes into contact with a burning object, the surface it contacts
cools down below the burning point and the fire goes out. In some cases, in order to prevent the spread
of fire, substances are cooled by soaking before they start to burn and burning is prevented. It should
not be forgotten that water; Applying it to the fire as 0.35 mm drops increases the extinguishing quality
of water. Therefore, 0.1 to 1 mm with quenching devices. We can achieve the purpose of extinguishing
faster if we use the water in the fire by producing a drop size between Additional information on this
topic is given in the extinguishing principles .



Coating, Pertussis Feature: A set fire to extinguish for enough until I sa result bringing, from the
burning of the air to put that fire of oxygen leaves. However, when the stim (water vapor) that will
have a certain temperature starts to condense, it plays a warming role, not a cooler. In addition, it
should be kept in mind that water will coat on liquids heavier than itself, and this feature cannot be
evaluated on liquids lighter than itself. Especially if some flammable materials release oxygen when
burning and the air does not need oxygen, one should not think about the suffocating feature of water
.



Feature of Use for Emulsion: One of the two liquids that do not mix with each other is dispersed on
the other, forming small drops. These drops cover the flammable liquid for a while, stopping the
burning and preventing it from spreading. The water to be sprayed in fine drops on the Fuel-Oil stops
the burning, which is called Emulsification .
2.

Carbon dioxide (CO2)

Fuel and electrical fires also be used CO 2 combustion does not always easy to combine chemicals. Since it is
in gaseous form, it easily disperses on the fire and covers the flammable material . Flammable substances on
their own by constriction of the erupt, do not transmit electricity, and insulators. CO is gaseous under normal
conditions the second fluid to be pressurized by cooling and can be brought into even solid. CO 2 stored in highpressure tubes usually becomes liquid while inside the tube. However, as it exits the tube, it turns into a gas.
If CO2 is maintained at a temperature above 8C, it cannot be liquefied no matter what pressure it is kept under.
CO in the tubes used in the fire extinguishing works in other words, the second liquid form. If it is left in a warm
place for a certain period of time and its temperature rises above 31.8 ° C, the liquid in the tube will suddenly
turn into a gas. If so, the tubes should be kept away from excessive heat and stored . Fire extinguishing device
with carbon dioxide, a fire to be sprayed correctly if, suddenly liquid state to the gas becomes to pass to absorb,
or snow pellets or also as a white cloud because it appeared in the air is heavy and a half times cutting off the
interest of fire superior plates and air is wildfire bulls . Carbon dioxide CO 2 suffocating gas when the air 9%
on rising suffocation 20% increase in death causes can. Off places when carbon dioxide is processed in a risk
of fire because of this feature. In order to extinguish the fire in indoor fires, the closed volume must be filled
with carbon dioxide gas in sufficient proportion according to the type of combustible material . (gasoline and
kerosene as the liquid for fire 28% of the enclosed volume, benzene and benzene, or 33% of the enclosed
volume must fill with carbon dioxide gas. Carbon dioxide extinguishing properties expelling air out of the
fuel, namely oxygen leaving the fire pertussis way through to extinguish. Fuel filled mine in containers to
extinguish the fire as possible while also occupies angry because the carbon dioxide being dissolved after
flame may be repeated. Because overwhelmed carbon dioxide fire but was cooling.
In addition, carbon dioxide does not extinguish reactive (alkali) metal fires such as sodium, potassium,
magnesium, titanium. Because these metals decompose carbon dioxide. For example, if carbon dioxide is used
in sodium fire; C02 + 4 Na 2 Na 2 0 + C reaction takes place in this case fighting not fire magnification result
interests. Since carbon dioxide is an insulator , it is also effective in electrical fires . Because electricity usually
creates sparks and causes the surrounding materials to burn. For this reason, it would be correct to use devices
with carbon dioxide if the substance that ignites in the environment is such that it can be extinguished with
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carbon dioxide . Otherwise , we may not get the expected result . For this reason, in electrical fires, it is
necessary to cut off the electricity first, and then respond to the fire according to the class of the fire .
12.3.2.3 Dry Chemical Powder
Powders used for Class B and C fires are sodium bicarbonate based powders. Dusts used in Class A, B and C
fires are composed of Ammonium Phosphate based compounds. Dry chemical powders are used in fuel oil
fires and fires of electrically operated machines. Dry chemical powders are generally of sodium, bicarbonate
(NaHC03) origin. However, in order to facilitate storage, preservation and use, some substances are added to
them. These agents of the very used are the stearates, tricalcium phosphate. These two substances are used to
prevent the dust from turning into soil with moisture. Because sodium bicarbonate compounds absorb the
humidity of the air, that is, they are hydroscopic, they become wet and grounded where they stand. Dry
chemical powders, when applied on the fire, decompose by turning into sodium bicarbonate, carbon dioxide
and water and extinguish the fire. 2 Na HC03 Heat Na2 C03 + C02 + H20 As can be seen, dry chemical
powders undergo chemical reaction with heat and turn into water and carbon dioxide, which are very important
and each of which is effective in different class fires. Dry chemical powders are not poisonous. However, its
abundance in the inhaled place makes breathing difficult. They can also reduce visibility as they cover the
surroundings like fog .
Dry Chemical Powder Test: We usually distinguish the type of dry chemical powders by their colors. In
reality, the color of the powder is the dyestuff. It is used by manufacturers to distinguish. Therefore, we should
not be deceived by its color. The definitive method of determining whether the dry chemical powder is ABC
or BC powder is experimental methods. We can divide the experimental methods into three.
** Heating Method:



When ABC powder is heated; Ammonia odor is emitted into the environment. It melts on the heated
surface. It adheres to the surface where it is heated.
When BC powder is heated; It gains fluidity. It does not melt with heating. It does not stick to the
heated surface.

** Chemical Method:


For BA – ABC powder ; If a small amount of ABC powder is placed in a test tube and a small amount
of methyl red is placed on it, a reaction occurs and a color change occurs. In the tube, the liquid turns
yellow-orange. If we add some concentrated acid to the test tube in which we put ABC powder, we
see that there is no reaction .



For BC powder; If we add some methyl red to the test tube in which we put BC powder, a chemical
reaction occurs and the liquid creates a green-blue color. If we add some concentrated acid to the test
tube in which we put BC powder, a chemical reaction occurs and foaming occurs .

**Water Test Method: Some dry chemical powder is put into a glass of water and mixed, if the powder does
not get damp, does not cloud the water and slurry does not occur, it is a good breed. Otherwise, dry chemical
powder cannot be used in fire extinguishing, it is imitation.
12.3.2.3.1 Usage Areas of Dry Chemical Powders: Dry chemical powders are generally used to extinguish
fuel fires. They are also used in fuel oil fires related to electrically powered machines as they do not conduct
electrical current . This means that dry chemical powders are effective for Class B and C fires. They can also
be used in Class A fires if the combustion is only on the surface. It should be noted that, after the fire is
quenched with dry powder fire place hot materials especially metal fire from the scene to be taken. Because
relapse may occur. Spraying dry chemical powders on sensitive electrical devices and telephone exchanges
stops the activities of these devices and may be harmful .
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12.3.2.3.2 Storage of Dry Chemical Powders: Dry chemical powders are stored in metal or plastic drums.
These dusts should not be kept above a temperature of 60 °C. Otherwise, the additives in the powder may melt
into lumps and lose their fluidity. In addition, they should not be kept in damp places. Because the additive
ingredients into pellets absorb moisture again may come, fluency lose. Drying and reuse of agglomerated
powders is also not correct. You should not use it again. Dry chemical powders must be subjected to quality
control in terms of the humidity they contain, in terms of not mixing with water, in terms of the degree of
transmission of electricity and in terms of the abrasive effect of the sprayed powders .
Dry Chemical Dust Söndürücülük Features: Dry chemical powder fire by cooling , they extinguish burning
interrupt the chain of events. Let's consider these features in order .


The Extinguishing Feature of Dry Chemical Powders by Suffocating Fire: When dry
chemical powders are sprayed into the fire, they partially suffocate the flame with the carbon dioxide
they emit. However, it should be known that the main role in extinguishing the fire is not the carbon
dioxide they emit. Quenching because only they remove carbon dioxide role oynasaydı , fired at the
joining carbon dioxide and the vapor generating some salt descent chemical compounds also ideal fire
extinguishers that need. However , such powders are effective in extinguishing the fire .

Cooling Properties of Dry Chemical Powders: When dry chemical powders are sprayed into
the fire, they absorb some of the heat. For example, when the powder at 18C is sprayed into the fire,
one gram rises by 300C and absorbs 79 calories of heat. In this case, it is not accepted that only the
cooling properties of dry chemical powders are essential in fire extinguishing .

Flame Shielding Feature of Dry Chemical Powders: Dry chemical powder sprayed on a
flaming fire creates a dust cloud between the flame and the combustible material, protecting the
combustible material against the heat from the flame. This is one of the extinguishing properties of
dry chemical powders .

Preventing the "Chain Combustion Event" of Dry Chemical Powders: In order for the
combustion event to continue , some substances released in the burning place must combine with each
other and cause reactions. Here, dry chemical powders prevent the combination of these released
substances and ensure that the combustion chain does not occur . Thus, the fire cannot expand and is
extinguished in a short time. This feature of dry chemical powders is the most effective feature in
extinguishing fires.

12.3.2.4 Foam (FOAM)
Foam is a chemical compound. Pressurized water with when mixed, the mixture foams on the constructive
compressed while passing air with mixed and foam formed brings. Torn; It completely covers the fire surface
like a blanket , cuts off contact with air, and also has a cooling feature. Therefore, it is a good extinguisher.
12.3.2.4.1 Foam Types:


Chemical Foam; It is the foam formed as a result of dissolving aluminum sulfate [Al2 (SO4)3 - 18
H2 o] and sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3) in water together with a “cohesin” substance. It is not used
much today.



Protein Based Foam; Protein-based foams are obtained by hydrolysis of animal and vegetable
residues by chemical means. It is of two kinds.
Regular protein Based Foam; It is pure hydrolyzed protein. It consists of foam stabilizer, freezing
point depressant and preservative. It is a good extinguisher for hydrocarbon fires .
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Fluoro Protein Based Foam; In addition to regular protein-based foaming liquid, it contains
fluorocarbon compounds . We can summarize its superiority over regular protein foam as follows; It
takes the fire under control more quickly. It is more fluid. Covering ability is high. It prevents backfire.
Its properties do not deteriorate when mixed with dry chemical powders. It has the feature of being fed
to the fuel tank from the bottom. The regular protein can basically be mixed into the foaming liquid.



Synthetic Foam; It is in synthetic detergent composition and has the ability to make foam quickly .
In this respect, it is used to produce medium and large foam. In general, if it is used with foam
generators, it gives the opportunity to obtain 100-1000 times foam. It is a preferred extinguisher for
type A fires and aircraft fires in hangars .
Alcohol Resistant Foam (ATC): It is the foam obtained by adding metal soaps (organo metal esters)
to the regular protein foam liquid. Such a foaming agent is a good extinguisher, especially for fires
with polar solvents, alcohol-type flammable plasters, since hydrocarbons are not soluble in water, they
can be extinguished with normal foaming agents. However, since polar solvents (alcohols, ethers,
ketones) dissolve in water, they mix with the water in the foam blanket and ignite again. So this kind
of chemical substances in fire strong (ATC) Alcohol- resistant type of foam should be used.
AFFF (Aqueous Film Forming Foam): It is a combination of fluorocarbon compounds and synthetic
foam liquids, extinguishes the fire very quickly. By reducing the surface tension of the hydrocarbon,
it allows the foam film to spread instantly, and the insulation effect continues for a long time. It
definitely prevents backfire.





12.3.2.4.2 General Features to Look for in Foam:



The foam should be in a hydrolyzed liquid state ,
Mixture of foaming agent with water should be between 2% and 10% .



The foam formed as a result of the pressurized water mixture should not deteriorate at high
temperatures, should not be dispersed in the wind, should not be affected by dry chemical dust,
 Foam material (PH) value (Acidity value) should be 7-8.8 ,
 When mixed with water, foam should be formed at least 15 times of the mixture ,
 It should not lose its feature for at least 10 years .
 Generally, it should not precipitate between -10C and 50C .

12.3.2.4.3 Usage Areas of Foams:







Refineries, chemical laboratories, chemical warehouses,
Paint and varnish workshops or warehouses,
Fuel storage areas and filling stations
The ditches where oil spills ,
Fuel tankers, tankers, cargo holds,
Such places as airports, aircraft hangars, etc. can be counted.

We can schematize the types of foam to be used in foam usage areas as follows.

FOAM
TYPE

CLASS A
FIRE

SPREAD

HYDROCARBONS
APPLICATION
APPLICATION
FROM THE
FROM TOP IN
BOTTOM IN
THE TANK
THE TANK

POLAR SOLVENTS
MIXES
WITH
WATER

MIXING
WITH
WATER SIDE
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Not used

used

used

Not used

Not used

Not used

used

used

used

used

used

used

Synthetic

used

used

Not used

Not used

Not used

being used

ATC

Not used

Not used

used

used

used

used

AFFF

used

used

Not used

Not used

Not used

Not used

12.3.2.4.4 Areas where Foam should not be used:





It is not a suitable extinguisher for LPG fires.
It should not be processed into heavy oils .
It conducts electric current, it should not be processed when the condition is open .
It should not be processed on foodstuffs. The quality of foodstuffs deteriorates.

12.3.2.4.5 Foam Processing Methods:


Processing from the drum with the intermediate tap; It is brought close to the fire area with
a 100-gauge hose connected to the waterer, then it is placed on the intermediate tap, and it is connected
to the intermediate tap with an 85-gauge joint union record.

An 85' hose is connected to the outlet end of the intermediate tap from the foam hose to the can. Pressurized
water causes foam to be sucked from the drum. The fire is treated by adding a foam lance to the end of the
hose. This method is used for small fires.


Foam Process from the Water Tank : For this purpose, there is a foam tank next to the water
cistern of the sprinklers. As if watering the fire, the hoses are opened and connected to the vehicle.
The water and foam valves are opened, the fire is treated with the lance attached to the end of the hose.
Pressurized passage of water ensures that air is sucked from the lance air hole. Thus, a lot of foam is
formed.



Foam Processing with Foam Generator: It is connected to the foam generator with a
participation record of 110. The pressure of the water makes the generator propellers spin so that the
foam with the ability to expand can get plenty of air. Especially since synthetic foams increase the
volume to a great extent, it is appropriate to process foam with a foam generator in fuel tank fires.



Foam Application Rate: Foam can be applied on Class A, B, C fires. 10-15 cm over the
applied surface. thick layer, in which case it extinguishes the fire by cutting the contact of the air with
the burning surface.

Foam application should be done with standard equipment with 7-12 Atu water. The rate to be applied is 812 liters per minute per m². There should be foam around. It is obvious that the rate below this limit will not
be sufficient. However, the upper limit does not provide any additional benefit.
12.3.2.4.6 Foam Storage Methods:
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Foam Storage in Barrels; If the foam liquid is to be stored in barrels or cans, it should be turned from
time to time and the movement of the liquid should be ensured. This process should generally be
considered as 1/2 cycle every six months.



Storage in Foam Tanks; The inside of the tanks must be coated with special LAC and DITUME.
Because if the foam plaster stays in the tank for a long time, the humidity of the air causes corrosion
on the tank surface and a whey precipitate is formed. In addition, it would be appropriate to fill the
tanks to the brim in the warehouses .

13 PORT MAP
ATTACHMENTS
APPENDIX-1 MEDICAL FIRST AID GUIDE
one. RECOVERY
Before entering a leak, spill or gassed area for first aid purposes, it must be adequately protected from exposure
to the effects specified. In the case of an unidentified chemical, worst-case scenario assumptions should be
kept in mind.
2nd. ARRIVAL TO THE EVENT
Upon arrival at the scene, the situation must first be assessed and the extent of the accident defined. What the
Rescuer should NOT do:
a) Entering the gas-affected area without protective equipment and breathing apparatus,
b) Entering even though he/she has not received the necessary training to enter confined spaces,
NS) Walking directly over the leak and spillage,
D) Unnecessarily contaminating the equipment and equipment with dangerous substances in the environment,
to) Trying to collect documents related to transportation from an unprotected or unsafe point,
f) Exposure to the impact while approaching the potential impact area,
g) Engaging in rescue work without protective equipment and breathing apparatus,
2.1 Creating a Crime Scene
a) When deemed necessary, persons wishing to leave the zone are assumed to be affected and are allowed to
leave the scene when they are completely free from the effect.
b) Casualties who cannot move should not leave the zone with the support of persons who do not have personal
protective equipment and who have not received the necessary training.
3. CLASSIFICATION AND PRIORITIZATION OF VICTIMS
3.1 Single Unconscious Victim Situation
a) The unconscious victim should be intervened for immediate treatment,
b) Emergency assistance should be sought.
3.2 Multiple Unconscious Victim Situation If there is more than one unconscious survivor:
a) Urgent help should be requested,
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b) Begin intervention by giving priority to the victim in the worst condition,
one. Victim with stopped breathing and no pulse
2nd. unconscious casualty
3.3 Victim Does Not Know But Has Respiration
If the casualty is unconscious and has a bluish skin color but is breathing, it should be intervened with portable
oxygen.
3.4 Neck and Back Trauma
In cases of neck or back trauma, it is necessary not to move the casualty without neck brace and back support.
4. REMOVING THE ACCIDENT FROM THE SITE
The victim should be removed from the scene after he is completely cleansed of the chemical that has
contaminated his body.
a) If the survivors are able to walk, they should be directed to leave the scene and taken to another area for
complete decontamination and detailed evaluation.
b) If the survivors cannot walk, they should be removed from the scene with the help of a stretcher. If a
stretcher is not available, the victims should be transported away from the scene and taken to another area for
detailed evaluation.
5. CHEMICAL REMOVAL
a) Take precautions to prevent chemical contamination of open wounds,
b) First of all, clean the open wound and the chemical substance that contaminates the eyes, then clean the
chemical-contaminated areas on the skin,
NS) After cleaning the wounds from chemicals, close them in a waterproof way,
D) Avoid interventions that will cause mechanical and chemical abrasions,
to) Gently wash the area exposed to the chemical using plenty of water for at least 10 minutes, then continue
cleaning using soap and warm water, and finally continue washing using a soft brush or medical sponge,
f) Packing all the clothes contaminated with chemicals on the casualty and sending them to the required waste
disposal point,
5.1 Completely Free of Chemical Substance
If the casualty has been exposed to chemicals, necessary steps should be taken to completely decontaminate.
a) All watches, jewelery and clothes that are suspected of being exposed to chemicals should be cut and
removed from the body of the casualty if necessary,
b) Chemical substances that can be detected visually should be removed from the body of the casualty by
wiping them with a clean cloth,
NS) Necessary precautions should be taken to prevent chemical substances from contaminating open wounds,
D) In cases where the chemical infects the victim's body, all necessary precautions should be taken to prevent
it from being transmitted to the respondent. When deemed necessary, the rescuer should wear protective
clothing to reduce the possibility of contaminating himself with the chemical.
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to) The spread of chemical contamination in the body should be prevented by wrapping the casualty.
6. SUMMARY OF ACCIDENT RESPONSE METHOD
a) It is a priority that the respiratory tract is open, that the respiratory tract is maintained, and that the
circulatory functions are functional.
b) Make primary and secondary assessments if the current situation permits,
NS) Try to collect all the transportation and documents related to the chemical substance,
D) If there is more than one survivor, give priority to the most critical.
to) If the current situation permits, treat the symptoms and signs appropriately.
f) Check the victim frequently, because chemicals can have hidden psychological effects.
g) Postpone preventive actions until the chemical contaminated with the victim is cleared,
7 CARDIO / LUNG REJUVENATION
7.1 Diagnosis
a) Difficulty in breathing, trying to breathe 30 times a minute in the first stage. Then it may slow down or stop
completely,
b) Rapid heart rate, over 100 per minute,
NS) Skin discoloration/fading, purple lips and tongue,
D) Weakness in the muscular system, then this process may be followed by loss of consciousness,
to) In the first stage, the pupils respond to light. If the pupils are dilated and do not respond to light, there is a
life-threatening danger.
7.2 Priority: Airway, Ensuring Breathing, Circulation (CAB: Circulation, Airway, Breathing)
In order to prevent further damage to a casualty, first of all, necessary interventions should be made to ensure
that the Respiratory Way is open, Respiration is Provided, and Circulatory functions are functional.
7.3 Problems in the patency of the Airway, Respiration, Circulatory function should be diagnosed
immediately. Control of Respiratory Function
a) It is ensured that the airway is open by tilting the victim's head back with one hand and holding the chin
with the other hand,
b) Pull the victim's tongue forward,
NS) Vomiting in the victim's mouth, etc. remove all respiratory obstruction found for the reason,
D) Listen carefully to the victim's mouth and nose, because even if the airway is closed, even in the absence
of any air flow, the victim's abdomen may rise / fall as if breathing,
to) Listen in this way for 5 seconds to decide whether you are breathing or not.
7.4 Treatment
a) Start giving oxygen using an oxygen mask. This attempt not only helps breathing, but also allows the
casualty to control their breathing.
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b) The oxygen mask is placed on the victim's face, covering the nose and mouth, making sure that there will
be no leakage from the mask.
NS) Check that the oxygen cylinder is connected according to the manufacturer's instructions and that there
is sufficient oxygen in the cylinder (2.5 liter capacity, 500 liters oxygen filled at 200 bar).
In general, situations where medical assistance is needed are due to inhalation of toxic gases in the normal
state of the chemical substance or inhalation of toxic gases caused by fire. As a result of fire, it can cause the
emission of mainly carbon monoxide and hydrogen cyanide gases. In such cases, oxygen should be given 8
liters per minute.
In the case of life-threatening, pulmonary edema or circulatory system problems, 8 liters of oxygen per minute
should be given.
7.5 Control of Heart Functions
Check heart rate. In Emergency Situations, the best pulse control is done from the jugular vein. Try to feel the
pulse of the casualty for 5 seconds and then decide whether there is a pulse or not.
7.6 Oxygenation and Controlled Ventilation
Oxygen is essential for life. Some toxins can prevent normal oxygen uptake, preventing the passage of oxygen
to the blood and thus to the tissues. In some cases, life can be saved by administering oxygen to a victim who
has been exposed to a particularly toxic gas. Basic training is required for the job of giving oxygen.
8. LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS DUE TO CHEMICAL LOADING
After inhalation of chemical gases, ingestion of the chemical substance or absorption through the skin, the
brain functions of the victim may be impaired. After chemical poisoning, the casualty may experience not
only loss of consciousness, but also difficulties in breathing and even respiratory arrest. Fortunately, in most
cases, improvement in symptoms initially observed as a result of the victim's removal from the environment
where the chemical was present.
8.1 Chemicals Getting into Eyes
As a result of chemical substance getting into the eye, regional itching, burning, pain, and in the worst cases,
vision loss may occur. TREATMENT SHOULD BE STARTED IMMEDIATELY.
Regardless of the symptoms, the job of removing the chemical from the eye first takes precedence.
a) Eyes should be washed immediately with copious amounts of water,
b) Eyelids should be kept as open as possible as shown in the picture,
NS) If the casualty wears contact lenses, they should be removed.
D) In the process of washing with water, water should be fed directly from the inner and outer corners. The
washing process should continue for 10 minutes and time should be kept for this work.
8.2 Skin Contact with Chemical Substance
Local damages such as chemical burns may occur after the skin comes into contact with the chemical.
Chemical burns are visually similar to thermal burns, with redness, itching, swelling and pain.
The chemical can be absorbed through the skin and general poisoning symptoms can be observed. However,
it can take hours for these symptoms to appear.
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In case of limited exposure to substances such as refrigerant gases, pressurized gases or solid carbon dioxide,
ice burn may be observed. In theory, it causes the same damage as chemical and thermal burns and is treated.
There is no special treatment method, but the method of intervention for chemical burns is followed.
8.2.1 Regardless of the chemical substance and symptoms, the areas in contact with the skin are
purified.
a) Chemical protective clothing and gloves should be used while washing the victim's body. There is no need
to use protective materials after the purification process,
b) All watches, jewelery and clothes that are suspected of being exposed to chemicals should be cut and
removed from the body of the casualty if necessary,
NS) If the victim's eye is also affected by the chemical substance, the eye should be treated first,
D) In order to purify the casualty from the chemical substance, the contact points are continued to be washed
for an additional 10 minutes using soap and shampoo.
8.3 Chemical Gas Inhalation
Inhalation of chemical gases causes asphyxiation:
a) Exposure to caustic chemical gases that may cause respiratory tract spasm or respiratory tract swelling,
b) Accumulation of caustic gases as liquid in the lungs,
NS) For example, poisoning caused by the inhibition of oxygen transport in the blood due to carbon monoxide
and cyanide,
D) Respiratory mechanism and brain are affected by chemical gases,
to) Substitution of oxygen by chemical gases that do not support life
Volatile liquids can often have pleasant odors and may also cause drowsiness and headaches.
Very few gases cause a corrosive effect on the lungs.
8.4 Ingestion of Chemical Substance
Ingestion of the chemical substance; rarely, it occurs due to suicide attempts, mixing with food and drink, and
poor personal hygiene.
In case of ingestion of toxic substances; causes vomiting and abdominal pain. The chemicals caused by the
worst situations are caused by corrosive, strong acids, alkalis and substances with disinfectant properties.
In the case of ingestion of toxic substances, symptoms are generally observed in the case of ingestion of toxic
substances.
8.4.1 If the chemical substance is swallowed, the following steps should be followed if the victim is conscious
and has no difficulty in swallowing.
a) The casualty should be helped to clean his mouth with water. 1 glass of water should be given to drink.
b) The casualty needs to be monitored,
NS) The victim should not be encouraged to vomit.
D) Salt water should not be given to induce vomiting. This attempt could make the victim's situation more
dangerous.
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to) It is absolutely dangerous to induce vomiting by sticking a finger down the victim's throat. As a result of
vomiting, there is a risk of chemicals coming into the mouth to escape into the trachea.
f) Trying to dilute the chemical in the stomach by drinking large amounts of water is not recommended. In
such cases, the absorption of the chemical may be accelerated.
8.5 Treatment
a) When deemed necessary, it is beneficial to clean the substance that has contaminated the eyes and body
after the casualty is removed from the area contaminated with chemicals,
b) The casualty should be observed after being freed from the chemical, there is usually no situation requiring
intervention,
NS) Keep the casualty in a self-recovery position.
D) If the casualty is using dentures, remove them,
to) If there is any accumulation in the mouth as a result of vomiting, clean it,
f) Position the victim's face facing the ground as in the picture, pillow etc. using supporting material,
g) If vomiting is observed again, clean all the debris in the mouth again,
h) The victim is not left alone as there is a risk of vomiting repeatedly.
NS) If it takes too long for help to arrive, move the victim to the other position after 3 hours.

APPENDIX-2 CONTAINER/VEHICLE PACKING CERTIFICATE

ANNEX-3 DANGEROUS GOODS INCIDENTS NOTIFICATION FORM

REPORT TO BE PREPARED IN CASE OCCURRED DURING THE CARRIAGE OF
DANGEROUS GOODS BY SEA

Carrier/Seaway operator:
.................................................................. ..................................................................
.................................................................. ..................................................................
.................................................................. .............................
Address:
.................................................................. ..................................................................
.................................................................. ..................................................................
.................................................................. .............................
Contact person: …………………. Telephone: ……………………….. Fax: ……………………
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1. Date and location of the event

Year: ....................... Month: ...................... Day : ..................... Hour:.......................... .......
where the accident occurred,



Coastal Facility
Boat

Position and area of influence,
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………
2. Was the ship involved in the accident? yes no if yes;
Ship Name:
IMO No:
Flag:
Equipped:
Operated by:
Freight and Quantity:
Captain's Name:

3. Special weather conditions






Rainy
Snowy
Foggy
thunderstorm
Stormy Temperature: .....°C
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4. Description of the Incident






Collision
Fire
Explosion
Loss
Technical malfunction

Additional information about the Cause of the Incident, the description:
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………….……………………………………………………………………………………………
…. …………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………….……………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………….……………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………….………………………………………………………. ………………………….

5. Dangerous goods involved
Flour Number
Class / Packing Number
Proper Transport Name
amount
Additional Risks (Marine Pollutant etc.)
Package and/or Container Number
Manufacturer of Hazardous Substance
Sender of Dangerous Goods
Carrying Dangerous Goods
Recipient of Dangerous Goods
6. The Occurring Event
Damage of the Incident / Size of
Pollution
Number of Injured, Dead, Missing

7. Emergency Response Practices for the Accident
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………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………..…
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………

Where necessary, the competent authority may request further information.

APPENDIX-4 EMERGENCY AND EVOLUTION SITE PLAN

Note: In case of any disputes
between the Turkish and English
texts of this document, the original
Turkish version will prevail.
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